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M a g n etism  in  d ilu te  m a g n e tic  oxides an d  re la ted  m a teria ls

Sum m ary
The work in this thesis is focussed on the magnetic properties of dilute ferromag

netic semiconducting oxides and related materials. Since the first report of unexpected 

room temperature ferromagnetism in anatase and rutile Co-doped Ti02 in 2001, there 

has been much research on the magnetic properties of transition-metal doped semi

conducting oxides, such as Sn02, ZnO and In2 0 3 . While many research groups have 

observed room temperature ferromagnetism in these systems, there is no universal 

agreement on the origin of the ferromagnetism. Reports of ferromagnetism in Hf02, 

hexaborides, graphite and sythentic carbon materials have demanded an explanation 

for the ferromagnetism that does not involve magnetic cations with a partially filled 

3d or 4 /  electon shells.

To further investigate and understand the origins of the magnetism in these sys

tems, thin films of transition-metal doped Ti0 2  (reduced and oxidized), indium-tin 

oxide (ITO), In2 0 3 , Sn02 and Al-doped ZnO were formed by laser ablation of ceramic 

targets. Carbon-nitrgen whiskers were produced by the pyrolysis of 1,2-diaminopropane 

and allylamine. The magnetic, electrical and optical properties of these materials were 

investigated, as well of the properties of graphite powders of varying purity. Room 

temperature ferromangetism was observed in Fe-doped Ti02 (reduced and oxidized), 

Fe-/Mn-/Cr-doped ITO, Cr-doped In20s, Co-doped Al:ZnO, carbon-nitrogen whiskers 

produced from the pyrolysis of 1,2-diaminopropane and low purity graphite.

Careful examinations by means of x-ray diffractometry, Mossbauer spectroscopy 

and elemental analysis were performed on the thin films and powders that exhibited 

room temperatmre ferromagnetism to exclude the possibility of extrinsic mechanisms 

for the observed moments, such as ferromagnetic impmity phases and contamination. 

The room temperature ferromagnetism could be attributed, either partly or wholly to 

ferromagnetic impmity phases for reduced Fe-doped Ti02, Fe-doped ITO, Fe-doped 

Sn02  and low-purity graphite.

Impinrity phases and contamination could explain the room temperature ferro

magnetism for oxidized Fe-doped Ti02, Mn- and Cr-doped ITO, Cr-doped In20a, 

carbon-nitrogen whiskers and Co-doped Al;ZnO. The existing models for the mech

anisms of ferromagnetism in oxides and semiconductors were unable to explain the 

observations of room temperature moments.
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One of the most interesting finds of this thesis is that the transition-metal cation 

dopant does not contribute to the ferromagnetism of the thin films directly. The fer

romagnetic films exhibit a paramagnetic susceptibility which corresponds to the 3d 

dopant concentrations. In the case of the iron-doped films of oxidized Ti02, the para

magnetism of the dopant is confirmed by Mossbauer spectroscopy. Therefore, the ma

terials presented as intrinsically ferromagnetic are not dilute magnetic semiconductors 

in the accepted sense.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction
“Robbie, you look so stressed!”

Zhu Diao, Chinese philosopher.

1.1 Spin electronics

The motivation behind this thesis is the investigation of materials that may be 

suitable for the emerging field of spin electronics. It seems fitting that the introduction 

should begin with a  short discourse on spin electronics.

1.1.1 T he E lectron - Charge and Spin

The electron is a fundamental particle of physics - a lepton. It has a mass {rUe =  

9.11 X 10 kg) and, significantly for the field of electronics, an electric charge of qe =  

— 1.6022 X 10“ ®̂ C =  e. To date, electronics has used the flow of the charge of electons 

(and holes) as a means for transporting and manipulating information. Initially, analog 

electronics used continuously variable physical properties, such as voltage - a property 

derived from the charge of electrons - to convey information. It is a fast but noisy 

method. This was superceded by digitalization, the encoding of information into I ’s 

and O’s - a less noisy method of information transport that integrated well with the 

use of semiconductors. However, the basic physical processes remain the same - digital 

circuits are made from analog components which use the charge of the electron as the 

basis for information transport and manipulation, ignoring any other property.

The electron, however, is not limited to charge alone. The electron is a fermion, 

and posesses a half-integer spin. The spin of a particle is a property as intrinsic as 

mass or charge and refers to intrinsic angular momentum. The spin of the electron is 

(S' =  ± 1  and if this were thought of classically as the electron “spinning” on its own 

axis, the speed of rotation would exceed the speed of light, which is impossible. Thus, 

spin must be thought of as an intrinsic quantum phenonemon.

The spin of the electron implies an intrinsic magnetic moment, n, given by
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where g is the gyromagnetic factor, and for an electron, g =  2.0023193043768(86). 

The magnetic moments of unpaired electrons on atoms in a ferromagnetic material, 

such as alloys based on Fe, Ni, and Co, can couple and align themselves to each other. 

These materials thus produce a mesoscopic measureable field. These fields can be 

orientated, with applications such as magnetic storage devices, which encode I ’s and 

G’s as magnetic fields of opposite orientation. The charge of the electron is irrelevant 

in this process.

1.1 .2  M oore’s Law

The use of electronics to perform calculations and data manipulation is now 

ubiquitous. However, despite “quantum leaps” with the advent of digital circuits, 

semiconductors and integrated circuits, the underlying physical principles behind the 

process have not changed

Moore’s Law, an empirical observation due to Gordon E. Moore, the founder of 

Intel, is that the transistor density of integrated circuits, which is inversely correlated 

with component cost, doubles every 24 months[l]. This law has been remarkably accu

rate in predicting the development of transitor density from the early seventies to the 

present day (Fig. LI). However, this is more a reflection of an industry target rather 

than of any underlying physical process.

The discussion of Moore’s Law in the present day is mostly about i t’s projected 

breakdown. For the law to hold, “trench size” - i.e., the smallest definable structure 

possible - must persistantly reduce. Currently, transitors are formed on the 65 nm 

level. IBM announced in 2006 that they have developed techniques that enable circuit 

print definition of just under 30 nm, ensuring the status of Moore’s Law until 2013. 

However, as the trench size approaches atomic sizes, definition of structures becomes 

difficult and the complexities associated with size reduction, such as heating eff'ects, 

parameter variation and leakage currents, will ensure that electronics-based computa

tion will reach a fundamental limit. The progress required to further adhere to Moore’s 

Law will consequently require a fundamental shift to different physical principles.

1.1 .3  T h e M echan ism s B eh in d  Spintronics

While electronics and magnetism have exploited different aspects of the electron.
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Figure 1.1. A graph of transitors per integrated circuit against year, illustrating Moore’s Law

the field of “spintronics” is concerned with using spin and charge together.

The principles behind spintronics first appeared in 1936 when Mott suggested 

the two spin channel model [2], arguing that the spin-up and spin-down conduction 

electrons in a metallic ferromagnet could be considered two independent channels of 

conduction, i.e. spin-up charge carriers and spin-down charge carriers. Mott also sug

gested that both channels would have different transport properties, and this difference 

could explain some observations of anomolous transport in ferromagnetic conductors.

The two foundations of spin electrons can therefore be summarised as;

1. The two channels are independent and scattering probability from one channel 

to the other is small compared to the scattering probability within a channel.

2. The two channels have differing transport properties, be they due to different 

channel mobilities or different carrier concentration.

The splitting of the two conductions bands can be explained by the ferromagnetic 

exchange field lifting the degeneracy between the two spin states. This alters the elec

tron densities of the two channels at the Fermi surface. As the conduction processes 

take place through electrons residing on this Fermi surface, an asymmetry in the den-
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sities on this surface leads to an asymmetry in the transport of the channels. The

asymmetric scattering probabilities.

1.1.4 Spin Accum ulation, Spin Diffusion Lengths and Polarization

Having established spin asymmtery, we may consider a current flowing from a 

spin asymmetric material (SAM) to a spin symmetric material (SSM). When the spin 

asymmetric electrons enter the SSM, there cannot be a discontinuous jump in the po

larization of the carriers. Instead, the spin-up surplus penetrates the SSM. However, in 

the SSM, the equilibrium state is equally populated spin-up and spin-down channels. 

Therefore, there is a large amount of unoccupied spin-down levels. Any spin flip scat

tering will preferentially scatter a spin-up to a spin-down until equilibrium has been 

restored (Fig 1.2a). The length the carrier travels before a spin flip occurs is dubbed 

the spin diffusion length, Aĝ , represented in Fig 1.2b, and is given by the equation

is the spin-flip time. The spin diffusion length is dependent on the mean free path, 

so a large number of scattering sites - such as defects or impurites - tend to reduce Xsd- 

Another quantity we can derive from the mechanisms of spintronics is the polar

isation - the extent to which the population of one channel exceeds the population of 

the other channel - and it is deflned as the difference in carrier concentration at the 

Fermi siurface divided by the sum of carriers;

where n \  are the carrier concentrations for the up and down channels, respectively.

1.1.5 D evices

The spin valve was the flrst useful spintronic device [3]; it is a stack of two 

ferromagnetic (FM) layers with a non-magnetic (NM) layer sandwiched between them 

(Fig 1.3). The two spin channels experience different resistances as they pass through 

the magnetically orientated FM layers. When the two FM layers are aligned to each

mobility of the channels is split due to the fact that the asymmetric densities leaxl to

( 1 )

where A is the mean free path (also indicated in Fig 1.2b), is the Fermi velocity and
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a)
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Figure 1.2. A schematic diagram representing a) spin accumulation extending into silver from a 
cobalt current injector, with the magnitude of the vector indicating magnitude of spin accumulation 
b) the scattering processes a spin encounters on entering the silver

other (Fig 1.3, top), the spin channel ahgned to this orientation is eflfectively a “short 

circuit” through the stack, while anti-alignment of the two layers (Fig 1.3, bottom) 

leads to a higher resistance.

Usually, one of the ferromagnetic layers is “pinned”, i.e. its orientation is held by 

an antiferromagnetic pinning layer. The other layer is then dubbed the “free layer”, as 

its orientation may be switched using a magnetic field. Therefore, the resistance of the 

stack is dependent on the field applied. This is called a magnetoresistive effect, and 

the magnetoresistance (MR) is given by

-  i?TT
M R  =

where are the resistances of the aligned and anti-aligned states. The term GMR

(giant magnetoresistance), used when referring to spin valves, is attributable to the 

large change in resistance observed in the spin valve. With this definition. M R  cannot 

exceed 100%.

The spin valve is in use as a magnetic field sensor which is used to read the bits 

of a magnetic hard disk. The stray field of the bit rotates the magnetization of the 

free layer, and a high and low measurement of resistance can be related to a 1 or a 0
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Figure 1.3. A schematic representation of a CPP (current perpendicular to plane) spin valve, with 
the resistances for both channels.

on that bit. The quahty of the device is determined largely by the non-magnetic layer 

[4]. Indeed, if the layer is replaced by an insulating layer, it is called a tunnel junction, 

which is basically the same device, but as the monicker suggests, tunnelling currents 

flowing perpendicular to the plane are now used.

These are two terminal devices. The aim for future spintronic devices is the re

alisation of three-terminal devices, such as the spin transistor. An electronic transistor 

controls the flow of current in a circuit by the application of a voltage on a secondary 

circuit. Modulation of the voltage results in the modulation of the current in the pri

mary circuit. A spin transistor would use a spin state to control the flow. The primary 

advantage is that once the spin state is set, there is no need to apply constant power 

to maintain it, unlike the electronic transistor. It is “non-volatile” .

1 .1 .6  M aterials

The conventional electronics industry has long ago identified the ideal materi

als for device manufacture as silicon, with galium arsenide for special applications.
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These materials possess suitable physical properties without drawbacks in the areas 

of cost and stability. These materials are not suitable for use in spintronics due to 

lack of intrinsic ferromagnetism. Current spin valves use CoFe or NiFe layers with 

Cu, for example, as the spacer layer. Modern tunnel junctions [5] also use similar 3d 

ferromagnetic layers with MgO^ or AlO^ insulating layers.

More advanced devices will require a new class of material, and the following 

criteria will have to be satisfied:

1. Spin dependent transport. The independence of the two spin channels and their 

differing transport properties is fundamental for spintronics. Non-magnetic materials 

such as semiconductors do not possess this property.

2. High Curie temperature. Spintronic devices will need to operate at room 

temperature and well above if they are to be integrated into semiconductor electronics.

3. High mobilities and large spin diffusion lengths. The spin diffusion length 

needs to be long enough for spin orientation to survive an operation in a spintronic 

device.

4. n- and p-type behaviom with controlable carrier concentration. For device 

fabrication, both n- and p-type semiconductors are required. A main advantage of 

semiconductors for ordinary electronic applications is the ability to control carrier 

concentration. This would also be of use in spintronic devices.

Based on the above, what is required is a high Tc-ferromagnet which exhibits 

spin dependent transport and a high carrier mobility. The material would ideally be:

1. Inexpensive, so that fabrication is cost-effective.

2. Integrable with existing semiconductor technology.

3. Non-toxic and non-volatile, so that it is suitable for everyday public use.

Half-metals, metals which have only one spin orientation at their Fermi surface

exhibit just-above room temperature T^’s, while ferromagnetic semiconductors, such as 

EuO, and some dilute ferromagnetic semiconductors, such as GaMnAs, have Tc’s well 

below room temperatures. Furthermore, ferromagnets and half-metals have extremely 

poor mobilities. A ferromagnetic semiconductor with a Tc above room temperature 

would satisfy all of the above critera.

In the next section we shall examine the eletrical properties of semiconductors.
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1.2 Sem iconductors

Introduction

1.2.1 C on d u ctiv ity

Electrical conduction is the movement of electrically charged particles through a 

medium. The movement can form an electric current in response to an electric field. 

The mechanism for transport of charge depends on the nature of the material.

The ease with which current density (current per area) j  appears in a material is 

measured by the conductivity a, defined as:

j  =  a ■ E

where E  is the electric field applied. The ciirrent density can also be written as

j  =  e-n^-Yd

where qe, rie and Vd are the charge, number density and drift velocity of the charged 

particle. Thus, we have that

a =  n ■ e ■

where = Yd/E \s the mobiUty of the charge carrier, a measure of how susceptible the 

charge carrier is movement under an electric field.

1 .2 .2  T h e B and  M odel

In the context of electrical conductivity, materials can generally be classified as 

one of the following three categories: conductors, semiconductors or insulators. Each 

category can be thought of as having a conduction band of electrons - a grouping of 

electrons involved in the conduction processes - and a valence band, whose electrons 

are involved in the binding of the material (Fig 1.4).

In insulating materials, the energy required to promote an electron is larger than 

the thermal energy of the electron and thus the conduction band is empty. Therefore, 

the material has no charge carriers available for conduction and the material is insu

lating. In a  metal, however, the bands are overlapping so that any free electrons in the 

valence band are free to populate the conduction band and thus enable electrical con

ductivity in the material. Semiconductors sit in between these two definitions. The 

conduction band does not overlap the valence band, but the gap is narrow enough for
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k

a) b) c)

Figure 1.4. Band diagrams for a) an insulator b) a semiconductor and c) metal. The parabola at 
the top represents the conduction band (with shading as carrier population) and the parabola at the 
bottom is the valence band.

thermal or optical activation processes to enable carrier promotion to the conduction 

band. The gap, Eg^ is of the order of 1 eV. While there is a definite criterion separat

ing semiconductor from metal, the crossover between semiconductor and insulator is 

not so well definied.

1.2.3 E lem ental and C om pound Sem iconductors

Semiconductors can exist as elemental semiconductors - such as Ge and Si - in 

which atoms of a single species are covalently bonded, each atom sharing electrons with 

its nearest neighbour, or as compound semiconductors, which are comprised of two or 

more elements, such as GaN or ZnS. While there is no disparity in electron affinity of 

the atoms in an elemental semiconductor, its presence in a compound semiconductor 

means that the bonding is no longer purely covalent, but slightly ionic in character. 

The classification of a compound semiconductor is determined by the periodic table 

group memberships of the constituent atoms. Thus, GaN is a III-V semiconductor.
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Ga being in group III and N belonging to group V. Compound semiconductors are 

not only binary, but may be ternary and even quaternary. Varying the individual 

atomic concentrations allows tailoring of the physical properties, such as crystal lattice 

parameters and energy gap.

1.2.4 Sem iconductor D oping and Carrier Concentrations

The semiconductors described so far have been intrinsic semconductors - i.e. semi

conductors that contain no impiurities. If the thermal energy of an electron promotes 

it to the conduction band, it leaves a “hole” - a positive charge - in the valence band. 

Both the electron and the hole are termed “charge carriers” , and the semiconductor 

acquires a “carrier concentration” , depending on the number of the carriers per vol

ume of material. For an intrinsic semiconductor, the carrier concentration of negative 

carriers (n, electron) are equal to the number of positive carriers (p, holes) so that

rii = n = p  ( 3 )

where Ui is termed in the intrinsic carrier concentration. At room temperature, silicon, 

for example would have an intrinsic carrier concentration of r?,j =  1 x 10^‘̂ cm“ .̂ This 

number would obviously increase with temperature owing to the fax;t that more thermal 

energy would be available for electon-hole pair generation.

We can upset the balance of Eq. ( 3 ) by replacing a small number of host semicon

ductor atoms with atoms of a different valence - a process known as doping. Doping 

Si, a group IV semiconductor, with a group V element, such as As, inserts more elec

trons into the semiconductor than are needed for bonding purposes. This results in 

an n-type semiconductor, where the electron concentration, n, is now greater than the 

hole concentration, p. Doping Si with a group III element has the opposite effect, with 

there now being a larger hole concentration than electron concentration, resulting in a 

p-type semiconductor. These p- and n-type semiconductors are called extrinsic semi

conductors. The doping creates energy levels just under the conduction band or above 

the valence band (Fig 1.5), which allows for much easier thermal activation of the p- 

or n-type charge carriers. The electrical conduction due to excitation from either the 

donor or acceptor level will then dominate the electrical conductivity of the material 

at lower temperatures.
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Conduction Band

Donor level

Acceptor level

Valence band

Figure 1.5. The n-type dopants, called donors, create donor levels just underneath the conduction 
band, p-type dopant create acceptor levels just above the valence band.

1.2.5 D oping Com pound Sem iconductors

While doping an elemental semiconductor results in a simple replacement of the 
semiconductor atom with the dopant atom, doping a compound semiconductor intro
duces complications. The effect of the dopant atom depends on the site occupied by 
the atom on the lattice. In a III-V semiconductor, a dopant atom from group IV may 
occupy the site of the group III atom or the group V atom, and its behaviour as a 
donor or acceptor would depend upon which site it occupied. This type of impurity is 

called an amphoteric impurity.

1.2.6 T he Fermi Level

The Fermi level or Fermi energy, Ep, for electrons at absolute zero is the upper
most energy level occupied by an electron. The states below it are fully occupied and 

the states above it are empty, according to Fermi-Dirac statistics. Thus at OK, it is 
a sharp “edge” to the electron-occupied states. At finite temperature, this “edge” be

comes blurred by, there now being a non-zero possibility that a state above the Fermi
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Ir̂ igurf 1-6. The probability of level occupation versus energy for absolute zero (left) and a non-zero 
t'empe;^ture.

l<evel s occupied and a state below unoccupied. The probability is given by

f (E)  =  -----
e +  1

vvher( ks is the Boltzmann constant and T  is the temperature of the system. The

F^erm; energy is then redefined at the energy at which the probability of finding an

edectrm is 0.5 (Fig 1.6).

1 .2.6. Intrinsic Sem iconductors

jiven the density of states for the valence band in the free electron model is

D{E) =  (4)

amd tiat of the conduction band is

D{E) =  ^  (2m.)t (E -  E, ) i  (5)

■'̂ vher( E  is measured from the top of the valence band and me,h is the effective electron 

aind ble masses, respectively, we can calculate the electron density in the conduction 

b)and -o be
/  2 7 rm e fc s T 2 ( E p ~ E g )  

P (6)
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3

e ('•)

and the density of holes in the valence band to be

f 2 7 r m h k B T \ ^  _

Multiplying p and n eliminates Ep from the equations to give

np = nl = pI = NcN yC~'^  (5)

where are the cumbersome prefactors in Eqns (6) and (7), with rii to indicate afi 

intrinsic semiconductor. This equation is termed the law of mass action. Usirig this 

expression for n  and p in Eqns. (6) and (7) and equating, we obtain

3 { B p - E g )  3  E p

mie  = m ^ e  (p)

EF =  ^  +  l k B T \ n ( ' ^ ]  (icO

yielding

2 4 \  rtie
This pla£:es the Fermi energy in the centre of the gap of the intrinsic semicomluctor 

{E is measured from the top of the valence band), with an additional temperature- 

dependent term which is also dependent on the effective mass ratio.

1.2.6.2 E xtrin sic  Sem iconductors

The introduction of donor and acceptor levels in the band gap alters the posi

tioning of the Fermi level from that obtained in Eqn. (10). For a donor, say, the energy 

needed to excite an electron to the conduction band is the donor ionization energy, Ej- 

The donor ionization processes can be represented by

e~ + D+ = D

D+ = D - e ~

K = N d - n (11)

for electrons and similarly for holes. Given that the donor-conduction band gap is 

we can use the Fermi function to obtain

N *  =  N i [ \  -  f  { E ,  -  E^) ]  ;121

where Nd is the number of donor sites and is the number of ionized donor si; es A
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similar axgument can be constructed to show for holes that

N -  =  NJ { E a )

Comparing and substituting with the law of mass action (Eqn. (8)), it can be shown 

that

which places the Fermi level in between the donor level and the conduction band for an 

intrinsic n-type semiconductor. The stronger the compensation, the closer the Fermi 

energy is to the donor level.

1.3 Sem iconducting Oxides

1.3.1 D efects in Oxides

Defects play an important role in the electrical properties of an oxide. A material 

such as Ti02, when stoichiometric, is an insulator with a band gap of 3.1 eV. However, 

Ti0 2  is extremely sensitive to reducing (even slightly reducing) conditions, and as 

such, readily becomes Ti02-x- This reduced material has oxygen vacancies and is thus 

“doped” with electrons, making it a semiconductor. Unlike a covalent semiconductor, 

where the donors are easily ionized, the electrons introduced by doping may remain 

trapped near the oxygen vacancies. The oxygen vacancy is a common defect and 

explains why most oxide semiconductors are n-type. However, the oxygen vacancy is 

not the only defect to occur in an oxide. There are four basic types of point defect:

1) A vacancy, which is an atom missing from an atomic site, such as an oxygen 

vacancy in Ti0 2 -x- A vacancy is denoted as D^j, or for vacancies which 

result in negative change in chaxge, no change in charge and a positive change in 

charge, respectively where M is the atomic species which is vacated^.

2) An interstitial, in which an extra atom occupies a position which is not on 

the lattice. This is denoted as M', M f, or M ", for interstitials which result in negative 

change in charge, no change in charge and a positive change in charge, respectively 

where M is the atomic species which is inserted interstitially.

 ̂ The notation used for this defect and all others from this point in the thesis is called Kroger-V ink  notation. The 
superscript ' denotes a 1— charge difference due to the defect, the  ̂ superscript denotes no charge difference and the 
" superscript denotes a positive charge difference. The multiphcity of the superscript indicates the magnitude of the 
charge difference, e.g. " denotes 2—.

( 13)
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a) b)b)

c) d)

Figure 1.7. Simple diagrams depicting the four main point defect types a) a vacancy b) an interstitial 
c) a Frenkel defect and d) a Schottky defect. In all cases the black arrows point to the defect site

3) A Frenkel defect is a combination of a vacancy defect as mentioned above with 

a interstitial defect of the same ionic species. This would be denoted as Dm+ M" for a 

postive ion M+ and □" +  M' for a negative ion M“ . The combination of the two defects 

ensiires charge neutrality. Unlike a Schottky defect (which will be defined next), this 

type of defect tends not to increase the lattice size, or only by a negligible amount.

4) A Schottky defect is a combination of two vacancies of two different ion species 

in a binary system, for instance. This combination can also allow for charge neutrality. 

Since the number of atoms has to stay constant, no matter how many Schottky defects 

are present, the surplus atoms must be thought of as sitting on the surface and therefore 

there is a measurable crystal expansion due to the formation of Schottky defects.

The four main types of point defect axe represented schematically in Fig 1.7.

In addition to these four simple types, the lattice may contain a substitutional 

impurity - as in a doped semiconductor, e.g. Mĝ "*" for Al̂ "*" in AI2 O3 . This would be 

denoted by Mg^j.

In addition to point defects, the crystal may contain dislocations. A dislocation 

is a linear crystallographic defect, or irregularity, within a crystal structure. Usually
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r

g)

Figure 1.8. The several different classes of crystal defects, a) is a subtitutional impurity, b) is an 
interstitial impurity, c) is an interstitial dislocation, d) is a homo-interstitial, e) is a vacany, f) is a 
vacancy dislocation, g) is an impurity precipitation and h) is a Frenkel defect. As this is a unitary 
crystal, a Schottky defect cannot be represented.

this is caused and can be visuahzed as an atomic plane terminating within the crystal, 

rather than at the crystal edge.

The defects and dislocations combine to form general and more complicated de

fects. In general, an oxide will contain many different types of defects. A diagram 

detailing most 2-D crystal defects is shown in Fig 1.8.

The net effect of all these defects is the introduction of energy levels in the 

bandgap and also the introduction of charge carriers. Due to the highly complex struc

ture of the oxides and their defects, the typical n-type doping is often highly compen

sated. While the defects primarily induce conductivity in the samples by introducing 

carriers, the defects may also directly provide conductivity by migrating through the 

lattice, a mechanism called ionic conductivity. The diffusivity of the defects is, how

ever, much smaller than the mobility of electrons or holes. Transport will be dominated 

by mobile electrons or holes if they are present. A wide gap insulator will, however,
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exhibit feeble ionic conductivity [6].

1.3.2 Sem iconducting Behaviour in Oxides

The high number of defects naturally occruing in an oxide requires most oxide 

semiconductors to be extrinsic at room-temperature, with intrinsic behaviour only seen 

for highly pure, stoichiometric oxides in the high temperatiue limit. The defects present 

themselves as donor and acceptor levels in the bandgap. The general preponderance of 

oxygen vacancies implies that the conduction is generally n-type, and that the Fermi 

level generally is just above the donor level. Oxides tend to have wide bandgaps, in the 

range of 3 — 6eV, and large donor ionization energies, with ~  ~  0.1 — 0.5 eV.

1.4 D ilute M agnetic Sem iconductors

A class of materials that show promising properties for spin electronics is dilute 

magnetic semiconductors (DMS). A dilute magnetic semiconductor is a semiconductor 

that is doped with ions that have a net spin, usually a 3d atom such as Fe, Ni or Co, with 

the aim of inducing ferromagnetism in the host semiconductor. The host semiconductor 

would ensure that the carriers have the beneficial properties of semiconductors, but the 

induced ferromagnetism would in turn induce the spin dependent transport properties 

required for spintronics with the added advantage of being compatible with existing 

semiconductor technology.

1.4.1 III-V  M aterials

1.4.1.1 G aM nA s

Mn-doped GaAs is a widely-researched magnetic semiconductor. It was reported 

to be ferromagnetic and to exhibit the anomolous Hall effect by Ohno et al. in 1996 [7]. 

The host semiconductor GaAs is already a widely-used material in the semiconductor 

industry. I t’s primary advantage over Si is its high electron mobility (9200 cm  ̂

making it suitable for high-speed electronics and the fact that it has a direct band gap, 

which allows it to be incorporated into optoelectronic devices.

A model for the mechanism of ferromagnetism in p-type III-V magnetic semi

conductors was presented by Dietl [8], based on the Zener model of ferromagnetism in 

transition metals. These authors consider the effect of 5% Mn-doping on a range of
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materials. The major disadvantage GaMnAs is its low Tc- As mentioned in the pre

vious section, a  T c  well above room tem peratm ’e, > 500 K, is required. However, to 

date, the highest reported T c  of GaMnAs is only 172 K [9], well below the required 

tem perature. Though there has been much effort to raise the T c  of GaMnAs, it is un

likely th a t the m aterial will find room tem perature applications. Furthermore, mobility 

is greatly reduced by scattering from the Mn dopants. Its sister m aterial Mn-doped 

InAs exhibits many of the same properties, but has an even lower Curie tem perature 

of ~  61 K [10].

1.4.1.2 G aM nN

D ietl’s paper mentioned above also contained a  prediction of above room tem 

perature ferromagnetism in other j?-type Mn-doped III-V materials such as GaN and 

InN. Mn-doped GaN has been fabricated by MBE and for high Mn-doping, ferromag

netism was observed, with Curie tem peratures well above room tem peratiire (>  900 K) 

[11]. However, the carriers were found to be n-type, unlike D ietl’s prediction. Also con

trary  to  the prediction are reports th a t Mn-doped InN displays paramagnetism, and 

not ferromagnetism [12].

1.4.2 IV  M ateria ls

In addition to the IH-V materials described above, D ietl’s paper extended to the 

elemental semiconductors of group IV, w ith T c  predictions of 130 K, 475 K, 75 K for 

5% Mn-doped Si, C and Ge respectively. Near room -tem perature ferromagnetism has 

been reported in Mn-doped Ge [13], displaying both  p- and n-type conduction. No such 

reports exist for doped silicon or carbon.

Carbon, however, has given rise to  many reports of ferromagnetism as an undoped 

material. This controversial subject will be discussed later in the chapter.

1.4.3 O xide sem icon ductors

The field of ferromagnetic oxide semiconductors is somewhat of a “hot topic” 

at present, and ferromagnetic semiconducting oxides are widely prom oted as strong 

contenders for a  prototype m aterial for use in spintronics [14].
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1.4.3.1 ZnO

ZnO is a II-VI semiconductor. It normally crystallizes in the wurtzite structure, 

but can also take the zinc-blende structure if deposited on a ZnS buffer layer [15] .  It 

was first reported to be ferromagnetic by doping with Mn [16] with a T c of 45 K. There 

is an extensive literature on magnetism in doped ZnO. For example, a study of doping 

ZnO with the complete range of transition metals has been carried out by Fitzgerald 

et al. [17].

1.4.3.2 T i0 2

Ti0 2  is a material that exists at room temperatmre in three different phases, rutile, 

anatase and brookite - with rutile being the most common of the three polymorphs. 

Matsumoto et al. [18] reported the occinrrence of room temperature ferromagnetism in 

Co-doped Ti02 in 2001. Since then, reports of ferromagnetism in Cr- [19],  V- [20], Fe- 

[21] and Ni-doped Ti02[22] have emerged. Ti02, however, remains a material where 

there is much controversy over the origin of the ferromagnetic moment, as will be 

discussed later in the chapter.

1.4.3.3 Sn02

Tin (VI) oxide has a rutile crystal structure. It has been reported to be ferro

magnetic when doped with Co [23] ,  Mn [24] and Fe [ibid.]. A report of the systematic 

doping of Sn02 with transition metals [25] confirmed these findings, while also reporting 

ferromagnetism in Cr- and Ni- doped Sn02.

1.4.3.4 In203

Indium oxide, a transparent conducting oxide which crystallizes in the cubic bix- 

tyite structure, has been claimed to become a room temperature ferromagnet with 

Fe-doping [26] . Room temperature ferromagnetism has also been observed in Cr-doped 

[27],  Ni-doped [28] and Mn and Fe co-doped In20s [29].

1.4.3.5 ITO

Indium-tin oxide (ITO) is a mixture of tin (IV) oxide and Indium (III) oxide, 

which takes the same structure as indium oxide. Moodera et al. [30] have observed 

ferromagnetic behaviour at room temperature for Mn-doped ITO. Kim et al have re-
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M aterial C urie T em perature
(K)

M agnetization  
(/ig /d op an t ion)

Carrier
typ e

R eference

GaAs(Mn) 172 - P 9]
InAs(Mn) 61 - P 10
GaN(Mn) 930 0.54 P 11
InAs(Mn) 0 0 p ,n 12
Ge(Mn) 280 0.03 - 13
ZnO(Mn) 45 - - 16
ZnO(Co) > 300 2.7 - 17
ZnO(Fe) > 300 0.3 - 17
Ti02(Co) > 300 0.32 - 18
Ti02(Fe) > 300 2.4 P 21
Ti02(Cr) > 400 2.9 P 19
Ti02(V) > 400 4.23 - 20
Ti02(Ni) > 400 2.7 - 22
Sn02(Mn) > 300 0.6 n 25
Sn02(Fe) > 300 1.8 n 25
Sn02(Co) 650 7.5 n 23
Sn02(Cr) > 300 0.8 n 25
Sn02(Ni) > 300 0.6 n 25
In2 0 3 (Fe) 750 1.45 n 26
In2 0 3 (Cr) > 400 1.5 n 27
In2 0 3 (Fe, Mn) > 300 0.36 - 29
In2 0 3 (Sn, Mn) > 300 0.8 n 30
In2 0 3 (Sn, Cr) > 300 1.6 n 31

Table l.A  table detailing the properties of some dilute magnetic semiconductors. A dash indicates 
that no quantitive value was given in the reference.

ported  ferrom agnetism  in th in  films of chrom ium -doped ITO . The m om ent increase 

w ith  C r concentration, w ith  a  m axim um  value of O.S/Ug/Cr reported  for 15 mol% Cr 

doping [31].

Table 1 sum m arizes th e  properties of some d ilu te m agnetic sem iconductors.

1.5 Transparent C onducting Oxides

Transparent conducting oxides (TCO s) are a  special group of m aterials th a t ex

h ibit good electrical conductiv ity  and  optical transparency  in th e  visible region. W hile 

th e  m ajority  of conductors are opaque and  th e  m ajority  of solids which are optically 

tran sp aren t are electrically insulating, th e  unusual com bination of optical transparency  

and electrical conductivity  is observable in a  sm all num ber of system s [32] [33], and  can 

therefore be labelled th e  rarest form  of conductiv ity  when com pared to  o ther electrical 

conduction phenom ena such as sem iconductivity  and  superconductivity. In com mon 

practice, a  small group of m aterials form  th e  basis for m ost TC O s - Sn02, Iu2 0 3 , ZnO 

(when doped w ith  F, In  or Al) and  CdO. More com plex m aterials are also being de-
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M aterial D en isty
(k g m -3 )

T
%

R esistiv ity
( Q  cm)

Ccirrier
density
( cm~^)

M obility
( cm  ̂y - ^  

s - i )

E .
(eV )

R ef

Sn02 6 9 5 0 9 7 ~  1 0 - ^ 5  X 10^*^ 15 3 .8 4 5

Sn02:F 6 9 5 0 >  9 2 5  X 1 0 - “̂ 1020 100^*) 4 .2 4 4 6

SnOaiSb 6 9 5 0 8 5 3  -  2 5  X 1 0 - ^ 10'2U 7(*) >  4 .0 4 7 [48]

ZnO:Al 5 6 1 0 >  8 5 4  X 1 0 - ^ >  2  X 10'̂ ^̂ 11 4 .1 4 9

ZnO:In 5 6 1 0 >  8 5 3  X 1 0 - ^ 10""^ 6 3 .3 5 6

ZnO:F 5 6 1 0 >  8 5 1 X lO-''^ 4  -  5  X 10^“ 1 - 3 3 .3 5 5 7

ZnO:In,Ga 5 6 1 0 >  8 5 2  X 1 0 - ^ 1 .2  X 10^^ 2 4 3 .5 5 9

Cd2Sn04 7 7 0 5 ~  8 0 2  X 1 0 - “ 3 .2  X lO^'^ 5 4 >  3 .4 5 0

In203 7 1 9 0 >  9 0 ~  1 0 - ^ lo ^ y 2 5  -  1 3 0 >  3 .2 2 7

In2 0 3 :Sn 7 1 9 0 >  9 0 ~  1 0 - ^  -  1 0 - “* lO^y -  10^1 1 2 - 9 0 3 .7 4 3 0

Zn2Sn0 4 3 9 0 0 9 0 2 .3  X 1 0 - ^ 3 . 5 - 8  X IQi*^ 1 5 - 2 9 >  3 . 1 51

Mgln204 6 0 6 5 7 5 7  -  5 0  X 10*^ - - 3 .3 5 2

ZnSnOs 6 4 1 7 - ~  10^ 4  X lO^y 3 - 5 8

CdO 8 2 4 0 >  9 0 4  X 1 0 - “ 1 .5  X 10^^ 1 5 0 2 .9 6 0

CdO:In 8 2 4 0 >  8 0 5  X 1 0 - ^ 1 .6  X 10^^ 7 0 3 .1 6 0

CdSbzOe 6 5 6 9 >  9 0 2 .5  X 10 -^ ^ *) 1 .3  X 10^*^ 1 .9 4 .0 5 3

GalnOs 6 4 5 0 >  9 0 2 .5  X 1 0 - ^ 4  X 10^*^ 1 0 3 .3 5 5

Zn2ln20s 6 4 0 0 >  8 5 2 .9  X 1 0 - “ 6 .5  X lO''^' 3 0 ~  3 6 1

In4Sn30i2 >  6 0 0 0 >  8 0 2 X 1 0 - “ ~  10^1 2 0 >  3 .1 5 4

Table 2.The physical properties of some reported n-type transparent conducting oxides. T is trans
mission in the visible range. Entries marked by an asterisk have been calculated by the author

veloped, Cd2Sn04 being the most successful to date, however there are others such 

as Zn2Sn04 , Mgln204 , CdSb2 0 6 :Y, ZnSnOa, GalnOa , Zri2ln2 0 5  , In4Sii30i2. The 

properties of these materials are listed in Table 2 .

1.5.1 U ses o f Transpcirent Conducting Oxides

Transparent conducting oxides are in widespread use in architecture as a coating 

on windows with the aim of increasing energy efficiency. The low emissivity of some 

TCO coatings prevent radiative heat loss from windows. The fact that TCOs reflect 

in the IR spectrum, while being optically transparent, adds to the energy efficiency.

In addition to this, the TCO coatings enable the production of “functional glasses”, 

where properties of the glass, such as its temperature (anti-fogging) or its transparency 

(privacy windows) may be managed electronically using the conducting properties of 

the TCO.

The recent boom production of flat panel displays, whether for hand-held com

puter or high definition TV, has pushed the demand for transparent electrodes. The 

TCO in a flat panel display serves as a transparent conducting electrode for address-
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ing individual pixels on the screen. Transparency coupled with conductivity is vital for 

the pixel to be addressed while remaining viewable by the user.

1.5.2 p -ty p e  Transparent C on d u ctin g  O xides

The TCOs reviewed so far have all been n-type conducting oxides. The delevop- 

ment of ^>-type transparent conducting oxides (pTCOs) would allow the creation of 

transparent pn  junctions when combined with the better known nTCOs. This would 

allow the development of transparent electronics, a field which would have a myriad of 

applications.

Creating a pTCO is not a trivial exercise. There are two main considerations 

which must be taken into account when choosing a suitable candidate material. An 

ionic compound will result in the strong localization of holes on the oxygen sites, 

due to the fact that the 2p levels on oxygen atoms are typically far lower than the 

valence orbitals of metalhc atoms[34]. Since the p-type  material will depend on the 

mobility of these holes, an ionic compound would require a huge hole concentration 

to be conductive. Therefore, it would be more appropriate to choose materials with a 

more covalent bonding of oxygen to minimize these localization effects

In order to ensure this chemical modulation of the valence band, an appropriate 

crystal structure and cation must be chosen. To preserve the transparency of the 

material, d-d transitions must be avoided, as they absorb in the visible region. Thus, 

cations with closed c?-shells (e.g. Cu'^, Ag^) are required. The energy-level of the 

uppermost closed shell of the cation must match closely the energy-level of the 2p levels 

of the oxygen ions, as shown in Fig. 1.9. The resulting bond will be mostly covalent in 

nature, inhibiting localization around the oxygen ion, providing an antibonding level 

that will form a valence-band edge.

The energy levels of the electrons decrease with increasing atomic number 

(Fig. 1.9). The oxygen cation would usually sit at around 5eV. Thus, only a few 

elements present themselves as possibilities for cations in a candidate material, with 

Cu'*' and Ag''" being the two best ones.

Having selected the cation, a suitable crystal structure must be found. The most 

successful structiire to date has been the delafossite structure, which can be represented 

by the formula AMO2 , where A is a monovalent cation and M is a trivalent cation.
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CB

\
VB \

Oxygen anion 
(O 2p6)

Cation (cT° closed)

Figure 1.9. Schematic diagram of the energy levels of an ideal ;?TCO, showing the bond between the 
closed d-shell cation and the oxygen anion.

The structure maintains a large distance betv/een the closed-shell A cation and the 

0  anions, while forcing the oxygen ions to bond via a bonds with the coordinating 

cation. This reduces the localization of the valence band edge. CUAIO2 , CuGa02 and 

AgIn(;Sn)02 have been found to be pTCOs, all with the delafossite structure.

Other non-delafossite structures such as potassium-doped SrCu202 and nitrogen- 

doped ZnO have also been successfully demonstrated as p-type TCOs. A summary of 

the electrical properties of these materials is shown in Table 3.
M aterial R esistiv ity

( Qcm)
Carrier den sity
( cm“ )̂

M obility
( cm^

B andgap
(eV )

R ef

CUAIO2 1 X 10^ 1 X 10^^ 1 0 3 .5 6 3

CuGa02 1 .5  X 10^ 1 .7  X 10^« 0 .2 3 .6 6 4

AgIn(:Sn)02 1 .7  X 1 0 - ^ 2 .7  X 10^^ 0 .5 4 .4 6 2

Sr(:K)Cu202 2  X 10^ 6 .1  X 10^^ 0 .5 3 .3 6 5

ZnO:N 3  X 10*" 1 .0  X 10^^ 2 0 .8 3 .2 7 6 6

Table 3.The electrical properties of reported pTCOs

1.5.3 Transparent C onducting Oxides in Spin Electronics

Both spin electronics and transparent conducting oxides are growth industries. 

While spin electronics is pushing boundaries in the way information is processed and
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Figure 1.10. A graph showing the change in the energy levels of electrons with increasing atomic 
number. The energies obtained are for neutral atoms (from [62]).

stored, the field of transparent conducting oxides is leading to transparent electronics. 

Combination of the two fields is a goal for the future.

1.6 Intrinsic vs. E xtrinsic

There is much debate on the origin of the moment in dilute magnetic semicon

ductors. The absence of any widely accepted mechanism of high temperature ferro

magnetism, the lack of reproducibility and repeatability of the properties of many of 

these materials, together with the possibility of contamination and impurity phases 

casts doubt on the claims that the ferromagnetism is a truly intrinsic property of these 

materials.

1.6.1 T he “syndrom e”

In an effort to identify semiconductors (and insulators) which exhibit true ferro

magnetism, Coey et al. [35] described a “syndrome” to distinguish the behaviour of 

these materials:

1. The oxides are n-type. They may be partially compensated.

2. They have high dielectric constants.

3. The ferromagnets may be degenerate semiconductors, or else exhibit activated
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conduction.

4. T he ferrom agnetism  is present a t concentrations th a t he far below th e  perco

la tion  threshold  Xp associated w ith  nearest-neighbour cation  coupling.

5. T he average m om ent per transition -m etal cation  me approaches (or even ex

ceeds) the  spin-only m om ent a t low concentrations x of m agnetic cations. It falls 

progressively as x increases tow ards Xp.

6. T he m om ent is often anisotropic relative to  th e  plane of th e  th in  film; it does 

no t scale w ith  film thickness.

7. P roperties  vary greatly  for sam ples of th e  sam e nom inal com position prepared  

by different m ethods, or by different groups.

1.6 .2  F errom agnetism

The discovery of ferrom agnetism  [36] has lent its weight to  th e  case for an  in

trinsic m om ent in room  tem pera tu re  m agnetic sem iconductors. T raditional ferromag- 

nets have been based on elem ents w ith  partia lly  filled d or /-shells  or bands (besides 

a  few exceptions, which are explainable by weak itineran t ferrom agnetism  [67]) - i.e. 

the  presence of a  “m agnetic a tom ” is essential for th e  developm ent of a  ferrom agnetic 

m om ent. A ferrom agnet, conversely, exhibits ferrom agnetism  w ithou t the  presence 

of a  m agnetic atom . R eported  exam ples of th is include carbon, Hf02 [37], alkaline- 

ea rth  hexaborides [38] and some d ilu te ferrom agnetic oxides doped w ith  non-m agnetic 

cations. W hile d ilu te  ferrom agnetic oxides are often doped w ith  m agnetic 3d dopants, 

there  have been repo rts  of ferrom agnetism  in oxides doped w ith  non-m agnetic (c?°) 

atom s [17], and  d ilu te  oxide ferrom agnets where th e  dopan t seems to  play no r6le in 

th e  coupling m echanism .

o?°-ferromagnetism is a phenom enon th a t  is very m uch debated  a t present. W hile 

the re  are a  growing num ber of reports of observation of d'^-ferromagnetism, w hether or 

not it is term ed  so, there  are also a  num ber of contrad icting  reports which a ttr ib u te  

th e  observed m om ents to  im purity  phases [39] and  ex ternal contam ination  [40] [41].

1.6 .3  Im p u rity  P h ases

As th e  dopan ts involved in DMS m aterials are often m agnetic cations w ith  a  net 

spin, it m ust be observed th a t these dopan t ions m ay segregate into m agnetic im purity
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phases. These segregates may be metallic clusters of the dopant metal, such ais Co 

clusters in Co-doped Ti02 [42], a magnetic oxide of the dopant such as Fe3 0 4  in Fe- 

doped Ti02 [39], inverse-doped oxide of the dopant [43] or a magnetic alloy of the dopant 

ion with atoms of the host matrix, such as Mn4N in GaMnN [44].

A significant observation of ferromagnetism should be qualified by the absence 

of ferromagnetic phases which can quantitatively explain the observed ferromagnetic 

moment.

1.6.4 M ethods of D eterm ination

Owing to the continued debate over the origins of ferromagnetism in the materials 

described above, it has become increasingly important to be able to determine when a 

ferromagnetic moment is due to the material itself, or an impurity phase.

What follows is a short summary of a few of these techniques which can, when 

used in combination, be used to identify a true dilute magnetic semiconductor/d° 

ferromagnet. The physics and mechanics of these experimental techniques will be 

discussed at length in Chapter 2 (with the exception of magneto-optical measm’ements).

1.6.4.1 M agnetization  m easurem ents

The first experiment to perform is a magnetization measurement, in order to 

confirm that the material itself is ferromagnetic. However, owing to the fact that the 

ferromagnetic signals of all components of the sample, be they intrinsic or extrinsic, are 

all integrated in the measurement. Resonance and spectroscopic magnetic measure

ment can detect moments due to metallic precipitates, but are unable to differentiate 

magnetic signals due to impurity phases with similar chemical states [14].

Magnetic anisotropy, the difference in the ferromagnetic signal depending on sam

ple orientation with respect to the applied field, is an indication of intrinsic ferromag

netism, insofar as it is not an expected property of clusters of a ferromagnetic impurity 

phase. However, such measurements must be performed with due consideration to the 

effect that sample size, position and shape may have on magnetic measurements [69].

The temperature dependence of the ferromagnetism is a possible way to identify 

the impurity content and its contribution to the ferromagnetism of the sample probed. 

Each ferromagnetic material has a Curie temperature, Tc, above which it no longer 

exhibits ferromagnetic behaviour. Reduction or extinction of ferromagnetic behaviour
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at or around the T q  of a well known magnetic phase in a sample may indicate that any 

moment in the sample may be explainable by that phase. If the host material is not 

stable at elevated temperatures, this method is of limited use.

Magnetization versus temperature M(T) measiirements can also provide more 

information. Irreversibility between the zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) 

processes may be an indication of the presence of a spin-glass or superparamagnetic 

phase.

1.6.4.2 M agn eto-tran sp ort m easurem ents

The Hall resistivity of semiconductor may be expressed in the form

Pxy  —  - f -  R s f J ^ o M

where M  is the magnetization of the sample. Thus a superimposed Hall resistivity 

co-ordinated to the ferromagnetic reponse of the material is an indication of spin po

larization of the charge carrier, which is a strong indication of intrinsic ferromagnetism. 

However, the Hall eflFect is far from a conclusive test for intrinsic ferromagnetism. It 

has been shown [42] that the anomolous Hall effect may be observed in a material with 

impurity clusters, with the effect being due to current injection from the individual 

magnetic clusters under an electric field demanding that a Hall voltage be set up by 

the host matrix to preserve current continuity.

1.6.4.3 M agn eto-op tica l m easurem ents

Another method of oberving spin-split charge carriers is by the observation of 

magneto-optical effects. Magnetically induced circular dichroism (MCD), is the differ

ential absorption of left and right circulaxly polarized light in the presence of a magnetic 

field. The magnetic field breaks the degeneracy of the spin states and thus preferen

tial observation is observed for spin-split charge carriers. The proportionality of the 

MCD signal to the derivative of the absorption with respect to the photon energy al

lows the identification of the origin of the spin-splitting. A disparity between the MCD 

and the absoption spectra may indicate that the source of the ferromagnetism may be 

extrinsic.
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1.6.4.4 M ossbauer m easurem ents

Mossbauer spectroscopy enables the direct probing of (primarily) Fe- and Sn- 

atoms in a material. It allows measurement of oxidation state, electric field gradient 

and hyperfine field at the ®̂ Fe- or ^̂ ®Sn- atom itself. Prom these parameters many 

things may be inferred, but of primary interest for this study is the fact that the 

hyperfine parameter allows an iron phase to be identified and quantified.

A major drawback of the Mossbauer technique is that due to the limited number 

of Mossbaur transitions, it may only be applied to 14 transition group elements, and 9 

main group elements. The relatively short lifetime of many of the parent sources mean 

that ®̂ Fe and ^̂ ®Sn are the two most successful and common resonances used, with 

Fe taking precedence due to its ubiquitousness. The expense of doping with isotope 

enriched material is also an inhibitive factor.

1.6.4.5 X -ray diffraction

The presence of impiirity phases may be also detected by the use of x-ray diffrac

tion (XRD). This is the primary measurement on any sample. The lattice spacings of 

any impurity phases will produce peaks, and the area of these peaks will give a mea

sure of the amount of material present. The width of the peaks also give an estimation 

of the average crystallite dimension of the impurity phase. Substitutional site doping 

may also be inferred from lattice expansion or contraction, which can be observed in 

systematic x-ray diffractograms.

This technique, however, does not provide any magnetic information. The back

ground noise levels can also obscure peaks of the size that would be expected for 

impurity phases due to small doping levels (< 5%). This problem can be further 

compounded by fact that the most commonly used radiation energy (Cu causes 

elements in the middle of the transition block (Fe, Co, Ni) to fluoresce, adding to the 

background noise.
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Chapter 2

Experim ental Procedures
“Experience does not ever err; it is only your judgement that errs in promising 

itself results which are not caused by your experiments”

Leonardo da Vinci

2.1 Sam ple Prepgiration

2.1.1 Ceram ic Target Production

The ceramic targets were made by sintering pellets of mechanically mixed high- 

piirity oxide powders. The purity of the starter materials, and their sources, are detailed 

in Table 4. The mixing process was carried out by hand in an agate mortar and pestle 

which was cleaned thoroughly before and after iise with aqua regia, then an acid that 

any material used in the previous mixing is known to be soluble in, ax;etone and finally 

isopropanol. The pellets were sintered in air for 12 hours at a temperature of 1250 K. 

To avoid contamination, the pellets were handled using plastic tweezers.
M aterial U se Source P u rity C atalogue N um ber
Ti0 2 Host Aldrich 99.999% 204730-25G
ZnO Host AlfaAesar 99.9995% 012855
In2 0 s Host, dopant Aldrich 99.999% 203424-25G
C (graphite) Host Aldrich 99+% 28,286-3
C (graphite) Host AlfaAesar 99.9999% 014734
Sn0 2 Dopant Aldrich 99.99-h% 204714-5G
Fe203 Dopant Aldrich 99.999% 529311-5G
V 2 O5 Dopant Sigma-Aldrich 99.99% 204854-5G
Cr2 0 3 Dopant, host Aldrich 99.995% 20,306-8
"FesOg Dopant AMT, Israel 99.97% n/a
Mn0 2 Dopant Aldrich 99.99% 20,375-0
NiO Dopant Sigma-Aldrich 99.999% 481793-25G
AI2 O3 Dopant Aldrich 99.998% 202606-5G

Table 4.A list of materials used for ceramic target preparation, quoting their sources and purity

2.1.2 Pulsed  Laser D eposition

The thin films were produced using PLD (Pulsed Laser Deposition). The process 

was first used in 1987 to grow high-T^ superconductors. In this process, the ceramic
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targets are ablated by a laser [1]. The photon interaction with the ceramic target ejects 

a plasma plume. A subtrate is placed a short distance (3.5 cm for all the films produced 

in this thesis) from the target. The plume deposits on to this substrate and a thin film 

is formed on the surface of the substrate. The plume is stoichometrically similar to the 

target, and so thin films of roughly the same composition of the target can be easily 

produced.

The main components of a PLD system are the laser, the chamber and the optics. 

The laser used in this thesis is a KrF excimer laser (Lamda Physik Compex PRO 102), 

with a wavelength of A =  248 nm. The energy of the beam can range from 100 — 450 mJ 

per pulse. The vacuum chamber has a base pressiure of 5 x 10~®mbar and can be 

partially filled with oxygen or nitrogen to allow deposition at higher pressures. The 

optics focus the beam to a spot 4 mm^ in area inside the chamber (from an initial beam 

spot size of 240 mm^ outside the chamber), losing 40-60% of the beam energy in the 

process. As a result, fluences of typically 1 — 5 J cm~^ are incident upon the target. 

The repetition rate varied between 1 and 20 Hz. The nominal FWHM of the pulse 

duration for this laser is 25 nm. A photo of the plume generated is shown in Fig. 2.11.

In-situ measiurement of the thicknesses of the thin films is achieved by optical 

reflectometry [1], using a laser of wavelength A = 645 nm. Using the interference pattern 

between the beam reflected the film surface and that reflected from the film/substrate 

interface, the thickness of the film can be monitored. The thicknesses are calibrated 

by measuring the thickness of a film less than 100 nm using x-ray reflectometry, which 

will be mentioned later in the chapter.

2.2 Structural C haracterization

2.2.1 X -ray D iffraction  (X R D )

Both a Philips X’Pert Pro and a Siemens D500 powder diffractometer were used 

to characterise the structure of the materials by X-ray diffraction. This technique uses 

the diffraction of x-ray to determine the spacing between parallel planes of atoms in a 

crystal. From these inter-planar distances the crystal structure can be deduced.

The radiation used has a wavelength of the order of an angstrom, which is also 

the order of magnitude of the separation of atoms, which allows all spacings to  be
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Figure 2.11. A photograph showing the laser ablating the ceramic target, producing a plasma plume. 
The substrate is 3.5 cm above the target

probed. Both diffractometers use Cu K^i which has a wavelength A = 1.54056 A.

X-rays irradiate the sample at an angle 6 to the smface plane of the sample. A 

detector is rotated to tt — 0 and collects the intensity of the diffracted x-rays. The 

x-rays are diffracted when the Bragg condition, n \  =  2c? sin 0, is satisfied as shown in 

fig.2.12.

Hence, a peak in intensity represents a c?-spacing. Since the powder of the sample 

is randomly orientated, statistics dictate that each crystal plane will have some fraction 

parallel to the sample surface. The Bragg condition will only be satisfied for one 

incident angle for each inter-planax distance.

In addition to crystal structure and preferential orientation, XRD can be used to 

estimate the crystallite size of the sample probed using the Scherrer forumla:

K - \
D v  =  -5  n  (14)(3 • cos 9

where is the dimension of the crystal (i.e. the crystal size), K  is a shape factor, 

ranging from 0.7 to 1.2 - usually taken as 0.9, and P is the full width at half maximum
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Figure 2.12. Schematic drawing of Bragg reflection.

Generator Detector

(jj

Figure 2.13. The w-scan. The angle 29 is kept fixed and the angle oj is scanned. Fixing 20 allows 
only one value of lattice spacing d to cause Bragg refraction, therefore the orientation of a selected 
lattice plane is measured.

of the peak(s) due to the phase being investigated.

To investigate how orientated the crystalhtes in a sample are, omega scans are 

used. An omega scan keeps the angle 29 fixed, thereby satisfying the Bragg condition 

for only one d-spacing - locking the scan to only one lattice plane. The angle between 

the sample and the generator is then rotated. The FWHM of the subsequent cturve 

gives a measure of orientation of the crystal.

2.2.2 X-ray R eflectivity (X R R )

While thickness is monitored during deposition using optical reflectivity, x-ray 

reflectivity, performed in a Philips X’Pert Pro, is also used for absolute thickness mea

surements on samples thinner than 150 nm. XRR also has the advantage of being 

able to indirectly measure the surface and interface roughnesses of the films. The ac-
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curacy of these roughness measurements has been verified using AFM (atomic force 

microscopy) measurements.

XRR depends on the fact that for x-rays, the index of refraction, n, is less than 

one. Thus at a critical angle, total internal refraction occurs for the x-ray beam passing 

from the ambient medium (air) into the thin film, giving the illusion of reflection {re

fraction from the surface, not reflection is observed). The complex index of refraction, 

n, is given by:

n =  1 — 5 +  i/3 ( 1 5 )

where 5, the dispersion, is given by

5 = - ^ r i e  ( 1 6 )
Z7T

where rg is the classical electron radius, rig is the electron density and A is the wave

length of radiation. The electron density, rig can be written as

Z -  f
rie =  iVA ^  P (17)

where Na is Avogadros number, A is the atomic weight, Z  is the number of electrons 

per atom and f  is a correction term due to the x-ray absorption edge. The dispersion, 

5, is a positive number of the order 10“  ̂— 10~®, while the absorption is usually smaller

by one or two orders of magnitude. The dispersion can be related to the mass density

of the material. This allows us to then relate the critcal angle, 6c, where the beam first 

begins to penetrate the film, to the mass density, p, of the film since, neglecting j3,

1 —  (5 rii

cos
q2

1 — ^  1 —  6t i t  ( 18)

The dispersion at the critical angle, 5tit, is given by

St ,t  = I  =
Thus, we can determine the mass density of the material. The Kiessig fringes that result 

from interference after the beam has penetrated the sample can be used to determine 

the thickness, using the equation:
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a) r I  =  I r

b) w
c)

d) I r

Figure 2.14. The method for alignment for an XRR measurement. The grey box on the left is the 
x-ray generator, the box on the right represents the detector, with the grey strip representing the 
x-ray beam. The sample is the rectangle in the centre.

=  +  (2 0 ) 

where t is the thickness of the film and m  is the order of the fringe and a-m is position 

of the fringe in radians. Surface roughness of the films can also be determined by 

modelling the extinction of the reflected intensity and the attenuation of the Kiessig 

fringes.

In practice, the x-ray generator and the detector are positioned into a straight 

through position (i.e. 20 = 0) and the intensity measured (Fig. 2.14a). The sample 

is raised until the beam’s intensity is reduced to less than half its initial value (Fig. 

2.14b). The sample is rotated through cu, the angle the surface makes with the beam, 

until the intensity is at a maximum (Fig. 2.14c). The sample surface is then parallel 

to the beam. The sample is raised again until the intensity is half the initial intensity 

(Fig. 2.14d). The beam is thus aligned to the beam and bisecting it. A 6 — 29 

measurement is then performed from 0 — 3°. The intensity curves are modelled using 

IMD[2], a freeware program available on the internet that calculates optical properties 

of a multilayer structure and fits using a least squares method.
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' Plateau; sample size, flatness, absorption, instrun^ent 

Critical angle; density

Distance of oscillations: layer thicknesses

Shape 
roughness, 
density

Amplitude: roughness, resolution, 
interface quality, 
density variations

background:
instrum ent

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Angle of incidence 0 [deg]

Figure 2.15. A sample x-ray reflectivity curve with its features highlighted and their sources explained 
(from Philips/Panalytical).

2.2 .3  M orp hology

Morphology of the samples was studied using an optical microscope adapted for 

use with a digital camera or a scanning electron microscope. The scanning electron mi

croscope accelerates electrons that have been generated by heating a tungsten filament 

through a many kilovolt potential. The electrons are focused to a beam by magnetic 

lenses and irradiated onto the sample. The electrons interact with the sample under 

investigation and backscattered and secondary electrons are emitted. These electrons 

can be used to image the surface in question. The SEM used in this study was the Hi

tachi S-3500N Variable Pressure SEM in the Centre for Microscopic Analysis in Trinity 

College Dublin.

A variable pressure SEM was used for this study to avoid charging of the sample 

surfaces since many of the sample are insulators. When gas molecules in the sample 

chamber are struck by the electron beam, the gas is ionized. These positive ions 

are attracted to and neutralize the negative charge building up on a nonconductive 

specimen. By controlling the pressiure in the sample chamber, the number of gas 

molecules intercepting the electron beam is maintained at a level that is sufficient to 

prevent charging, but does not deflect the beam sufficiently to prevent imaging and
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microanalysis.

2 .2 .4  F T IR  sp ectroscop y

Fom’ier Transform Infra-Red spectroscopy can be used to identify the bond type 

tha t exists between atoms in a sample. It uses a heated ceramic (at around 1300 K) as 

a soiKce of radiation. It is important to note the radiation is not monochromatic. The 

radiation is passed through an interferometer. The interferometer splits the light into 

two beampaths - one slightly longer than the other - and recombines them afterwards. 

The path difference is modulated with time. The path difference means that light 

of different wavelength arrives at a different phase of its wave an so a frequency- 

dependent interferogram is created. This beam is passed through the sample, and the 

sample absorbs wavelengths that correspond to bond energies in the sample. After the 

beam has passed through the sample, it is analysed by a detector, which records the 

post absorption energy versus time. The interferogram is passed through a fast fourier 

transform

^  (^) =  (fc) exp ^ - 27t ^ ^  (21)

to reconstitute the beam in terms of energy absorption against frequency. Certain bond 

types between atoms have characteristic spectra that can be overlapped with varied 

intensities and compared to the spectrum produced. Prom this the bond types and 

their relative abundances can be estimated.

The measurements in this thesis were carried out using a Nicolet Nexus FTIR 

in the Materials Ireland Polymer Research Centre in Trinity College Dublin with the 

assistance of Dr. Manuel Riither.

2 .2 .5  O ptical S p ectroscop y

Optical spectrometry measurements were performed using a dual-beam PerkinElmer 

Lambda 900 spectrophotometer, which measures transmission for wavelengths ranging 

from 180 — 3300 nm. The signal difference between the two arms is first balanced by 

measuring the transmission with the sample holders in place, but without any sample. 

The transmission detected at both arms is then set to be equal. To obtain a back

ground reading for the effect the subtrate has on the transmittance, a blank substrate 

is loaded in the sample and blank sample beam paths and the transmittance measured.
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Then, a blank substrate is then loaded in one beampath as a reference sample, with

the film and substrate in the second beampath. In this way the transmission of the film

is obtained, although a correction needs to be made for reflections from the additional 

interface. Measurements were typically range from 200 nm to 1500 nm (w 5 — 0.8 eV).

2.3 M agn etic  M easurem ents

2.3 .1  V ib ra tin g  Sam ple M agn etom etry  (V SM )

Room temperature magnetisation measurements were taken by vibrating sample 

magnetometry. The applied field (of up to LIT)  was created in the bore of two 

concentric Hallbach cylinders, which could be varied by rotating the cylinders with 

respect to each other.

The magnetisation of the sample when vibrated at a frequency of 29.4 Hz induces 

a voltage in a set of pick-up coils, which are also located inside the bore. The voltage 

is given by Faraday’s Law.

dt
The voltage obtained is referenced against that of a known calibration sample (Ni 

sphere) and the magnetisation deduced. The saturation magnetization of the nickel 

sphere is 55.86 A m  ̂kg“ \

2.3 .2  S u p ercon d u ctin g  Q uantum  Interference D ev ice  M agn etom etry  
(S Q U ID  M agn etom etry )

The SQUID performs a similar function to the VSM, but with the added advan

tages that it is more sensitive than the VSM and the measiirements can be performed 

at temperatures of 2 — 300 K.

For the majority of the magnetization measurements, the SQUID was used in 

Reciprocating Sample Option (RSO) mode. In an RSO measurement, the sample is 

moved rapidly and sinusoidally throught the SQUID pickup coils by a high-quality 

servo motor. The sample position is recorded in synchronicity to the SQUID signal ac

quisition and the data is then analysed and fitted to the response of an ideal dipole 

by a least-squares fitting routine. The physical principle is the same as the vibrating 

sample method previously mentioned, but the coils are superconducting and are at

tached to the SQUID (a superconducting loop interrupted by Josephson Junctions).
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Velocity Transducer

AbsorberSource

14.4 keV Y-ray

HV connector

Proportional Counter

Figure 2.16. Diagramatical representation of a transmission Mossbauer set-up, including the drive 
unit (left), a thin absorber (middle) and a proportional counter (right).

The output voltage of the SQUID is proportional to the moment.

The SQUID used to perform most of the magnometric measurements in this thesis 

was a Quantum Design MPMS XL. Fields of up to 5 T can be reached.

2.3 .3  M F M

MFM is a process in which a tapping cantilever with a ferromagnetic tip scans the 

surface of the sample in question. This provides a map of the topology of the sample. 

The cantilever is then lifted a certain distance from the surface. The scan is repeated 

without the “tapping” , keeping a fixed height using the topology recorded in the first 

scan. Any deflection of the tip during this scan will be due to a magnetic interaction 

between the surface and the ferromagnetic cantilever tip. This deflection is measured 

using a laser and mapped to an image.

2 .3 .4  M ossbau er S p ectrom etry

2.3.4.1 Transm ission m easurem ents

The presence of Fe and its properties were investigated in some samples using 

Mossbauer spectroscopy. The Mossbauer effect utilizes the fact that ^^Fe nuclei in a 

lattice has a finite probability of absorbing ganuna rays without recoil. This is due to
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the fact that the atom is bound in the crystal lattice, and the lattice vibrations are 

quantized, opening the possibility of zero-phonon processes with no recoil motion of 

the absorbing atom. The emitted gamma ray’s energy is not affected. Any Fe nuclei 

can thus resonantly absorb the recoil-free radiation. In practice, to obtain a spectrum, 

the radiation is Doppler-shifted through a range of energies by movement of the source 

relative to the sample. The sample must be thin enough so as not to absorb the 

radiation completely in a non-resonant fashion and to avoid the chance of re-emitted 

radiation to be re-absorbed.

The spectrum of 7-ray absorption against energy will produce a series of absorp

tion peaks at resonant energies (Fig. 2.17). The strength of the hyperfine interactions 

determine the position of the peaks. The magnetic and electric quadrupole interac

tions can only be combined when the electric quadrupole interaction is weak. The area 

subtended by these pealcs is proportional to the number of nuclei present in the sam

ple and the recoil-free fraction, / .  This can be used to estimate the relative abundance 

of two phases in a sample.

The probability that a recoil-free event (zero-phonon) will occin: depends on three 

things:

1) The properties of the solid lattice in which the ^̂ Fe nucleus undergoing the 

recoil-free event is embedded

2) The free atom recoil energy

3) The ambient temperature for the measurement

Therefore, the recoil-free fraction may not be the same for two different phases 

in a sample, leading to inaccuracy in phase analysis. According to the Debye model, 

/  is given by

/  =  exp
xdx

kOo [ 4  \ 9 d J  Jo e ^ - 1  
where 9c, is the Debye temperature for the phase and En  is the recoil energy. In the

high temperatme limit (T >  |^£>), this simplifies to

^ - 6 E r T '
f  =  exp kBl

Thus, the ratio between recoil-free fractions for different phases can be found be 

varying the ambient temperatin:e.

In this study, we have assumed for all cases that the recoil-free fraction axe equal
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(e‘ capture 99.84%)7 /2-

Co
5/ 2-136.32keV
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,3/ 2-14.41keV

Ml
1/ 2 -OkeV

Figure 2.18. The MOssbauer decay scheme.

for all phases present, due to the fact that we are mainly dealing with oxides and have 

no reason to suspect large changes in / .

The source used is ^^Co, which has a conveniently long half-life of 270 days. The 

^̂ Fe 14.41k eV level is efficiently populated by electron capture of ^^Co and subse

quent 7 -ray emission. The 14.41k eV state transition to ground state produces a 7 -ray 

(fig.2.18) and the transition type is primarily M l (with a tiny fraction of E2). The 

hfetime of this state gives a Heisenberg linewidth F// of 0.192 mm s“ .̂

Since the resonant absorption only occurs with the ®̂ Fe isotope and its natural 

abundance is relatively low (2.17%), it may be necessary to prepare samples using ^̂ Fe 

for ma^ximum signal. The usual form of the samples is a fine powder, but foils and thin 

films can also be measured.

2.3 .4 .2  C onversion  E lectron  M ossbauer Spectroscopy (C E M S)

Conversion Electron Mossbauer Spectroscopy (CEMS) is a convenient technique 

to study the properties of Fe atoms in thin films. The transmission geometry demands 

the 7 -ray pass through the substrate. This forces the 14.4 keV 7 -rays to undergo further 

scattering processes which lead to a massive reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio. 

However, CEMS uses electrons emitted from the surface of the sample, creating a 

reflective geometry and thus avoiding the subtrate.

CEMS makes use of a phenonemon known as internal conversion. When a reso

nant 7 -ray is incident upon an ®'̂ Fe nucleus, it is absorbed by the nucleus to create an
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143 keV

13.6 keV

^ 3  keV

Conversion Electrons

Characteristic x-rays6.3 keV
7.0 keV

Figure 2.19. Absorption of a 14.4 keV 7-ray by the ^^Fe nucleus and subsequent de-excitation by 
emission of a conversion electron.

excited state. This metastable nucleus can transfer its energy to an s electron that has 

a certain probability of being in the nucleus. The electron will be ejected as a conver

sion electron with a kinetic energy equal to the energy of the excited state minus the 

binding energy of the electron. This will create a hole in the electron shell where the 

electron came from (most likely the K shell), which is then filled by an electron from 

a higher shell thus emitting the characteristic 6.3 keV iron K X-ray. The x-ray may 

then reproduce the effect and cause the emission of an Auger electron. The K shell 

produces conversion electrons with an energy of 7.3 keV, the energy of the conversion 

electron, Eec being given by

^ c e  - £ '7  E/edge

where is the energy of the excited state and Ê dge is the x-ray absorption edge. 

For the K-shell, E^dge takes a value of 7.112 keV (Fig. 2.20). A discriminator can 

be used to isolate the energy of the conversion electrons over other energetic electrons 

which can add to the background noise. A pulse height analysis (PHA) - an energy
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Figure 2.20. Plot of a calculation of the anomolous scattering coefficients of x-rays for the Fe K-shell. 
The absorption edge is cirled.

spectrum of the detected electrons - is taken for resonant and non-resonant 7 -quanta 

2.21. The difference between the two spectra leaves an energy window where the 

conversion electrons can be detected. The detector is then set to discriminate against 

pulses received outside this window.

The Doppler effect is used to shift the incident 7 -ray energy to produce an energy 

spectrum in exactly the same fashion as the transmission geometry. The electrons are 

detected by an Wissel Rikon-5 electron detector with a Pt-coated tungsten wire (Fig. 

2.22), which is kept at a voltage of 1300 V in a flowing atmosphere of 95% He: 5% 

CH4. The flow rate is kept at 6 m lmin“ ^

The reduced mean escape depth, X m ,  of the electrons is the given by

descape
X r a  =  -------   (22)

P

where d e s c a p e  is the escape depth and p  is the density of the material probed. It depends

on the average atomic mass of the atoms which constitute the material probed, the

energy of the electron and the density of the material [3]. The depth is given by:

X m  =  ( y )  • ( ^ 7  ̂ +  4 7 2  - 7 ^) (23)
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Figure 2.21. Two pulse height analyses, and their absolute difference of a stainless steel absorber.

The constant 7  is a parameter which takes a value of 1.92 [3], giving

X m  ~  0.82i? (24)

and

In i? = In a + 5 In E 4- c(ln E)'  ̂

where E  is the energy of the electron,and a, b and c are electron-electron and electron- 

neutron interaction co-efficients which are second-order polynomials of Z,  the average 

atomic number of the material. R  has been calculated by fitting the equation for the 

escape probability, T (x) to simulated data, where T (x) is given by

which has been derived from qualitative analysis of data [3].For the average atomic 

number of most of our samples and the 7.3 keV energy of the electrons involved, R 

takes a value of approximately 75 . Using (24) and these values, we get

Xm «  61.5/ugcm“ (25)

Using this equation and Eqn. (22), the densities of the oxides (4 — 8 gcm~^) probed in 

this thesis imply a mean escape depth, descape, of

70nm < descape < 140 nm
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Sample Detecting
wire

SHV
connector

Figure 2.22. The opened CEMS detector, with the sample on the left and the chamber with detecting 
wire on the right.

When applied to Fe foil, this agrees with accepted values in Fe foil of up to 400 nm 

of maximum escape depth, and < 200 nm for mean escape depth. [4].

2.3 .5  E lectron ic  Pciram agnetic R eson an ce (E P R )

Electron paramagnetic resonance is a useful tool that can reveal much about 

electronic, magnetic and structure properties of a material. Magnetic energy level 

transitions are induced in the sample using a range of microwave frequencies. The 

derivative of the absorption is plotted revealing characteristic energies of transitions, 

which can be fitted and analysed to provide information about the electrons in the 

system. The system used in these studies was a Briiker EMX EPR spectrometer.

The principle of EPR is that electromagnetic radiation will be absorbed if the 

energy of the radiation is exactly the energy required to instigate a transition from one 

discrete atomic or molecular energy level to another

A E  = hv (26)

where A E  is the difference in energy of the two states, v is the radiation frequency and 

h is Planck’s constant. In EPR, a magnetic field is applied to the sample, which causes 

Zeeman splitting. Zeeman splitting occurs because the unpaired electrons in a sample 

have spin, with a value of ±^, and upon application of a magnetic field the energy of
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Figure 2.23. The R  versus E  plot for average atomic numbers Z =  13 and Z  =  29. The 7.3 keV 
energy (i.e. that of the conversion electrons used in CEMS) is marked with its corresponding R  value. 
The values for the plot were taken from Liljequist’s paper [3].

the system is split with

E =  ±̂ 5 ^ 5 5o  

^  A E  =  gjieBo (27)

Combining Eqn (26) with Eqn (2 7 ), we get

hv
9 =  ^  (28)

Sweeping the magnetic field for a specified microwave radiation allows a g-value 

spectrum to be recorded. Spins with differing g-values will appear as absorptions at 

different magnetic fields. The integrated absorption intensities axe proportional to the

spin concentrations. The fields at which absorption takes place can be further altered

by interaction between the electron and the magnetic moment of any nucleus close 

to its orbit. The signal is split into 2^ absorptions for each spin |  nucleus, with the 

splitting proportional to the magnetic field of the nucleus. The signals may overlap so 

that only a broad signal is observed.

In practice, the components of the spectrometer (Fig. 2.24) are the magnet, 

the sample cavity (a metal box that helps amplify the signals from the sample) and 

“bridge” which houses the electromagnetic source and detector. The bridge allows the
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Figure 2.24. A schematic representation of an EPR set-up, showing the sample cavity placed in a 
magnetic field.

cavity to be irradiated with electromagnetic radiation, and to measure the absorption 

from the sample in the cavity. The magnetic field is swept and the derivative of the 

absorption is measured with respect to the field applied.

The EPR measurements in this thesis were carried out with the assistance of Dr. 

Ben Jones of the Physics Department in Trinity College Dublin.

2.4 C om position D eterm ination

2.4 .1  R esid u al G as A n alysis (M ass S p ectrom etry)

The composition of the residual gas in the tubes used to synthesize graphite 

by pyrolysis was determined using an MKS/Spectra Products Vacscan Residual Gas 

Analyser. A Faraday detector was mostly used, but in better vacuum conditions an 

electron multiplier was used. The analysis was carried out in a two-chamber arrange

ment (fig.2.25), which was evacuated to a maximum pressure of 2 x 10“  ̂mbar, using a 

Alcatel Drytel 31 turbopump. The tube was stored in the left chamber (Chamber B), 

which was sealed off from the main chamber (Chamber A) using a needle valve. The 

detector was mounted on Chamber A. The tube was broken in the vacuum of Chamber 

B using a mechanical arrangement and gas was bled into Chamber A through the nee

dle valve, for analysis. The pressure in Chamber B was kept below 1.33 x 10“  ̂mbar 

at all times.

The Vacscan was connected to a PC via a RS-232 cable, onto which the mass
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Aiialvscr

C h am b er  A

Figure 2.25. RGA/Mass Spectrometer

spectra were recorded. A BASIC-laiiguage program was written to acquire the spectra 

on to PC from the Vacscan controller. The code is reproduced in Appendix A.

2.4.2 C o m b u stio n  A nalysis

Combustion analysis was carried out in the Chemical Services Unit of the Chem

istry Department, University College Dublin. The elemental analysis of C, H and N 

was carried out using an Exeter Analytical CE-440 elemental analyser.

2.4.3 ED A X

The SEM used for morphology studies was also equipped with an EDAX (energy 

dispersive analysis of X-rays) elemental analyser. The bombardment of electrons from 

the collimated beam produces characteristic x-rays as well as the backscattered and 

secondary electrons. The energy spectrum of these x-rays contains characteristic peaks 

of elements present in the sample. Prom the peak positions and their intensities, the 

elements and their relative abundances in the samples can be found.

Powders of elements of known stoichiometric ratio were first measured to calibrate 

the values returned from the spectra fitting procedure. Multiple measiurements (approx. 

10) were taken for each sample and the error in measurement was determined from the 

standard deviation of these measurements.
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Figure 2.26. The acceptible methods of applying contact for a van der Pauw measurement. In case 
b), it is important that the contacts are at the corners an not inside the perimeters.

2.5 Electronic M easurem ents

2.5.1 T ransport M easurem en ts

The definition of resistivity, p, is given by equation (29) where R is resistance, A 

is the area of the sample cross section and L is the distance between contacts.

2.5.1.1 T hin  F ilm s

The resistivity of the thin films was measured using the van der Pauw method 

[5]. Silver wires are contacted to the corners of the sample by indium soldering or 

attachment with silver paste, as per figure 2.26b). For the description of the method, 

the following conventions are kept: Vxy is the voltage measm'ed between contacts x  and 

y (i.e. Vx — Vy), Ixy is the current passed from contact x  to contact y. The resistance, R a 

(defined as and R b (defined as are then measured by measuring the voltages 

for the currents passed.

The resistivity can then be derived from the relation

When resistivity of thin films is measured by the van der Pauw method with the

RA
(29)
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Scroll

Figure 2.27. Schematic drawing of contacts made to a whisker, 

contacts made as per Fig. 2.26b), the geometry of the sample demands that

R a ~  R b ^  R

It follows that

2 e x p (^ -^ R ^  =  1

TTt
(31)

Here t is the sample thickness in cm. The resistivities of the thin film samples were 

measured by soldering four indium contacts to the thin films, one on each corner. The 

resistivities of the films were then determined by passing a current from one corner to 

an adjacent corner and measuring the voltage between the other two corners.

2.5.1.2 O ther sam ples

The resistivities of other linear samples, e.g. the scroll samples, were measured 

using a 4-point geometry (fig. 7.94). The contacts were made using either indium solder 

or Agar Scientific quick drying silver paint. The measurements were carried out in a 

cryostat to which a magnetic field could be applied, which allowed the temperature 

dependence of the resistivity or the effect of magnetic field on resistance to be measured.

2.5.2 The Hall effect

The density of carriers in samples was measured using the Hall effect. The Hall
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Figure 2.28. A diagram describing the Hall Effect for negative charge carriers (top) and positive 
charge carriers (bottom). The magnetic field is applied in the direction of the green arrow.

Effect uses the principle of the Lorentz force produced by a magnetic field on a moving 

charge carrier. The Lorentz force is given by

F = q{E + v X B)

where v is the velocity of the charge carrier and q is its charge. The field will deflect 

charge carriers perpendicular to the field and the direction of current (Fig. 2.28). A 

measurable voltage will build up, and the density of the charge carriers, n, can be 

calculated from the normal Hall coefficient

assuming a one-band model.

The Hall resistivy, can be represented by

P h  — + ^IqR s M

where Rq and Rs are the normal and anomalous Hall coeffecients respectively, B 

is the apphed field and M  is the magnetization of the sample investigated. All Hall
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measurements were performed in a the 5 T Cryomag.

Thin film samples were measured by soldering contacts to the corners and mea

suring the Hall effect in a van der Pauw configuration. The van der Pauw method of 

determining the Hall voltage is similar to the van der Pauw method for measuring re

sistivity previously mentioned. This time, a current is passed from opposite corners, 

/ i 3 , and voltage V2 4  is measured. The Hall resistance is then The sign of the charge 

carriers can be related to the sign of the voltage by careful analogy with Fig. 2.28.

2.5 .2 .1  O ther sam ples

Carbon whisker samples were broken mechanically and a flake from the scroll was 

patterned with contacts using a dual FEI S trata FIB/E-beam system. Patterning was 

performed with the assistance of Dr. Richard Langford. The measurements were then 

taken in the 5 T Janis cryostat and the measurements were performed using the van 

der Pauw method.
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Chapter 3

“The only day you really can’t be in the lab is the December 25th, and if you 

want to get in then, you can make up some excuse for security”

Mike getting into the Christmas spirit

3.1 Introduction

Titanium dioxide is a wide bandgap { E g  ~  3.1 eV) n-type semiconductor. It 

exists as three structural polymorphs - rutile, anatase and brookit., rutile being the 

most stable and abundant in nature. The Ti02 fabricated for the work in this thesis was 

in the form of rutile. The rutile structure has space group P4o/mnm (Fig. 3.29). The
o o

lattice parameters a  and c are 4.593 A and 2.959 A respectively, with the Ti radius 

being 0.60 A and the 0^“ radius being 1.46 A. It has a formula weight of 79.865 g moP^ 

and a density of 4, 250 kg m“ .̂ The melting point of rutile is 2190 K [1], while its boiling 

point is approximately 3000 K [2].

Figure 3.29. The rutile Ti02 crystal structure with Ti atoms in black and oxygen atoms in red

The magnetism of thin films of titanium oxide doped with a few percent of 3 d  

ions has been a subject of intense controversy ever since the first report of high temper-

2001 [3]. The Ti02:Fe system has been shown to be magnetic in several previous investi-

ature ferromagnetism in thin films of anatase doped with 8% of Co by Matsumoto in
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gations[4][5][6], a lth o u g h  in  one case th e  m ag n e tism  was show n to  be  due  to  a  secondary  

Fes0 4  p h a se [7].A lm ost a n h y ste re tic  an d  largely  te m p e ra tu re  in d ep en d en t m ag n e tiza 

tio n  ciurves have been  re p o rte d  for m any  o th e r  film s such  as ZnO:Co[8], Sn02:Fe[9], 

C u2O :C o[10] a n d  In 2 0 3 ;C r[ll].

L ong-range m agnetic  o rd e r in  d ilu te  m ag n e tic  oxides is puzzling , because  th e  

co n cen tra tio n  of m agnetic  d o p a n t ca tions  lies far below  th e  p e rco la tio n  th re sh o ld  an d  

th e  n o rm al superexchange a n d  double-exchange in te rac tio n s  couple n ea rest-n e ig h b o u r 

ca tions  only. Som e of th e  films a re  insulating[12][l3], so ca rrie r-induced  exchange can n o t 

be  a  genera l ex p lan a tio n . F u rth e rm o re  th e  exchange energy  d ensity  a t  a  few percen t 

dop ing  is far to o  sm all to  p roduce  un ifo rm  ro o m -te m p e ra tu re  ferrom agnetism [l4], even 

if th e  exchange w ere as s tro n g  as it  is in  coba lt, th e  ferrom agnet w ith  th e  h ighest know n 

C urie  te m p e ra tm e .

B ulk  samples[15] a n d  w ell-crystallised  th in  films[16] of th e  d ilu te  m ag n e tic  oxides 

behave as expected ; th ey  axe p a ra m ag n e tic  dow n to  th e  helium  te m p e ra tm e  range. 

H ence, th e re  is a  w idesp read  p resu m p tio n  th a t  th e  ferrom agnetic  behav io iu ' of th in  film 

sam ples is d u e  to  ferrom agnetic  im p u rity  phases p resen t as inclusions in  th e  films [7] [17] 

or as u n co n tro lled  co n tam in a tio n , in tro d u ced , for exam ple, by h an d lin g  sam ples w ith  

th e  w rong so rt of tweezers[18]. T h e  m ag n e tic  m om en t of a  typ ica l sam ple , 10“ * Am^ ,  

is on ly  th a t  of a  speck of iron  or m ag n e tite  a  few ten s  of m icrons in  size.

3.1.1 A pp lication s

T h ere  a re  few ap p lica tio n s  for s in te red  t i ta n ia  because  of i t ’s p o o r m echanical 

p ro p ertie s . I ts  m ain  ap p lica tio n  is as a  w h ite  p igm en t, w here it  is used  in  pow der form . 

I t p rov ides w h iteness an d  op ac ity  to  p ro d u c ts  such  as p a in ts  an d  co a tin g s  (including  

glazes a n d  enam els), p lastics , p a p e r, inks, fibres an d  food an d  cosm etics. O w ing to  

its  h igh  refrac tive  index, su rpassed  only  by  th a t  of d iam ond , re la tive ly  low levels of 

t i ta n ia  p igm en t are  requ ired  to  achieve a n  opaque  coating . T ita n ia -b a se d  p a in t is also 

a  good  reflecto r of in fra red , a n d  th u s  finds use in  so lar observa to ries  w here h e a t can  

cause p o o r visibility . T i ta n ia ’s o p ac ity  a n d  res is tance  to  d isco lou ra tion  u n d e r U V  ligh t 

maJtes it  an  excellent m a te ria l to  base  sunscreen  an d  cosm etics on.

Titania also has a number of electrical uses, and has found applications in sen

sors and as a electrocatalysist. It acts as a photosensitiser for photovoltaic cells, and
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Figure 3 .30. Room temperature magnetization curves oxidized (•) and reduced (o) films of a) a 
blank sapphire substrate and Ti0.99Fe0.01O2 film on sapphire and b) data for Tio.99Feo.01O2 film after 
subtracting the diamagnetic contribution from the substrate.

when used as an electrode coating in photoelectrolysis cells can enhance the efficiency 

of electrolytic splitting of water into hydrogen and oxygen. Even mildly reducing at

mospheres tend to create oxygen vacancies in titania. In this form the material becomes 

a semiconductor and the electrical resistivity of the material can be correlated to the 

oxygen content of the atmosphere to which it is exposed. Hence titania can be used to 

sense the amount of oxygen (or reducing species) present in an atmosphere.

The photocatalytic activity of titania results in thin coatings of the material 

exhibiting self cleaning and disinfecting properties under exposure to UV radiation. 

These properties make the material a candidate for applications such as medical devices, 

food preparation siurfaces, air conditioning filters, and sanitaryware surfaces.
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Figure 3.31. M-H loop of a) the oxidized and b) the reduced Tii_xFea:02 thin films. The diamagnetic 
susceptibility due to the substrate has been removed.

3.2 Sam ple Preparation

Two series of films were prepared by pulsed-laser deposition from sintered tar

gets made from 99.999 % pure Ti02 and 95% enriched ®̂ Fe2 0 3 . The targets had an 

Fe/(Fe-|-Ti) atomic ratio in the range 0 - 5  at%. Substrates were 5 x 5 x 0.5 mm® 

squares of R-cut sapphire, polished on both sides. They were maintained at 750 °C 

during deposition, in an ambient oxygen pressure of 10“® Pa (Series A, reducing con

ditions) or 10  ̂Pa (Series B, oxidizing conditions). The thin films were deposited on 

R-cut (1102) sapphire substrates using the Lambda Physik KrF excimer laser operat

ing at 248 nm and 10 Hz. Laser fiuence on the target was 2 J cm“ .̂ Films were typically 

140 nm thick, with an rms roughness of 2.5 nm, but some 70 nm films were also grown.
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Figure 3.32. Magnetic moments of oxidized (red circles) and reduced (black squares) films plotted 
as a) H g  per Fe and b) i J g  nm“  ̂ of substrate area. The dashed line shows the moment for metallic 
iron.

3.3 Sam ple C haracterization

3.3 .1  SQ U ID  M agn etom etery

Magnetization measiirements were made in the 5 T SQUID magnetometer, mount

ing the samples in a drinking straw. Undoped samples exhibited a linear diamagnetic 

susceptibility (Fig 3.30a), dominated by the substrate. No trace was found of the fer

romagnetic component that has recently been reported for undoped anatase films on 

LAO substrates [19] [20], whereas many of the 140 nm iron-doped films showed a super

posed ferromagnetic signal. Data shown for a few samples in Fig. 3.30b have been 

corrected for the high-field diamagnetism of the substrate. The susceptibility of sap

phire is —4.6 X 10“  ̂m  ̂kg“ .̂ Saturation moments are in the range 2 — 20 x 10“® A m  ̂

or 90-900 nm~^ of substrate area. The moment is plotted in Fig 3.32 in Bohr mag

netons per film area and per iron atom. The latter is obviously not a sensible way to
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Figure 3.33. X-ray difFractograms of 1%, 3%, and 5% oxidized thin films in the area of the rutile 
(101) and the hematite (024) reflections.

plot the data, as the moments sometimes exceed that of any known form of iron. The 

moment for iron metal is shown by the dotted line.

3.3.2 X -R ay Diffraction

X-ray diffraction was carried out using both the Philips X’Pert Pro for the thin 

films and a Siemens D500 for the ceramic targets. For the oxygen-deposited thin films, 

the Ti02 forms the rutile phase, orientated in the (101) direction. The (024) peak of 

hematite is also observed, and the intensity of this peak increases with Fe concentration 

(Fig.3.33). Rietveld analysis of the peaks permit a rough estimation of the percentage 

of hematite as 2 at%, 0.9 at% and < 0.25% of the sample for the nominal 5%, 3%, and 

1% films respectively. The 1% film is quoted as < 0.25 at% as this is the minimum 

detection level set by the background noise for the measm'ements performed. These 

values are in rough agreement with the amounts determined by a combination of ED AX 

elemental analysis and Mossbauer iron phase determination..

The reduced films showed only one peak, at 26 =  26.5°, chaxacteristic of the
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Figure 3.34. X-ray diffraction pattern of a thin film of Ti02 on R-cut sapphire substrate, a) blank 
R-cut sapphire substrate, b) 1% Fe doped Ti02 film grown in oxygen pressure of 10  ̂ Pa (oxidized) 
c) 1% Fe doped Ti02 film grown in oxygen pressure of 10“ '̂  Pa (reduced)

Ti„02n-i series of Magneli phases with ordered planes of oxygen vax:ancies. No metallic 

Fe or hematite peaks were observed. The undoped vacuum deposited films (pure Ti02) 

show rutile (101).

The rutile (101) peak was fitted using a Pseudo-Voigt function for both 70 nm 

and 140 nm thick films (Fig.3.35). While we can accurately fit the rutile (101) peak 

for the 70nm film using one peak at 36.2 the same peak for the 140 nm film must be 

fitted with two peaks in order to obtain an accurate fit. These peaks have 29 positions 

36.25° and 36.53°, and relative areas in the ratio of 2:1 (respectively). The (101) 

peaJss on both films deviate from the expected peak positions for bulk Ti0 2 , indicating 

a slight reduction in the lattice parameter. This may be due to lattice strain due to 

the growth of the material on sapphire substrates or a lattice contraction due to a 

substoichiometric amount of oxygen in the material.

The optical reflectivity of these two films shows that there are two different growth
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Figure 3.35. (101) rutile peaks of a 70 nm (top) and 140 nm (bottom) thin film fit using a 
Pseudo-Voigt function. The red dotted line indicates the 26 position of the (101) peak for bulk 
rutile T i0 2 -

rates. After *70 nm (or the first crest in Fig.3.36), the depostion rate slows by approx

imately 50%. Prom this, we can assume that there are two different growth regimes in 

the deposition of the Ti0 2  films, and that there is a slight change in the lattice para

meter, toward a smaller size. Given the large size of the oxygen anion, we can deduce 

that the second growth regime involves slightly less oxygen-rich Ti0 2 .

3.3.3 X -R ay R eflectom etry

X-ray reflectometry was used to verify the thickness measured din:ing the in- 

situ deposition. For this purpose, a film was grown to half the thickness (70 nm) of 

the standard thickness of the films deposited. The measurement verified the optical 

reflectometry method used, to within 1 nm. Using the IMD fitting program, the surface 

roughness could also be estimated to be 2.5 nm, using an error function to fit the 

roughness.
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Figure 3.36. Thiciiness monitoring using optical reflectivity of a 70 nm film and a 140 nm film de
posited from the same target under the same conditions.

3 .3 .4  A F M

The surface roughness of the films was also measured using atomic force microsopy 

(AFM), to check the values given by XRR. A typical scan is shown in Fig.3.38. The 

siuface roughness is found to be between 1.7 nm and 3.5 nm, confirming the values 

given by XRR.

3.3 .5  E D  A X  E lem enta l analysis

EDAX (Energy Dispersive X-Ray Microanalysis) was used to determine the ratio 

of Fe to Ti in the thin films. Firstly, to calibrate the EDAX, we used the three ceramic 

targets and some Fe6oTi4o powder as standards (Fig.3.39a). In both the vacuum and 

oxygen-deposited films, it was found that the value of Fe concentration in the thin films 

is approximately 81% of the nominal concentration (i.e. that of the targets), using a 

linear fit of the results (Fig.3.39b).
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Figure 3.37. An XRR measurement of an undoped Ti02 thin film with a fitting simulation. The 
measured data is in black, while the simulation is in red.

3.3.6 M ossbauer Spectrom etry

Transmission Mossbauer spectrometry of the ceramic targets was performed at 

room temperature (Fig. 3.40). Prom the ceramic spectra, we can see that approxi

mately 5% of the iron orders as hematite for the 1% doped target. The rest has an 

isomer shift that indicates Fê '*', and may substitute into the octahedral Ti site.
Fe Isomer shift Quadr. Splitting B e// Area
(at%) ( m m s“ '-) ( m m s“ )̂ (T ± 0 .1 ) (% ±  3%)
0.3 0.35 ±0.01 -0 .0 4  ±  0.06 51.2 27

0.33 ±0.01 0.641 ±  0.06 0 73
1 0.37 ±0 .02 -0 .0 7  ±  0.08 51.6 6

0.33 ±0 .01 0.71 ±  0.06 0 94
3 0.35 ±  0.02 -0 .0 4  ±  0.08 51.0 3.5

0.35 ±0.01 0.76 ±  0.06 0 96.5

Table 5.Fit parameters for Transmission Mossbauer spectra of ceramic targets of Fe-doped Ti02. 
Isomer shifts relative to an a-Fe absorber.

Mossbauer spectra of the doped thin films were obtained using conversion electron 

Mossbauer spectroscopy. The spectra for 1%, 3% and 5% doped films, both oxidized 

and reduced, are shown in Fig.3.41. The mean escape depth of the 7.3 keV conversion 

electrons in Ti02 is calculated to be about 140 nm [21], so they effectively probe the 

depth of our films. The data and least-squares fits to the hyperfine parameters are 

shown in Fig 3.41, and the fit parameters are listed in Table 6. It is clear from the data
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Figure 3.38. An AFM scan of an undoped 140 nm T i02 thin film.

that most of the iron in the reduced films is present as inclusions of well-crystallised 

iron metal, whereas in the 3 % and 5% oxidized films much of the iron is present as 

well-crystallised hematite with some paramagnetic also present. However, in the 

magnetic 1 % oxidized film, all the iron is paramagnetic and most of it is in the Fê "*" 

state.

The 5% oxygen-deposited films show a spectrum which indicate the presences 

of a hyperfine field at the iron nucleus of 49.0 T. We see that 60% of the iron is in 

this antiferromagnetic hematite phase. Since the x-ray diffractograms 3.33 indicate the 

presence of hematite, the phase present may be hematite with a reduced internal field. 

We would expect to see a Be// =  51.7 T for pure hematite, but the reduced field may 

be due to Ti substitution, as has previously been observed [22]. Given that the moment 

of piire o;-Fe203  is 0.006 for hematite, we expect 0.003 for the sample if

the moment is due to hematite alone. However, a moment of 1.17 /^^/Fe is observed 

for this particular sample. It cannot be associated with the hematite.

3.3.7 O ptical Transm ission

The optical transmission spectra for the oxygen-deposited films (Fig.3.42a) show
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measurements of the thin film samples

large near-edge absorption for the 1% doped sample. This sample shows the largest 

moment of the four films.

For the vacuum deposited films (Fig.3.42b), we see an increase in transmission 

with doping. The largest transmission is seen in the 3%-doped sample, which is the 

only sample to show coercivity in its magnetization loop. There is also a large shift 

in the band gap of the vacuum deposited films. To find the bandgap of the films, the 

square of the absorption coefficent, was plotted against photon energy for both 

oxidized (Fig3.43.a) and reduced (Fig3.43.b) films, where a  is given by

ln(^

where T  is the transmission, To is the average transmission in the visible range and d is 

the thickness of the thin film. Since the thickness was the same for all the films, d was 

given the value 1, making the coefficent unitless. From plots, we can see that the optical 

bandgap for the oxidized ffims was 3.5 — 3.7eV, higher than the expected 3.1 eV for 

rutile Ti02 [23], whereas the bandgap of the reduced films was 3.9 — 4.2 eV. All the thin 

films show an appreciably greater band gap than pure Ti02- This is understandable 

for the reduced films, which have a different crystal structure, Ti„02«-i. The blue shift
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f) 5% reduced films

in the films produced in higher oxygen pressure may reflect the film strain.

3 .4  D isc u s s io n

We are now able to discuss of the origin the magnetism in the films. Contam

ination is ruled out because undoped films which are prepared in the same chamber 

and handled in the same way as the doped films exhibit no moment. The moment of 

the reduced films can be partly, but not entirely explained, by metallic iron inclusions, 

whose presence is clear from the Mossbauer data although metallic iron was not de

tected by X-ray diffraction. Judging from the form of the spectra, these iron inclusions 

are blocked on the Mossbauer timescale of ~  s, so they are at least 15 nm in size. 

However, the moment per iron atom for 1% and 5% films in Fig 3.32 significantly ex-
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Fe
(at%)

Isomer shift 
( mm s~^)

Quadr. Splitting 
( mm s“ )̂

B e//
(T ± 0 .1 T )

Area 
(% ±  3%)

Oxidized 1 0.96 ±  0.02 2.11 ±0 .06 0.0 78
0.40 ±  0.03 0.56 ±  0.06 0.0 22

3 0.96 ±  0.05 2.11 ± 0 .07 0.0 13
0.41 ±0 .02 0.60 ±  0.06 0.0 87

5 0.42 ±  0.03 -0 .20  ±0 .05 49.0 60
0.39 ±  0.03 0.53 ±  0.06 0.0 40

Reduced 1 0.05 ±  0.03 0.01 ±  0.06 33.0 88
-0 .0 4  ±  0.05 0.40 ±  0.06 0.0 12

3 0.03 ±  0.03 -0 .01 ±0 .06 33.2 89
0.22 ±  0.06 0.37 ±  0.07 0.0 11

5 0.03 ±  0.05 -0 .01  ±0 .06 33.0 93
0.11 ±0 .06 0.40 ±  0.08 0.0 7

Table 6.Fit parameters for CEMS spectra of thin films of Fe-doped rutile. Isomer shifts relative to an 
a-Fe absorber.

ceeds the value of 2.2 Bohr magnetons for iron metal. Nor can the moment of the 5% 

oxidized film be explained by the hematite impurity, which is antiferromagnetic. The 

iron in the 1% and 3% oxidized films is in an Fe "̂'' or Fê "*" state, but is not magnetically 

ordered and cannot therefore contribute to the observed moments. Of 18 films which 

showed ferromagnetism, in only one could the moment be explained by the a-Fe con

tent. That was the only film with appreciable coercivity (Fig. 3.31b). In every other 

case, the moment exceeded that due to magnetically-ordered iron impurity phases.

We have to conclude that the magnetism of the iron-doped rutile films cannot 

be explained either by contamination or by iron-rich impiurity phases. The magnetic 

moments of the dopant iron ions axe not the cause of the ferromagnetism. The key, 

highlighted by the 1% oxidised film, seems to be the iron valence state. No reduction 

of Ti' '̂  ̂ is expected for substitutional iron. The effect of Fê "*" replacing Tî "*" is the 

creation of interstitial atoms or electronic defects:

+  20 ^ -  +  2 0 -

Two holes are created in the p-shells of oxygen anions coordinating the iron 

cation. These holes axe expected to be strongly correlated, and delocalized over the 

first or more distaxit coordination spheres. Their spins will couple ferromagnetically. 

Orbital moments on each 0 “ anion should couple parallel to the spin, according to 

Hund’s third rule, although the spin-orbit coupling for oxygen is very weak. If the 

orbital moment is unquenched, the greatest moment achievable for the ^P3 /2  state
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w ith  5' =  4 /3  is 2 /Xg. In fact we observe larger m om ents th a n  this, which suggests th e  

presence of ex tra  oxygen holes or T i vacancies [24], A suggestion by Gallego et al[25] 

th a t m agnetism  in oxide films is due to  oxygen holes associated w ith  the  surface atom s 

leads to  a  m om ent of 18 nm “  ̂ in T i0 2 , assum ing 1 //g per oxygen and tak ing  b o th  

surface and  interface oxygen into account, an  insufficient explanation  of the  observed 

m om ent. A n alternative suggestion is a  giant orb ital m om ent associated w ith  o rb ita l 

surface currents[26][27].
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Chapter 4 

In203

“Delay after delay after delay - I mean, Robbie, how do you live your life like

this?”

Inspirational words from Mike.

4.1 Introduction

Indium (III) oxide (In2 0 3 ) is a transparent conducting oxide, with a band gap 

of 3.6 eV and a transparency in the visible range typically above 90%. The crystal 

structure is cubic bixbyite (/a3) (Fig. 4.44), with 80 atoms per unit cell and two 

different In sites. The lattice parameter for bulk In20 3  has been determined to be 

10.117 ±  0.001 A [1], with interatomic bond length distances given in Table 7.

Figure 4.44. The cubic bixbyite structure of Iri2 0 3 .

Indium oxide has a density of p =  7120 kg m“  ̂and a formula weight of 277.64 g m oP^ 

It has a melting point of 1913 °C. It is an amphoteric oxide, is insoluble in water and 

its powder is green/yellow in coloiu'.
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Bond D istance (A) M ultiplicity
In(l)-0 2.18 6
In(2)-0 2.13 2
In(2)-0 2.19 2
In(2)-0 2.23 2

Table 7.Bond lengths for bulk indium oxide

Pure stoichiometrical Iri203  is an insulator, but like most oxides, rarely exists in 

a perfectly stoichiometric form. In2 0 3  is usually substoichiometric with an In /0  ratio 

large than 2/3 [1]. The oxygen vacancies induce donor levels just below the conduction 

band, and contributing electrons to the conduction band. In Kroger-Vink notation^, 

the generation of an oxygen vacancy can be represented as

2Inin +  30q —̂ 2Iniu +  SCIIq* +  Qe' ~02

Interstitial In from the reduction of an In203  molecule can also donate conduction 

electrons, with

2Inia + 30o —̂ 2In^^ + 3Do 2C*ê  +  ~02 

where C is the magnitude of the positive charge on the interstitial In. Combining these 

two relations, and given that the C =  \  [3], we get

2Ini,i + 30o —̂ 2(1 — z)Inin +  3Do 22 ln* +  ‘I zg! +  ~02

where 2 is a parameter such that (0 < z < 1). Applying the mass action law, we 

can derive an equilibrium constant, relating the carrier concentration, n, and the 

oxygen partial pressure, po^

K = [Dor.[lnff-n^^.pi

giving us
_ _ 3_

n oc p o f

The conductivity of In20s is therefore highly dependent on the oxygen partial 

pressure druing deposition. The energy of the donor levels produced by stoichiometrical 

defects, Ed, are typically 0.008 — 0.03 eV, though dependent on donor concentration. A 

donor level of 1.48 x 10“^®cm“  ̂ is sufficient for the donor level to overlap the bottom 

of the conduction band. When this occurs, the In2 0 3  becomes degenerate [1].

Thin films of In203  have been produced by several different methods: chemi-

 ̂ See the introduction for an explantation of the use of KrOger-Viuk notation.
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cal vapour deposition (CVD), evaporation, reactive evaporation, e-beam evaporation, 

sputtering and ion-beam sputtering - with e-beam evaporation in 0.7 — 2.8 x 10“ '̂  mbar 

providing the films with the highest conductivity [1].

4.1.1 U ses o f Indium  Oxide

150 1.4
T-300K

ICO 1.2T=20K

—  T=5K
1.0

0.8
-50

—  ZK'
— FC

0.6-100

T=10K
0.4-150

0 50 100 150 200 250 30010 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10

H (k()e)

Figure 4.45. Plots showing (a) magnetization loops at different temperatures and (b) the suscepti
bility behaviour versus temperature for granular (Ino.esFeo,35)203 films. From [6].

Indium oxide, while being a transparent conducting oxide, is generally superseded 

in its use as such by the closely related Sn-doped indium oxide (ITO). As ITO is cheaper 

and performs better as a TCO, it generally is used instead. ITO is discussed in the 

next chapter.

■ 2 

I

■

■ o j

' 2 
•  -1

■ -2

-5.0 -2.5 0.0 2.5 5.0 -5.0 -2.5 0.0 2.5 5.0
MoH (kOe) (koe)

Figure 4.46. Magnetization and Hall effect data for Fe- and Cu- codoped In2 0 3 . From [8].

In the semiconductor industry, the ease of deposition of indium oxide and its in

ertness have led to its use as a diffusion barrier - a material that prevents inter-diffusion 

of metal atoms from two layers into eachother and thus spoiling their properties. As it
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Figure 4.47. A graph of magnetization in /Zg/dopant ion against dopant for I112O 3  thin films. From 
[12].

is an n-type semiconductor, it can be used as a resistive element in integrated circuits.

Field effect transistors have been successfully formed from nanowires of indium oxide 

[4].
It also has uses in histology as an ingredient in staining formulations.

4.1.2 Ferrom agnetism  in Indium  Oxide

Magnetism was first reported in thin films of In20s in 1999 by Zhang et al. [5] 

for granular films of iron clusters in an In2 0 3  matrix. The Fe formed clusters in the 

material which were superparamagnetic at room temperature and ferromagnetic below 

50 K, the blocking temperature of the ferromagnetic particles. Follow-up work by the 

same group [6] also revealed an antiferromagnetic state below 10 K and MR of 5% at 

room temperature and 500% at 2.2 K.

In 2005, Yoo et al [7] presented evidence of room temperature ferromagnetism in 

bulk (Ini_j;Fex)2 0 3 _  ̂ with Cu co-doping. Moments of up to 6 were reported

for X  =  0.3. The presence of impurity phases was investigated by synchotron XRD, 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and Curie temperature analysis. While 1% of 

the sample was found to be Fe3 0 4  in a x =  0.1 sample, the authors claim that impurity 

phases such as ferromagnetic Fes0 4  and CuFe2 0 4  are not responsible for the observed 

moment, as T c differs slightly from the two possible impurity phases {Tc =  750K).

This report was soon followed by claims of ferromagnetism in thin films of (Ini_a;Fex)2 0 3 _̂
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Figure 4.48. A graph of lattice parameter, ao, versus dopant concentration for Cr.

with 2% Cu co-doping for x =  0.2 and x =  0.15 [8]. The films also had a =  750K 

and exhibited the anomalous Hall effect (AHE). The films showed a resistivity of 

p ^  6 X 10~  ̂Qcm and a carrier concentration of n ~  5 x 10“^^cm“ .̂

Peleckis et al have observed room temperature ferromagnetic behaviour in Mn and 

Fe co-doped In203  [9] and also in Ni-doped In2 03  [28]. The (Mn,Fe) exhibited a moment 

of 0.98 //B/(Fe+Mn) and the Ni-doped films exhibited a moment of up to 0.7 A^e/Ni- 

Peleckis also reported that Fe-doped In20s is paramagnetic [9]. Room temperature 

ferromagnetism has also been reported in Cr-doped In203  [11], with moments of 1.5 

/Xg/Cr for 2% Cr reported and the anomalous Hall effect observed in these samples. 

Hong et al. [12] have doped In20 3  thin films with a range of transition metals and 

found them all to be ferromagnetic at room temperature (Fig. 4.47).

Undoped In2 03  has also been reported as ferromagnetic at room temperature 

when deposited on MgO substrates [13].

4.2 Sample Preparation

Ceramic target pellets of differing transition-metal dopant and concentration were 

prepared by the mechanical alloying of In203  and an oxide of the relevant metal 

dopant(s) (Table 8). The targets were then sintered at 1323 K for 12 hours. PLD 

films were prepared from these targets using a Lambda Physik KrF Excimer laser op-
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Figure 4.49. A plot of magnetic moment at 300 K versus substrate heater voltage for different dopings 
of In2 0 3  thin films.

Cr Fe F e,C u
2.5% X X

5% n/ X

7.5% V X y
1 0 % v / v / X

Table 8.A table of InjOs targets prepared.

erating at A =  248 nm. The fluence of the beam was 2 Jcm ''^, with a pulse frequency 

of 3, 5 and 10 Hz. The films were deposited onto single crystal AI2O3 (001) and (102) 

substrates at temperatiues ranging between 200 °C and 800 °C^. The base pressure of 

the chamber was 1 x 10“  ̂mbar prior to deposition and the chamber was flushed with 

300 /ibar of O2 three times before acquiring a probe signal to characterize the plume 

and once again before deposition. The films were deposited in O2 partial pressure 14 

//bar and 8 x 10~® mbar.

To investigate the properties of Cr2 03  when doped with indium, thin films of 

In-doped Cr203  were produced in exactly the same manner as the Cr-doped In2 0 s 

thin films, with separate ceramic targets made for this purpose.

A list of a representative set of samples produced is given in Table 9.

4.3 Sample Characterization

® Refer to  A p p en d ix  2 for the  relationship  betw een  heater vo ltage, V h c a t e r ,  su b strate tem perature.

"  In,^C r„ ,03 V acuum  

X In, ,0 ^  V acuum

°  ''^,.9Cro,03l4nbar
I f ' ,  8 2 ^ 6 0 , 5 C U 0 0 3 O 3  V a c u u m
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Figure 4.50. A plot of magnetization versus dopant concentration, x, for (Ini_xC rx ) 2 0 3  thin films 
deposited in 14 /itbar of O2 .

4 .3 .1  S tru cture

Analysis of films grown on r-cut sapphire show that the films also grow with a 

(111) and (110) orientation (Fig. 4.51a). Careful measurement of 26 regions where 

Cr203 lattice reflection can appear show the presence of a tiny amount (< 0 .1%) of 

Cr2 0 s present in the (Ino.gCro. 1)203 thin film. Cr203 peaks were not observed in films 

with small doping concentrations.

The (222) reflection pealc was fitted using a Pseudo-Voigt function and the lattice 

parameter derived from its position using the

J_ _
cP a?

0

The lattice constant for In203 is given asao =  10.117—10.118A. For the undoped 

films, the values obtained were lower, with ao =  10.112 A. The lattice expanded with 

addition of Cr (Fig. 4.48) to the accepted value for In203 .

The thin films of In-doped Ci203 were measured and were found to grow highly 

orientated in the (012) direction (Fig. 4.52). The Scherrer formula estimated the size 

of the crystallites to be ^  20 nm.

T h ick
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Figure 4 .51. a) An x-ray diffractogram of an (Ino.gsCro.05)203 thin film with b), c) and d) as close-ups 
of Cr203 peaks positions.
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Figure 4 .52. A x-ray diffractogram of a (Cro.gslno.05)203 thin film. The Cr203 peaks are (012), 
(024) and (036).
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Sam ple
Code

C om position S ubstr.
AI2O3

M om ent
(1 0 - « A m 2 )

t
(nm)

P r t  
( n  cm)

heat
(V)

Pdep
bar)

44ICR201 In1.8Cro.2O3 r-cut 4.48 ±  1 70 - 42 14
54ICR201 In1.8Cro.2O3 r-cut 1 .1 0  ± 1 240 0.0131(3) 42 14
54IC1501 In1.85Cro.15O3 r-cut 3.03 ±  1 70 - 42 14
64ICR201 In1.85Cro.15O3 r-cut 7.79 ±  1 240 0.00122(4) 42 14
64ICR101 In1.9Cro.1O3 r-cut 0.15 ±  1 70 - 42 14
64ICR102 In1.9Cro.1O3 r-cut 2.48 ±  1 240 0.00922(1) 42 14
74ICR501 In1.95Cr0 .05O3 r-cut 0.58 ± 1 70 - 42 14
74ICR502 In1.95Cr0 .05O3 r-cut 0.73 ±  1 240 0.01371(3) 42 14
45IN2031 In2 0 s r-cut 0 240 0.0083(2) 42 14
45IN2032 Iu2 0 3 r-cut 0 70 - 42 14
104IC201 Inl.scro .2 0 3 r-cut 4.00 140 - 42 14
104IC202 Inl.8cro .2 0 3 r-cut 0.06 35 - 42 14
124IC201 Ini,8Cro.203 r-cut 6.79 175 - 42 14
128IFCul In1.82Fe0 .15Cu0 .03O3 c-cut 0 280 0.041(1) 42 0.08
99ICrl01 In1.9Cro.1O3 r-cut 0 280 - 40 0.08
129ICrll In1.9Cro.1O3 r-cut 0 280 - 35 0.08
129ICrl2 In1.9Cro.1O3 r-cut 0 280 - 30 0.08
139ICrll In1.9Cro.1O3 r-cut 0 280 - 25 0.08
149ICrll In1.9Cro.1O3 r-cut 0 280 - 20 0.08
149ICrl2 In1.9Cro.1O3 r-cut 0 280 - 15 0.08
199IF101 In1.9Feo.1O3 r-cut 0 280 1.3 X 10-^ 30.4 0.08
219IF101 In1.9Feo.1O3 r-cut 0 280 1.3 X 10-^ 25.3 0.08
219IF102 In1.9Feo.1O3 r-cut 0 280 2.5 X 10-^ 35.2 0.08

Table 9. A table summarising the properties of doped indium oxide films

4.3 .2  F ilm  T hickness

Film thicknesses for films thinner than 100 nm were measured using x-ray reflec

tivity. The film deposition rate was calibrated against the thicknesses measured by 

XRR. The time taken to deposit the thicker films (140 nm) was extrapolated from the 

time taken to deposit the thinner films and cross-checked with optical reflectometry. 

The films were deposited at thicknesses of 18 nm and 140 nm. There was no significant 

change in deposition rate for differing transition-metal doping.

4 .3 .3  M agn etiza tion

Room temperature moments were only observed in thin films of Cr-doped In20s 

deposited on r-cut sapphire at substrate heater temperatures in the range of Tdep =  

700 — 750 °C. In addition, ferromagnetism and high conductivity were only observed 

in films deposited in a 14 //bar partial pressiire of O2 (Fig. 4.49).

The magnetization of thin films scaled with the concentration x (where x is 

derived from the composition (Ini_xCrj:)2 0 3 ). No moment was observed for undoped
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Figure 4.53. A plot of magnetic moment of (Ino.gCro.1 ) 2 0 3  thin films versus their thickness in 
nanometers.

I112O3, nor -was any moment observed for a substrated that had been heated to 725 °C 

in the deposition chamber at a oxygen partial pressure of 14 bar.
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Figure 4.56. A plot of resistivity versus Cr doping concentration. The error bars are too small to be 
seen.

The magnetization of the thin films -was measured as a function of thickness of 

the thin films as measured by x-ray and optical reflectometery. The moment was found
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to increase with thickness.

Measmements of the moment of the films with the field perpendicular and parallel 

to the thin film revealed no evidence of anisotropy of the moment in the sample (Fig. 

4.54).

The thin films of In-doped Cr203  showed no ferromagnetic moment at room 

temperature (Fig. 4.55). This excludes the possibility that the moment is due to 

uncompensated antiferromagnetic Cr2 0 s clusters.

4.3 .4  Electrical C onductivity

Resistance versus temperature measurement for the Cr-doped Iu203  measure

ments showed no dependence on doping levels for lower concentrations. For the largest 

doping concentration examined, (Ino.9Cro.i)2 0 3 , a much larger resistivity was observed.

The undoped films show a minimum in resistivity at around 175 °C. Above 

this temperature, the films exhibit metallic behaviour and below it, they display a 

semiconducting behaviour (Fig. 4.57a). For small and medium doping concentrations, 

the films show no change in slope of the thermal coefficient of resistivity from 4 — 300 K, 

showing only a semiconductor-like temperature dependence (Fig. 4.57b). The heavily 

doped films show a large increase in resistivity at low temperatures (Fig. 4.57c).
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Figure 4 .55. A M-H loop of a (Cro.gslno.05)203 thin film.

4 .3 .5  M R  m easurem ents

MR measurements of the undoped In2 0 3  thin film show a positive MR at room 

temperature. At temperatiues below 100 K, a negative MR is observed in fields of 

less than 2.5 T, but a positive MR is present for applied fields greater than 2.5 T (Fig. 

4.58a).

For the (Ino,9Cro.i)2 0 3  and (Ini.975Cro.o25)203 thin films, there is no observable 

MR at room temperature. At 2 K, there is a large positive MR of 30 — 60%. A small 

negative MR is present in intermediate temperatiures (Fig. 4.58b and d).

The (Ino,925Cro.o75)203 thin films showed only a small negative MR at low tem

peratures.

4 .3 .6  M agn eto-O p tica l K err Effect (M O K E )

Magnetic Cr-doped thin films of In203  were examined by magneto-optical Kerr 

effect. There was no measureable Kerr effect in any of the magnetic samples in fields 

of up to 100 mT.

4.4 D iscussion

From the magnetometry measurements, we see that only the Cr-doping clearly
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induces ferromagnetism in the thin films at higher deposition temperatures. This is 

in agreement with previous reports [11]. The results here, however, directly show the 

presence of Cr203 segregation while this has only been speculated upon. While phase 

segregation is undesirable, the fact that Cr203 is antiferromagnetic implies that it 

cannot contribute to the moment observed. Moreover, there was no observation of 

phase segregation of the dopant Cr into ferromagnetic Cr02, which was previously 

dismissed as unlikely and not disproved [11].

The magnetization increases with increasing dopant concentration, reaching val

ues of up to 4 Am2/kg, approximately 4% that of magnetite.

Comparing the magnetoresistance data to the magnetization results, we see little 

or no correlation. The MR maybe related to the inclusions of Cr203, which is known 

to increase magnetoresistance and lower the conductivity [16], as was observed in these 

films. If the Cr203 does not contribute to the measiu:ed ferromagnetic moment and 

is responsible for the magnetoresistance, we would not expect to see any correlation 

between the two properties.
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Chapter 5 

Indium-Tin Oxide
“Basic research is like shooting an arrow into the air and, where it lands, painting 

a target.”

Homer Burton Adkins

5.1 Introduction

Indium tin oxide (ITO) is a mixture of indium oxide (In2 0 3 ) and tin oxide (Sn02), 

typically 90% In2 0 3 , 10% Sn02 by weight. It crystallizes in the cubic bixbyite lattice, 

space group Ia3 [1] (Fig. 5.59). ITO has a density of ~  7160 kg m“  ̂ (depending on the 

tin content) and is greenish-yellow in its powder form. The thin films are transparent, 

even when grown in low oxygen pressures. It has a melting point of approximately 

1700 °C. Its formula weight is around 264.94gmol“ ,̂ depending on the tin content.

The lattice constant values have commonly been reported larger for ITO than for 

In20a [2],[3] (Fig. 5.60a), and this increase in lattice parameter is highly dependent on
o o

the deposition conditions [3], with values for ao ranging between 10.15 A and 10.31 A. 

Lower values of oxygen partial pressure result in smaller lattice parameters [4], while 

larger lattice parameters can be achieved with higher deposition temperature [5]. The 

lattice expansion is attributed to both substitutional Sn'^+ ions replacing the In̂ "̂  and 

interstitial Sn [3], however the fact that the ionic radius of In̂ "*" is typically larger 

(81 pm) than that of Sn̂ "*" (71 pm) implies the lattice expansion is primarily due to 

interstitials. The valence state of the Sn atoms (Fig. 5.61) has been determined to 

be 4+ by ^̂ ®Sn Mossbauer studies [6]. The lattice constant is reported to reduce with 

increased tin doping when the valence of the tin has been confimed as 4+ (Fig. 5.60b). 

The contradiction between Fig. 5.60a) and Fig. 5.60b) can be explained by the fact 

that the lattice contracts when the Sn dopes into the In site, but expands when it 

assumes interstitial positions. ITO exhibits a strong preference of orientation in the 

(111) or (001) directions, depending on the deposition conditions [3].

ITO is a transparent conducting oxide, with a  direct bandgap of 3.75eV [7] and 

metallic resistivities as low as 10“® — 10“  ̂Q cm. In2 0 a is usually oxygen-deficient and
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Figure 5.59. The cubic bixbyite crystal structue of In2 0 3 , and hence ITO, with the (222) plane in 
shaded green. The O atoms are represented by red spheres and the In/Sn atoms are represented by 
blue spheres.

these oxygen vacancies form a shallow donor level close to the conduction band, as is 
characteristic of an oxygen-deficient semiconductor. However, this level is extremely 
shallow, lying just 0.03 eV below Ec-, much less than the usual values for semiconducting 
oxides (0.1 — 0.5 eV) [3]. The tin-doping introduces an impurity 5s band just below 
the Dq level'*. If the Sn'̂ '*' substitutes the In̂ '*', it forms a Sn^“'';(4d^°5s^) one electron 
level which is easily ionized to contribute its extra conduction electron to the In 5s 

conduction band, leaving an Sn̂ "*" core. The Sn is thus an n-type donor (Fig. 5.62). 
The oxygen vacancy level also contributes electrons to the conduction band.

This holds for low (<10 mol%) doping, with higher doping levels producing com

pensation of the n-type doping. The low resistivity is due then to the large electron 
concentration resulting from the introduction of electrons from the Sn'*’*' and the pres
ence of oxygen vacancies. The carrier density is typically 10̂ ° — 10^^cm“ ,̂ and the 
carrier mobility is 12 — 92cm^V“^s“\  depending on the Sn concentration and the

U sing KrOger-Vink n ota tion , from C hapter 1,
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X^ Sn 5s level

Figure 5.62. Schematic energy band model of indium-tin oxide for light (< 10 mol%) tin doping, 

crystal quality.

Many different techniques have been used for deposition of ITO such as reactive 

thermal evaporation [8], R F  and DC sputtering [9], [10], spray pyrolysis [11], magnetron 

sputtering [12] and ion beam sputtering [13].

5.1.1 U ses of ITO

As indium is a relatively scarce metal, uses for indium-tin oxide tend to focus 

on its property of being an excellent transparent conducting oxide. Even for these 

purposes, the fact that tin, which also forms a conducting transparent oxide of its own, 

is 1,000 times more abundent in nature means that ITO is only used when a very high 

conductivity is needed in a transparent solid. As a result, ITO is used as a transparent 

contact in high-performance optoelectronic devices such as LEDs, solar cells, lasers and 

phototransistors.

It has also been used in heating elements for windows, anti-reflection coatings 

and for thermally insulating coatings on glass.

5.1.2 Ferrom agnetism  in ITO

The first report of a ferromagnetic moment in ITO thin films came in 2004 when 

Moodera et al [8] reported high-temperatiu:e ferromagnetism in Mn-doped ITO grown

O.OSeV

In 5s
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Figure 5.63. An XRD of undoped ITO thin film deposited on c-cut sapphire, exhibiting a (111) 
orientation.

on Si/Si02 substrates. The films were grown by reactive thermal evaporation, and the 

films had a lattice constant of 10.110 A, suggesting that the Sn doped substitutionally 

in the In site. The room temperature magnetic moment is 0.8 /i^ /M n in 5% Mn- 

doped films with n-type electrical conduction, with a carrier concentration of n ~  

10~^^cm“  ̂ for the ferromagnetic samples. Larger concentrations of Mn resulted in a 

smaller moment. In addition, an anomalous Hall effect is observed, showing that the 

charge carriers are spin polarized. TEM analysis revealed no clustering.

In 2005, Peng et al [14] reported ferromagnetism in ITO-Fe-cluster composite 

films. The Fe clusters, of dimension d = 15 nm, are visible in the x-ray diffractograms, 

and the amount present is sufficient to explain the magnetization (3 x 10~^Am^) 

observed. The amount of iron deposited corresponds to roughly a 5% by mass doping, 

assuming the iron clusters have the same density as bulk iron. The Fe-cluster doped 

films exhibited a lower resistivity than the undoped ITO films, possibly due to the iron 

reducing the ITO and introducing oxygen defects into the lattice.

In January 2006, Kim et al [15] reported ferromagnetism in thin films of chromium- 

doped ITO. The moment increases with Cr concentration, with a maximum value
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of 0.5/iB/Cr reported for 15 mol% Cr. Analyses by TEM and SIMS did not reveal 

secondary phase clustering and showed homogenous distribution of the Cr ions. The 

films also exhibited the anomalous Hall effect, and carrier concentrations of up to 

1.23 X 10^  ̂cm“  ̂ were recorded for magnetic films.

Most recently, Peleckis et al [16] have reported room temperatiire moments of 

0.03 — 0.06^g/Ni for bulk 5-15% Ni-doped ITO. The material exhibits a resistivity 

of p =  2  X 10  ̂ cm. Carrier mediated magnetism is mooted as a mechanism for 

the observed ferromagnetism, but as no effort was made to investigate the possible 

clustering of nickel in the sample, it can not be ruled out as a possibility

5.2 Sample Preparation

Ceramic target pellets of differing transition-metal dopant and concentration were 

prepared by the mechanical alloying of In2 0 s, Sn0 2  and an oxide of the relevant metal 

dopant. A list of targets manufactured is given in Table 10. The targets were then 

sintered at 1323 K for 12 hours. PLD films were then prepared from these targets 

using a Lambda Physik KrF Excimer laser operating at A =  248 nm. The fiuence of 

the beam was 2Jcm~^, with a pulse frequency of 5 Hz and 10 Hz. The films were 

deposited onto single crystal c-cut AI2 O3 (0 0 1 ) and r-cut AI2 O3 (1 0 2 ) substrates at 

temperatures ranging between 0°C and 800 °C. The base pressure of the chamber was 

1 X 10~^ mbar prior to deposition and the chamber was flushed with 300 y^bar of O2 

three times before acquiring a probe signal to characterize the plume and once again 

before deposition. The films were deposited in 14 //bar of 0 2 -
Mn Fe ’̂̂ Fe Co Cr Ni

2.5% / / / / /
5% / / X / / /
7.5% / / / X X

Table 10.A table showing the ceramic targets made, with the 2.5 percent indicating x  =  0.025, etc.

The formula for the films can be written as (Ini_j;Sno.iMa;)2 0 3 , where M is the 

dopant cation. Thin films of Sn0.9 7Fe0 .0 3O2 (with ^^Fe) were also produced for compar

ison.

5.3 Sample Chziracterization
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5.3.1 Structure

The x-ray diffraction patterns of the targets show the polycrystaUine cubic bixbyite 

phase of ITO. No secondary phases are seen. The diffractograms of the thin films re

veal that they are oriented in the (222) direction (Fig.5.63) for deposition on c-cut 

sapphire.

Data
Pseudo-Voigt

V o = ■ '1
X  =30.26'

C

FWHM =1.11°
CM
CM
CM1 0 0 -

c

28 29 30 31 32 33

26 (°)

Figure 5.64. Pseudo-Voigt fit of a (222) In20s reflection grown on c-cut sapphire with fitting para
meter in the inset

Analysis of films grown on r-cut sapphire show that the films also grow with a 

(111) orientation. There is a second orientation present - the (211) orientation. The 

structinre factor for the (211) refiection is much weaker than the (222) reflection, with 

the intensity of the (222) reflection being 50 times that of (211) due to a difference in 

structm e factors for the two reflections. Using this, it can be determined that 33% of 

the crystal is orientated in the (211) direction while the remaining 66% is orientated 

in the (111) direction.

The (222) reflection peak was fitted using a Pseudo-Voigt function given by

y = yo + A
2

m u - -
W l ! ^ 4  In 2 - ^ ^ { x - x c

2 + ( l - m „ ) —^ -----e “9 (32)
 ̂IT A(x — X c^ + ' '' y/irwa

where yo  is the baseline, Xc is the peak position and is the FWHM (Fig.5.64). The
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Figure 5.65. X-ray diffractograms of (Ino.sTsSno.iMno,0 2 5 ) 2 0 3  deposited on c-cut sapphire (top) and 
r-cut sapphire (bottom).
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Figure 5.66. A plot of dopant concentration versus lattice constant x, for (Ini_xSno.iM x)2 0 3 , calcu
lated from the ^222 peak position. The value for the lattice constant for In2 0 3  is marked by a dotted 
red line. An undoped In20s is also shown.

position of the (222) peak was determined using this fitting method. As we have cubic 

symmetry, the d-spacing of the (222) reflection can be related to the lattice parameter 

using the formula

where ao is the lattice constant. The lattice constant for In2 03  is approximately 

10.117 A. The values obtained ranged between 10.38 A and 10.22 A. Both the Fe- 

and Mn-doped films show a maximum lattice parameter at x  =  0.05.

Using the Scherrer formula, the crystallite dimension in the films was estimated 

to be 9 nm.

5.3.2 F ilm  Thickness

Film thicknesses for films thinner than 100 nm were measured using x-ray reflec

tivity. The film deposition rate was calibrated against the thicknesses measured by 

XRR. The time taken to deposit the thicker films (140 — 180 nm) was extrapolated 

from the time taken to deposit the thinner films and cross-checked with optical reflec- 

tometry. The films were deposited at thicknesses of 18 nm, 140 nm and 180 nm. There

j
Clhkl —  — ,VhPTWTP
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Figure 5.67. XRR measurement and simulation of nominal 18 nm thin film. The simulation returns 
a thickness of 18.9 nm.

was no significant change in deposition rate for differing transition-metal doping. 

5.3.3 M agnetization

Magnetization measurements of films deposited at different temperatures indi

cated ferromagnetism only appears for deposition temperatures, Tdep > 600 °C, with 

the highest moment for films deposited at T^ep = 700 — 750 °C. 725 °C was chosen 

as the optimum deposition temperature for the films. The correlation between heater 

voltage and temperature is given in Appendix B.

Many careful background measurements of the sample holder and blank substrate 

were made to ensure any ferromagnetic signals observed came only from the transition 

metal-doped ITO thin film. Blank substrates were heated treated on the substrate 

heater and subjected to “mock” deposition conditions - identical conditions to a de

position without the procution of a plume. No magnetic signal was observed in these 

samples, or in undoped ITO samples deposited in the same conditions.

Fig. 5.69 shows typical M-H loops for Mn-doped and Fe-doped thin films. The 

Mn-doped films are anhysteretic, while the Fe-doped films exhibit a hysteresis with a 

coercivity. He ~  30 m T.

A plot of moment versus concentration for Fe- and Mn-doped thin films is shown
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Figure 5.68. Measured magnetic moment versus heater voltage, Vdep, for 5 mol% doped Mn films.

in Fig. 5.71. In the Fe-doped films, the moment increases with concentration. However, 

in the Mn-doped samples, we see a higher moment for the lower concentrations. The 

moment disappears at higher concentrations. The remanent magnetization, Mr,  is 

plotted against temperatinre in Fig. 5.70, and the remanent magnetization appears 

to be temperature independent. Mn-doped films are only found to be magnetic when 

deposited on c-cut sapphire, while Fe-doped films are magnetic when deposited on c- 

and r-cut sapphire. One out of ten 5 at% Cr-doped ITO on c-cut sapphire show a 

ferromagnetic moment of 2 x 10“® A m^ for a 140 nm thick film. None of Co- and Ni- 

doped ITO were found to be magnetic (Fig. 5.71).

Magnetization curves of an Mn-doped film were recorded at different temper- 

atiures ranging from 300 K to 4K  (Fig. 5.72). The magnetization at 1 T was also 

recorded continuously as a function of temperature from 300 K to 4 K, with a blank 

substrate and an undoped ITO film to ensure any susceptibility increase seen was due 

wholly to the Mn-doped film (Fig. 5.73).

5.3 .4  M ossbau er Sp ectroscop y

Transmission Mossbauer spectroscopy of the ceramic targets doped with ®̂ Fe 

shows that 91% of the iron in the target is ordered magnetically, with a hyperfine field 

of B h f  =  50.0 T, an quadrupole shift of 2e =  —0.19m m s“  ̂ and an isomer shift of
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Figure 5.71. A graph of moment versus x  for (Ino.9_xSno,iMx) 2 0 3  140 nm thin films. Some values 
th a t are zero have been shifted slightly negative for clarity.

5 = 0.36 mm relative to Fe, indicating that most of the Fe in the target is in the 

form of hematite (Fig 5.74).

9% of the iron is not magnetically ordered and has an isomer shift of <5 = 

0.35 m m s“  ̂ and a quadrupole splitting of 2e = 0.958 m m s“ ^  indicating that it is 

also Fê "*". The CEMS spectra for the 2.5% ’̂̂ Fe-doped thin films (Fig. 5.76) reveal no 

hyperfine splitting, but instead two quaxlrupole split doublets are seen, one with a iso

mer shift of (5 =  0.41 m m s“  ̂ (Fê "*") and the other with 5 = 0.97m m s“  ̂ (Fe '̂*'). The 

Fê '*' site accounts for 60% of the iron, the rest attributable to Fê "*".

The quadrupole sphtting on the Fê "̂  site is large, with 2s = 2.46m m s“ ,̂ while 

that on the Fê "*" site is smaller, with 2s =  0.84 mm s“ ^ The CEMS spectra for the 

7.5% ®^Fe-doped thin film (Fig. 5.76) exhibit similar Fe "̂'' and Fe "̂'' quadrupole-spHt 

doublets observed in the 2.5% doped films (with SFe3+̂ Fê + = 0.20 m m s“ ,̂ 1.03 m m s“  ̂

and 2 £ T ^ e 3 + =  0.95 m m s“ ,̂ 2.27mm s“ ^). However, this only accounts 69% of the 

iron. The remaining 31% can be fit with the parameters associated with magnetite.

Given 31% of the iron in the thin film is magnetite, we can estimate the moment 

due to the impurity. If 31% of the iron is in the form of magnetite, that implies that 

2% of the mass of the film is magnetite. Thus, there is 1.78 x 10“* kg of magnetite 

in the sample. Magnetite has a saturation magnetization of 92Am^kg~^ Therefore,
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Figure 5.72. Magnetization curves at different temperatures for a thin film of composition 
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Figure 5.73. Magnetization at 1 T versus temperature for a 2.5 at% Mn-doped film (top), the same 
for a blank subtrate (bottom left) and an undoped ITO film (bottom right).
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Figure 5.74. transmission MCssbauer spectra for a) (Ino.sTsSno.iFeo,025)203 ceramic target and
b) (Ino.825Sno.1Feo.075)203 ceramic target.

we would expect a moment of 3.389 x 10“® A m  ̂ from the thin film due to magnetite 

alone.

Transmission Mossbauer spectra were taken for a 280 nm Sn0 .9 7 Fe0 .0 3 O2 thin film 

(Fig. 5.77a and b). For this sample, 85% of the iron in is the form of magnetite. The 

thin film exhibits a moment of 20 x 10“* A m  ̂ at room temperatiu-e. Using a similar 

argument as the above paragraph, we would expect the magnetite to contribute a 

moment of 19 x 10“® A m .̂

5 .3 .5  E lectr ica l C on d u ctiv ity

The resistivity versus temperature data also indicate a clear difference between 

the manganese- and iron-doped films. The undoped and manganese doped films exhibit 

a metallic behaviour to their resistivity when T ^  100 K. When T ^  100 K, the thermal 

coefficient of resistivity (TCR) changes sign, as has previously been observed for ITO 

thin films [36]. Typical R(T) curves for the undoped and Mn-doped thin films are 

shown in Fig 5.75.

This behaviour can be explained by ionized impiuity scattering (IIS) dominat

ing the resistivity at lower temperatures, while at higher temperatures, phonon effects 

dominate [37]. The temperature of the resistivity minimum, Tr .̂̂  increases with man

ganese doping, due to the introduction of more impurity scattering centres, allowing
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IIS to dominate at higher temperature (Fig. 5.81b). The resistivities of the films range 

from 4 X 10“  ̂ — 1.4 x lO^^ficm (Fig. 5.81a). A comparison between and p

indicated that scattering increases as the dopant level is increased.

The iron-doped films show no such minima below 300 K, indicating that the pres

ence of magnetite clusters may allow IIS to dominate at even higher temperature (Fig 

5.78). The resistivity at 300 K of the Fe-doped films also increases with Fe concentra

tion, from 4 X 10““̂ — 1.36 x 10“^0cm .

5 .3 .6  M agn eto-O p tica l K err Effect (M O K E )

Magnetic Mn-doped and Fe-doped thin films were examined for a Kerr signal. 

However, MOKE measurements showed no measureable Kerr effect in the magnetic 

samples in fields of up to 100 mT.

5 .3 .7  H all E ffect

Hall measurements were performed on undoped and Mn-doped ITO thin films 

(both magnetic and non-magnetic). No evidence of the anomolous Hall effect was seen 

in any of the thin films.

The carrier type is n-type, as to be expected. The undoped film shows a high 

carrier concentration of 7.5 x 10^  ̂cm“  ̂ which is virtually temperature independent.
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Figure 5.76. CEMS spectra of a 140 nm (Ino.875Sno.1Feo.025)203 thin film tha t shows no magnetiza
tion (top) and 140 nm (Ino.825Sno.1Feo,075)203 thin film th a t shows a magnetization of 2.5 x 10“ ® A m^.
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The Mn-doped films show a lo'wer carrier concentration, 'with 4.75 x 10^^cm“  ̂ for 

magnetic (deposited on C-cut) In175Sn0.2Mn0.05O3 and 4.0 x 10^  ̂cm“  ̂for non-magnetic 

(deposited on R-cut) Ini,75Sno.2Mno.o5 0 3 . Again, both concentrations are virtually 

temperature independent (Fig. 5.80).
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F igu re  5.81. a) T h e  re s is tiv ity  o f th e  M n -d op ed  film s a s a  fu n ctio n  o f  M n -dopan t co n cen tra tio n  and  
b) th e  tem p era tu re  o f  m in im u m  res istiv ity  versus M n at%  for M n -d op ed  IT O  th in  film s.

5.3.8 O ptical transm ission

The optical transmission from 0.5 eV to 6 eV of the thin films "was measured by a 

conventional Cary photospectrometer (Fig.5.82). The optical bandgap -was measured 

using optical transmission. For the Mn-doped films, the bandgap values lay bet-ween
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Figure 5 .79. Hall effect measurements at different tem peratures for a) an undoped ITO thin film, 
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sapphire.
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Figure 5.80. A plot of carrier concentration versus tem perature for an undoped ITO thin films, a 
magnetic (deposited on C-cut) (Ino.875Sno.1Mno.025)203 thin film and a non-magnetic (deposited on 
R-cut) (Ino.875Sno.iMno.o25)2 03 thin film.

3.83 eV and 4.05 eV, while for the Fe-doped films, the bandgap lay between 3.95 eV and 

3.97eV. The undoped films showed a bandgap of 3.80 eV. There was no systematic 

shift in the bandgap with metal ion dopant.
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Figure 5.82. Optical bandgap measurements of both the Mn-doped (left) and Fe-doped (right) thin 
films.
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5.4 D iscussion

T h e  m ag n e tic  p ro p ertie s  of F e-doped  th in  films can  b e  com fortab ly  exp la ined  by 

th e  p resence  of Fe3 0 4  g rains as a  secondary  p hase  in  th e  IT O  films. M uch of th e  iron  

is p a ra m ag n e tic , in  th e  Fe^"'' an d  Fe^"^ charge s ta te s , p resu m ab ly  in  s u b s ti tu te d  sites 

of th e  b ix b y ite  s tru c tu re .

N o such  com fo rtab le  ex p la n a tio n  is availab le for th e  ferrom agnetic  m an g an ese  or 

ch rom ium  do p ed  sam ples. No know n h igh  te m p e ra tu re  ferrom agnetic  o r fe rrim agnetic  

oxides from  th e  e lem en ts involved. T h e  m ag n e tic  p ro p ertie s  are  sy m p to m atic  o f th e  

synd rom e th a t  b e se ts  o th e r  d ilu te  m ag n e tic  oxides [39], a n d  for w hich th e re  ye t so 

far no accep ted  ex p lan a tio n . A n  u n u su a l fea tu re  of th is  ab n o rm a l fe rro m ag n e tism  is 

t h a t  is i t  p rac tic a lly  an h y ste re tic , w ith  a  m ag n e tiza tio n  cirrve th a t  does n o t d e p e n d  on 

te m p e ra tu re . T h e  m om ent p e r  d o p a n t increases as th e  d o p a n t c o n c en tra tio n  decreases 

for th e  M n-d o p ed  th in  films, w hich is a n o th e r  of th e  recognised unusua l fea tru es  o f th is  

s o rt  of m agnetism .

T h ere  is su b s ta n tia l evidence th a t  th is  un u su a l ferrom agnetic  m om en t is now  ob

served  in  w ell-crystallized  bu lk  or th in  film  m ate ria l [40] [41] [42]. I t  is som ehow  asso c ia ted  

w ith  th e  defects, a lth o u g h  th e  n a tu re  of these  defect responsib le  rem ains  to  b e  c la ri

fied. I t  is suggested  th ey  m ay be e lec tron ic  defects, ligand  holes c rea ted  in  response  to  

c a tio n  defects or dop ing  [43] [44] [45].

In the Mn- and Cr- doped ITO, the 3c? dopant cations behave paramagnetically. 

They exhibit a Curie-like susceptibility. This means that the ferromagnetism does 

not involve the 3d dopants directly. The small size of the ITO requires many grain 

boundaries.

The reports of dP ferromagnetism in thin films of undoped Hf02 [46] or Ti02 [47] 

describe a similax syndrome to the “phantom” ferromagnetism we are describing here. 

The two appear to be manifestations of the same phenomenon.

The “phantom” aspect relates to the reported instability of the moment in time. 

The absence of phenomena that depend on spin-orbit coupling (anomalous Hall effect, 

anisotropic magnetoresistance) is consistent with an argument of the magnetization 

that is unrelated to the 3c? cations.
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Chapter 6 

Al-doped Co:ZnO
“I did that before and its easy. I don’t remember how, bixt it’s easy”

Mike, another clear explanation

6.1 Introduction

Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a transparent oxide that crystaUizes in the hexagonal wxirtzite 

structure (space group FQ^mc). The zinc atoms arrange in almost hexagonal close 

packed arrangement, and the oxygen atoms form tetrahedra around the zinc atoms 

pointing in the direction of the c-axis (Fig. 6.83). The lattice constants for bulk ZnO
o  0

are a = 3.24 A and c = 5.19 A [1]. ZnO is almost insoluble in water, but is dissolved by 

acids and bases. Zinc oxide has a melting point of 1975 °C, and decomposition occurs 

upon melting. Bulk ZnO has a density of 5660 kg m~^.

Figure 6.83. The wurtzite crystal structure of ZnO, with Zn atoms as small brown spheres and O 
atoms as large yellow spheres.

6.1.1 C onduction in A l-doped ZnO

ZnO has a wide, direct bandgap, in the region of 3.2 — 3.3 eV. It is an n-type 

semiconductor when undoped, but p-type conductivity can be induced by co-doping
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Figure 6.84. Dependence of (a) conductivity, (b) carrier concentration and (c) mobility on A1 content 
in ZnO films. From [4].

Ga and N [2]. The surface of a ZnO crystal is susceptible to defect formation due to 

oxygen chemisorption and desorption, and this leads to unstable electrical properties 

in ZnO [3]. Oxygen vacancies in zinc oxide insert shallow donor levels in the bandgap, 

with a donor level energy of Ed ~  0.02 — 0.05 eV [1]. Zn interstitials also play a role in 

donating electrons to the conduction band.

The doping of ZnO with aluminum improves the electrical properties in two ways 

- by providing extra carriers and also by stabilizing the electrical properties with re

spect to oxygen absorption and desorption. As Al^+ replaces Zn^+, it provides one 

extra conduction electron - thereby increasing the carrier concentration, n, and the 

conductivity, a. However, the aluminum also produce ionized impurity scattering cen

tres by occupying interstitial sites and deforming the lattice. This reduces the mobility, 

fj,, which also reduces the conductivity. However, for low enough concentrations of A1 

(< 1%), the increase in n  dominates over the decrease in n, resulting in a net increasing 

in conductivity (Fig. 6.84).

The increase in conductivity would not be expected to continue for higher con

centrations, as the aluminum would segregate into clusters of insulating AI2O3.
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Figure 6.85. A schematic representation of the Burstein-Moss shift. On the left is an undoped 
material that experiences no shift. On the right is a doped material. The conduction band has been 
partially filled by the donor behaivour of the dopant.

6.1 .2  B u rstein -M oss Shift

The Burstein-Moss shift (BMS) was reported by both Biu:stein and Moss in 1954 

[8]. It is a positive shift in the bandgap of a material, owing to the filling of the 

conduction band by donor electrons from dopants in semiconductors 6.85. Thus, the 

measiued gap, E m  becomes

where E q is the optical gap of the undoped material and A E b m  is the Burstein-Moss 

shift.

If we assume the shape of the both the valence and conduction bands to be 

parabolic and characterized by effective hole and electron masses (m* and m*, respec-

Em — Eq +  A E bm (33)

tively), the dispersion relations for the valence and conduction bands can be expressed 

as

(34)
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Figure 6.86. Schematic representation of the two competing mechanisms both widening and narrow
ing the bandgap

and

E^(k) =  Eo +
h V
2m*

(35)

respectively. Combining these equations with (33) for direct transitions, A E bm can be 

expressed as

A E bm =  — — ( —- H r (36)

get

Using a reduced effective mass, m*  ̂ and expanding the Fermi wave number, we

A E b m  —

n?

2 /3  le ■

[STT^ne) (37)

giving a energy-gap shift proportional to Ue

The BMS only dominates for light doping. For heavy doping, a bandgap narrow

ing may be observed [6], due to a competing mechanism arising from the increasing 

free electron concentration. The increased number of free electrons induce a downward 

shift of the conduction band owing to their mutual exchange and Coloumb interaction, 

and also by the attractive impurity scattering. These electron-electron (ee) and elec

tron impurity {ei) interactions have the opposite effect on the valence band, shifting it 

upwards and therefore effectively narrowing the gap (Fig. 6.86).
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The dispersion equations are subsequently altered, giving

E,{k,u) = E^,{k) + hE,{k,uj) (38)

and

Ec{k,uj)  =  E^,{k) +  hKik^ou) (39)

Combining these equations with (37), we can represent the total shift of the gap, 

AE,  byf«

These two mechanisms, i.e. the first and second terms in the above equation, 

compete against each other. For Al-doped ZnO and Sn-doped In2 0 3 [2l], the resultant 

shift is a widening of the gap.

6 .1 .3  U ses o f  ZnO

ZnO is used in gas sensors and as a component of blue and UV LEDs, which are 

used in the field of optical information storage. Nanostoichiometric ZnO is a trans

parent conducting oxide, but the poor stability of its electrical properties renders it of 

lesser importance than other TCOs.

Zinc oxide is an essential ingredient in industrial rubber as it accelerates the 

curing in the vulcanization process.

Chinese white is a pigment based on ZnO and is used in paints and as a opacifier.

Zinc oxide reflects ultra-violet light, and as a result can be used as a base for 

sun tan lotion. When mixed with small amounts of hematite it forms a mineral known 

a calamine, which can neutralize acidity and is anti-bactericial and had wide medical 

apphcations.

6 .1 .4  Ferrom agnetism  in C o-doped  ZnO

ZnO was first reported as exhibiting room temperature ferromagnetism by Ueda 

et al [11] in (2001) for Zni_j;COa;0 thin films with x = 0.05 — 0.25, with a moment of 

up to 1.8 ptg per cobalt ion for x  = 0.05. The presence of a moment in Co-doped ZnO 

was confirmed by several groups [12] [13] [14] [15] [10 ],  but without any consistency in the 

magnitude of the magnetic moments.

Maurice et al [9] reported room temperature ferromagnetism in Al-doped Zno.7Coo.3O 

grown by pulsed laser deposition on sapphire, with a moment of 0.7 //g/Co ion. A sec-
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Sam ple C om position M om ent
(Mb /O o)

Thickn.
( nm ±  1 nm)

A E g
(eV)

197ZC02 Zn0 .9 5 Co0 .0 5 O 0.06 ± 0 . 0 1 160 3.2
207ZC01 Zn0 .9 5 Co0 .0 5 O 0.50 ± 0 .1 160 3.2
216ZCAL1 Zn0 .9 5 Co0 .0 5 O -I- 0.1% A1 0.06 ± 0 . 0 1 180 3.44
226ZCAL1 Zn0 .9 5 Co0 .0 5 O +  0.1% A1 0.19 ±0 .04 60 -
226ZCAL2 Zn0 .9 5 Co0 .0 5 O -I- 0.2% A1 0.46 ±  0.08 50 -
236ZCAL2 Zn0 .9 5 Co0 .0 5 O +  0.2% A1 0 . 1 0  ± 0 . 0 2 145 3.48
246ZCAL1 Zn0 .9 5 Co0 .0 5 O -l- 0.5% A1 0.18 ±0 .03 55 -
276ZCAL1 Zn0 .9 5 Co0 .0 5 O +  0.5% A1 0.07 ±  0.01 165 3.55
286ZCAL1 Zn0 .9 5 Co0 .0 5 O -l- 0.7% A1 0.06 ±  0 . 0 1 45 -
296ZCAL1 Zn0 .9 5 Co0 .0 5 O +  0.7% A1 0.04 ±  0.007 160 3.61
296ZCAL2 Zn0 .9 5 Co0 .0 5 O -t- 1% A1 0.07 ±  0.01 55 -
017ZCAL1 Zn0 .9 5 Co0 .0 5 O -1- 1% A1 0.07 ±0.01 205 3.65
217ZCAL1 Zn0 .9 5 Co0 .0 5 O +  0.1% A1 0.42 ±  0.08 160 3.28
227ZCAL1 Zn0 .9 5 Co0 .0 5 O -I- 0.2% A1 0.48 ±  0.08 160 3.37
227ZCAL2 Zn0 .9 5 Co0 .0 5 O -I- 0.5% A1 0.30 ±  0.06 160 3.53
257ZCAL1 Zn0 .9 5 Co0 .0 5 O +  0.7% A1 0.35 ±  0.08 160 3.64
257ZCAL2 Zn0 .9 5 Co0 .0 5 O -F 1% A1 0.06 ± 0 . 1 160 3.68
58ZCU01 Zno.9 Cuo.1 O 0 160 -
58ZCU02 Zno.9 Cuo.1 O 0 160 -
68ZCU01 Zn0 .9 5 Cu0 .0 5 O 0 160 -
68ZCU02 Zn0 .9 8 Cu0 .0 2 O 0 160 -
88ZFE01 Z1io.9 Feo.1 O 0 2 0 0 -
88ZFE02 Zn0 .9 5 Fe0 .0 5 O 0 2 0 0 -
98ZFE01 Zn0 .9 5 Fe0 .0 5 O 0 2 0 0 -
108ZE01 Zn0 .9 8 Fe0 .0 2 O 0 2 0 0 -
108ZCF01 Zno,94Feo.o5Cuo,oiO 0 2 0 0 -
108ZCF02 Zn0 .9 4 Fe0 .0 5 Cu0 .0 1 O 0 2 0 0 -

Table 11.A table of thin films prepared.

ondary phase of metallic cobalt was observed, with 1 0 % of the cobalt crystallizing as 

hexagonal metallic cobalt. The authors attribute the majority of the moment to the 

cobalt that does not segregate into cobalt metal . Bulk ZnO doped with Co and A1 

has, however, been reported not to exhibit ferromagnetic behaviour [5].

6.2 Sample PrepEiration

Ceramic targets of pure and A1 doped (0.1 at.% to 1  at. %) Zno.9 5 Coo.0 5 O were 

first prepared by solid-state reax^tion of high purity ZnO, CoO and AI2 O3 at 1000 °C. 

The thin films were deposited at 450 °C, both on c-cut and r-cut sapphire substrates 

at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. Laser fluence on the target was 1.8 Jcm^. The films 

were deposited at an oxygen partial pressure of 4 x 1 0 “® mbar. A series of thin films 

(t ~  50 nm) was produced to calibrate the deposition rate by measurement with XRR. 

Thicker films were then produced (̂  ~  50 — 150 nm) for electrical, optical and magnetic 

measurements. A list of thin films prepared is given in Table 11.
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Figure 6.87. X-ray diffractograms of the a) 0.1%, b) 0.2%, c) 0.5%, d) 0.7% and e) 1% Al-doped 
ceramic Zno.gsCoo.osO targets.

6.3 Sam ple C haracterization

6.3.1 X-ray Diffraction

X-ray diffractograms of the ceramic targets (Fig. 6.87) matched the expected 

pattern for polycrystaUine ZnO. No secondary Co or A1 phases were seen for any 

concentrations of A1 dopant.

All films are highly epitaxial and x-ray diffraction pattern on c-cut and r-cut sap

phire substrates showed (002) and (110) reflections. There is no evidence of secondary 

phases, in particular Co metal precipitation (Fig 6.88).

6.3.2 M agnetization
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Figure 6.88. An x-ray diffractogram o f a 1% A l-doped Zn0.95Co0.05O thin film. The Cu Kp are 
marked w ith  a /3.

These measurements were made with the field applied perpendicular to the sub

strate plane. The blank AI2 O3  substrate subjected to the same thermal cycle in the 

deposition chamber as one with a thin film deposited on it exhibits pme diamagnetism. 

The susceptibility —4.8 x 10“^m^kg“  ̂ is in agreement with the handbook value for 

AI2 O3 , —4.6 X 10“®m^kg“ .̂ Fig. 6.89 show the ferromagnetic signal of Co:ZnO film 

on both c- and r-cut sapphire for 0.1% A1 doping, after subtraction of the linear dia

magnetic background signal arising from the substrate. Moments are quite variable, 

depending on the substrate as shown in Table 11. The observed moments per Co atom 

of doped films on c-cut sapphire substrates are always greater than on r-cut substrates.

Figiure 6.90 shows a summary of the magnetization measurements for the Al- 

doped Z n o . 9 5 C o o . 0 5 O  thin films. The ferromagnetic moment is larger for the films 

deposited on c-cut sapphire than for the same compositions deposited on r-cut sapphire. 

The moment decreases with A1 concentration. The films deposited on r-cut sapphire 

show small saturation magnetizations (< 1  x 1 0 “® A m^) in comparison with the c-cut 

films. The moment in the r-cut films shows no dependence on the A1 concentration.

6.3 .3  O ptical Sp ectroscop y

The optical absorption spectra for the films deposited on both C-cut and R-cut
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Figure 6.89. M-H curves for 0.1% Al-doped Zn0 .9 5 Co0 .0 5O thin films deposited on c-cut and r-cut 
AI2 O3 .

are displayed in Figure 6.92. The optical bandgap increases with A1 content, from 

a value for 0.1% A1 of AEg — 3.28 eV and 3.44 eV (for c- and r-cut respectively) to 

AEg = 3.68 eV and 3.65 eV for 1% A1 (Fig. 6.91). This shift is explained by Burstein- 

Moss effect [8], as conduction electrons donated from the Al^”*" occupy the lower levels 

of the conduction band.
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Figure 6.90. Plots of the saturation magnetization (left) and /Xg/Co against Al concentration (right).
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Figure 6.91. A plot of the optical band gap versus the A1 dopant concentration. The dotted lines 
serve as guides for the eye.

6.3.4 Electrical C onductivity

Transport measurements^, in the temperature interval 2 — 300 K, were performed 

on samples contacted by shadow masking and thermal evaporation of Al/Au bi-layer at 

pressures below 10“®mbar. Hall resistance were extracted by symmetrizing and anti- 

symmetrizing with respect to field the measured in the van der Pauw geometry. 

All samples exhibit appreciable magnetoresistance only below about 30 K with strong 

temperature dependence governed by both carrier concentration and mobility The ac

quired apparent carrier concentrations have non-linear dependence on A1 concentration 

(Fig. 6.93) and show saturation at about 0.2 % A1 evidence for either low solubility 

limit for A1 or the complete degeneration of the electron gas at n > 2 x 10^  ̂cm“ .̂ Mo

bilities are found to be in the region 0.4 — 11.4cm^ s~^ at 2K. The temperature

dependence of the Hall resistance reveals almost degenerate electronic concentrations 

even for 0 % Al, and virtually no temperature dependence for the films with more than 

0.2% Al.

The remarkable finding is that the resistivity of Co-doped ZnO film doped with

® These measurements were performed by P. Stamenov
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Figure 6 .92. A graph of against photon energy for Al-doped Zn0.95Co0.05O thin films deposited 
on C-cut sapphire (top) and R-cut sapphire (bottom). The sections in m agneta are the slopes used 
to measure the optical band gap.
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Figure 6.93. The Hall resistance £is a function of temperature for different Al-dopings of 
Zn0 .9 5 Co0 .0 5 O. Inset: The carrier concentration as a function of Al-doping.

more than 0.2% A1 drastically decreases in the whole temperature region 2 — 300 K, 

while preserving its macroscopic magnetisation. This system may therefore be consid

ered a degenerate semi-magnetic semiconductor.

6 .4  D iscu ssio n

The remarkable finding is that the resistivity of Co-doped ZnO film doped with 

more than 0.2% A1 drastically decreases in the whole temperature region 2-300 K, while 

preserving its macroscopic magnetisation. This system may therefore be considered a 

degenerate semi-magnetic semiconductor.

Optical transmission spectra for Al-doped Co:ZnO thin films are compared in Fig. 

6.91. Another striking feature of A1 codoped ZnO:Co films is the band-gap widening. 

Band gap is shifted from 3.7 eV (ZnO;Co) to 4.1 eV (ZnO:Co:0.2 at.% Al). The shift 

occurs as a result of the blocking of the lowest states in the conduction band and is 

explained by Burstein-Moss effect [8] involving transfer of associated electrons to the 

conduction band. The filling of the density of states in the conduction band at high Al 

doping levels is illustrated by the shift of the direct-gap optical absorption edge as a 

function of carrier concentration as illustrated on Figure 6.91. The expected functional
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dependence [2 1 ] verifies well within the experimental errors and yields for the mean 

harmonic mass defined as , m* =  0.26(3) mg, which is in good agreement with the 

accepted values of mg =  0.23 and m/i =  0.59 for Al-doped ZnO [2 2 ].

In summary, it has been demonstrated that the magnetic, magnetotransport and 

optical properties of Co:ZnO films depend critically on A1 doping. Magnetization 

decreases with increasing A1 content. The conductivity is enhanced significantly in 

0.2% A1 doped Zno.9 6 Coo.0 4 O while maintaining significant room temperature magnetic 

moment. Magnetoresistance is observed only up to 30 K. Hall measurements reveal 

degenerate semiconducting behaviour for A1 concentrations > 0.2 %. Optical band 

gaps were widened in proportion to the A1 doping due to Burstein-Moss effect.
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Chapter 7 

Carbon
“I believe that you can reach the point where there is no longer any difference 

between developing the habit of pretending to believe and developing the habit of 

beheving.”

Umberto Eco

7.1 Introduction

% %

Figure 7.94. The scrolls on the unbroken tube surface. The photograph was taken with an optical 
microscope.

The diamagnetic nature of various carbon polymorphs has long been estab

lished experimentally [1]. Small, temperature-independent susceptibilities, x ~  x 

10“^m^kg“ \  are associated with the atomic orbital diamagnetism in the insulating 

polymorphs such as diamond, whereas much larger, temperature-dependent suscep

tibilities in the range —100 to —300 x 10~®m^kg“  ̂ are associated with the Landau
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Figure 7.95. SEM image of a flake of soot broken in half and folded over itself. On the left we can 
see the “shiny” side of the soot flake, which is the side in contact with the quartz during deposition, 
while on the right we see the side which shows the conglomerate of spherical particles.

diamagnetism [2] of carriers with low effective mass in semimetallic polymorphs such 

as graphite or caxbon nanotubes.

More recently, evidence has been accumulating for the presence of a variable fer

romagnetic moment in certain forms of carbon [3], where it may be associated with the 

presence of atomic defects [4], or else induced by contact with ferromagnetic impuri

ties [5]. There are reports of weak magnetic moments (10“  ̂ < a < 10“  ̂Am ^kg“ )̂ in 

graphite [6], rhombohedral Ceo [7] and carbon foam [8] as well as in irradiated graphite 

[4]. Much larger ferromagnetic moments have been reported in pyrolysis products of 

carbon-containing precursors, notably 1,2-diaminopropane (10.5 A m^ kg“ )̂ [9] and tri

alkyl boranes (32Am^kg~^) [10]. Contact induced magnetism, first suggested as an 

explanation for the ferromagnetism of meteoritic graphite [11], can result in magnetic 

moments (~  0.05 note that 1 //^ /C  =  465Am ^kg“ )̂ for atoms near the sur-

fax;es of multiwalled carbon nanotubes [5] or thin films in C/Fe multilayer stacks [12]. 

There are inevitable concerns regarding the possible presence of ferromagnetic impu

rities, especially for the samples with very small magnetization. The reports of large 

moments obtained by pyrolysis of organic precursors [3],[9], [10],[13] are of special inter

est. The carbon-based powders produced in this way are reported to have a saturation 

magnetization, as,  that is dependent on the ratio of hydrogen to carbon in the start

ing materials (precursors) [9]. It is also reported that the magnetic properties of the 

pyrolysis product depend on the pyrolysis temperature [3].
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Figure 7.96. An EDAX spectrum of the pyrolysis products of 1,2-diaminopropane.

In an effort to confirm the reports of large ferromagnetic moments in carbon 

based materials and relate them to the moments observed in dilute magnetic oxides, 

we have undertaken an analysis of the pyrolysis product of 1,2-diaminopropane (DAP) 

and of allylamine (AA). We find CNx products that resemble the graphite whisker 

scrolls first described by Bacon in 1960 [14]. The most remarkable property of those 

whiskers was their tensile strength and Young’s modulus -  which Bacon measured to be 

20 G Pa and 700 G Pa, respectively. More recently, whiskers have also been produced 

by potassium-GIC [15] and the energetic process of ball-miUing [16].

7.2 Carbon W hiskers 

7.2 .1  P yro lysis

A small quantity of the precursor (1,2-diaminopropane or allylamine), 3 ml, was 

placed into a quartz tube and frozen in liquid nitrogen. The tube was evacuated to 

~  10~® mbar and pumped out for 12 hours before sealing under vacuum. The tube was 

allowed to warm to room temperature and it was then placed in a furnace for 30 minutes 

at 950 °C to pyrolyse (for the diaminopropane) or at 900 °C (for the allylamine), which 

is within the “transition range” [17]. This temperatiu’e is also close to the range where 

“mesoscopic origami” and bond rearrangements are reported to take place in graphitic 

structiures [18]. Pyrolysis at higher temperatures failed to deposit recoverable amounts 

of sample, as the gas mixture in the tube became explosive. The tube was rapidly
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Figure 7.97. X-ray diffractogram of the carbon-nitrogen scrolls

removed from the fm’nace after pyrolysis and allowed to cool in ambient air. The black 

deposit on the tube walls began to peel away after ~  5 — 10 s of cooling to form the 

whiskers, a process which continues until most of the deposit on the inner surface has 

peeled off. The scrolls were originally viewed in the still-sealed tube under and optical 

microscope (Fig. 7.94). The tube was then broken open and the whiskers removed. 

Plastic tweezers and spatulas were used at all times. Assuming ideal gas behaviour, 

the pressure in the tube at pyrolysis temperature is in the region of 0.5 M Pa.

The conditions of the pyrolysis and cooling were varied to investigate the effect of 

cooling rate on the formation of whiskers. The scroll formation was not seen for higher 

pyrolysis temperature or for a slower cooling rate. A rate of 5 K min~^ was achieved 

using electronically controlled cooling of the fmnace. Instead of following the scrolling 

behavioin:, the deposit remained attached to the tube wall. This deposit, which we 

call “soot” was removed by scraping with a non-magnetic spatula. Under examination 

in a microscope, the whiskers appeared as shiny needles. The soot was shiny on one 

side, but dark on the other (Fig. 7.95).The pyrolysis of various preciirsors was carried
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Figure 7.98. An SEM image showing a carbon whisker on the right together with some “soot” (top 
left).

out at a range of different temperatiues. We were unable to produce whiskers by 

decomposition of propyne under similar conditions.

7.2 .2  C om bu stion  A nalysis

Combustion analysis was performed on various different samples - some were 

mostly comprised of soot while others were mostly comprised of scrolls. Table 12 

below shows a summary of the results.

It can be seen that the scrolled samples have a very low percentage of nitrogen 

by mass compared to the soot samples.

7.2 .3  IC P

Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP) was performed to deter

mine to the metal content of the 1,2-diaminopropane and allylamine used as precursors 

for the pyrolysis. A small amount, 3 ml, was placed into the quartz tube as per the 

pyrolysis procediure, to ensure the liquid being examined was as close to the precur-
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Figure 7.99. SEM image of the soot showing agglomerates of ~  1 ^m particles.

sor used as possible. The liquid was then drained from the tube. The ICP method 

utilizes a hot argon plasma to excite atoms of the the material under investigation to 

metastable excited states. The relaxation of the atoms causes light to be emitted at 

characteristic wavelenghts, or lines. ICP can measure about 70 elements in aqueous 

solutions, including most metals. Importantly for this work, it can measure Fe, Ni, 

and Co - three elements that are prevalent in many magnetic compounds. The dis

solved solids in sample solutions must be less than 1%. The optimum working range 

for element concentrations is from 0.5 to 100 parts per million (ppb) by weight. Deter

minations down to 100 parts per billion (ppb) or less are possible for many elements 

in clean solutions.

The ICP was conducted in the Centre for Microscopy and Analysis (CMA).

The results showed the levels of Fe, Ni, Co to be < 50 ppb in the precursors. 

Levels of contaminant this low would not lead to a measureable magnetic moment in 

the material.
Sample Form C wt% H wt% N wt%
DAP02 Scrolls 91.2 0.4 7.7
DAP03 Soot 52.4 3.9 43.7
DAP04 Mix 86.8 1 11.8
DAP05 Soot 52.9 3.5 43.5
DAP06 Soot - - -
DAP07 Scrolls 91 0 8

Table 12.A table of elemental analysis results from combustion and subsequent mass spectrometry of 
the soot and scroll samples.
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Figure 7.100. Cross-section of a whisiter as viewed in the SEM. The diameter of this scroll is ~  25 /^m, 
a typical value for the whisker.

237.i60nm
J

BSEl 28-Feb-03 27040 WD19.9mm 20.0kv"xl5k ° ° °2um”

Figure 7.101. An SEM of one layer of the whisker, magnified. This provides a measurement of the 
thickness of the layers which wrap around themselves to form the scrolls.
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Figure 7.102. An SEM image of some soot which has intercalated layers of graphite-like material 
which resemble the graphine layer that fold to create the whiskers.

7.2.4 EDAX

A typical EDAX spectrum of the scrolls is shown in Fig.7.96. The strong peak 

is carbon, which is responsible for 99.4% of the signal (by weight). The A1 and S are 

background signals due to the holder and the Si is not determined within experimental 

accuracy. The EDAX is unable to determine N or H accurately, due to the fact that a 

variable pressme SEM was used to avoid sample charging.

7.2.5 XRD

The XRD pattern of scrolls exhibits a broad peak at d = 0.34 nm (Fig. 7.97). 

This d spacing is that of the (002) spacing of graphite. This shows that the caxbon 

in the sample is practically amorphous, with a roughly graphitic structure to it. The 

coherence length of the crystalline regions deduced from the width of the peak by using 

the Scherrer formula is 8 ±  1 nm.

7.2.6 Microscopy and SEM

When viewed in the SEM, the two phases of the material were immediately ap

parent. In Fig.7.98 we see the scroll on the right, which appears as semi-transparent 

to the SEM beam. On the left, there is a dahlia-like conglommeration, which is the
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Figure 7.103. Crystallite formation on tube surface (right) and in SEM (left). The phase is possibly 
adamantane.

“soot” that we have described in the previous section.

Taking a closer look at the soot, we see that one side of it is composed of spherical 

particles of approximately 1 micron in diameter (Fig. 7.99). These dahlia-like conglom- 

merations seem to form a smooth side to the tube, with the dahlia side facing in, as 

can be seen in Fig. 7.95. In this picture we can see one side of the flaJce is completely 

smooth while the other shows the dahha pattern.

The soot is of relatively little interest compared to the scrolls and can be seen as an 

undesirable by product that seems to always ax;company the formation of the scrolls. 

Further microscopy of the scrolls reveals some interesting characteristics. Fig.7.100 

shows the cross-section of a scroll. This particular scroll seem wrapped over on itself 

twice or three times. Closer magnification on the surface of the scroll reveals a layer 

thickness of about less than 250 nm (Fig. 7.101).

While the phases are quite distinctive, the spherical particles tend to inhabit the 

smface of the scrolls, and there seems to be some unusual interplay between the two 

phases. For instance. Fig. 7.102 shows some sort of intercalation of the scroll layers 

between the dahlia formations.

Examination of the pyrolysed tube of the allylamine under the microscope re

vealed what seemed to be some transparent unusual crystal formations on the tube 

surface (Fig. 7.103). Further examination of this material in the SEM showed that 

there seemed to be very little coordination in this phase. There was fax too little of this 

material to examine it in the XRD. The material appeared in all tubes after pyrolysis.
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Figure 7.104. M-H loop of soot product, x  =  —27 x 10~® kg~^- The sample holder contributes a
diamagnetic moment of x  =  —1.37 x 10“  ̂Am ^T” .̂

but due to the minute quantities, its properties, structure and elemental make-up have 

remained largely undetermined. It is a minor phase and it’s appearance would suggest 

adamantane as a possible candidate. Adamantane (Tricyclo[3.3.1.1^’̂ ]decane), with a 

formula CioHie, is a cycloalkane. It is an off-white powder that forms face-centred 

cubic crystals.

7.2.7 FTIR

The scroll surfaces and one side of the soot (the one which faces the tube) are 

quite shiny, so it would be expected that they would respond well to FTIR spectroscopy. 

However, despite the fact that many different samples were measured, nothing signifi

cantly distinctive from the background taken was ever observed.

7.2.8 SQUID M agnetometry

For the magnetic measurement, a typical sample mass was 1 mg. Measurements 

were taJcen at room temperature and at 5 K. The diamagnetic signal from the sample 

holder, which was a gel cap mounted in a drinking straw, was measured and sub

tracted from the data. For selected samples, magnetization loops were also acquired 

at intermediate temperatures.

The soot samples were perfectly diamagnetic at all temperatiu:es with room
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Figure 7.105. Magnetization measurements of a scroll sample at different temperatures.

temperature susceptibilities ranging from x = ~26 x 10“®m^kg~^ to x = ~72 x 

10~®m^kg~^. A typical measm’ement is shown in Fig. 7.104 . These measurements 

were repeatible and the diamagnetic susceptibility had no time dependence.

The whisker samples had a mainly diamagnetic susceptibility, with small ferro

magnetic loops sometimes observable at low fields having a magnetization value of up 

to 0.2Am^kg~^ (Fig. 7.106). The large ferromagnetic moments reported previously 

[9] were never observed. The high-field diamagnetic susceptibility at room temperature 

ranged from x =  ~84 x 10''^m^kg“  ̂ to ;̂  =  —171 x 10“^m^kg“^ No anisotropy of 

the susceptibility was observed in attempts to orient a suspended scroll in a magnetic 

field. The moment shows very httle temperature dependence (Fig.7.105).

Only the scrolls produced from the pyrolysis of 1,2 diaminopropane exhibited this 

ferromagnetic behaviour. Both the soot and scrolled samples from the pyrolysis of the 

allylamine failed to produce a measiurable ferromagnetic moment. Typical results from 

all four conditions are shown in Fig.7.106. The magnetic behaviour of the soot from 

both samples is quite similar. The absence of a ferromagnetic signal notwithstand-
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Figure 7.106. Room temperature magnetization data for scroll and soot products of the two precur
sors

ing, the scrolls from the allylamine precursor still demonstrate the large diamagnetic 

susceptibility, comparable to that of graphite, x = —169 x 10“®m^kg“ \

7.2.9 M FM

An AFM of the surface of one of the scrolls is shown in Fig. 7.107. The micron 

diameter circles are likely to be the soot which attaches itself to the surface of the 

scrolls which has aheady been observed in the SEM. Smaller irregular featinres can be 

seen on the surface of the scroll. The MFM shows no magnetic contrast.

7.2.10 E P R

The EPR spectrum of a typical soot sample is shown in Fig. 7.108. The spectrum 

is best fit when there are two components used, one with a broad line and one with 

a narrow. Table 13 shows the difference between scroll and a soot samples from a 1,2
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Figure 7.107. AFM of scroll surface

Data Scroll Soot
Spin density/m~^ 4.45 X 10^^ 1.43 X 10^4

gl 2.00280(4) 2.00274(6)
FW H M i/G 2.20(3) 2.30(7)
A Bppi/G 1.27(2) 1.33(4)
g2 2.00267(12) 2.00278(5)
FWHM2 /G 12.0(8) 6.7(6)
A B , p2/G 6.9(5) 3.9(4)

Table 13.Fit parameters for the EPR spectra

diaminopropane precursor.

The intensity of the two components is equal for the scroll samples but the ratio 

of Li to L2 is 1.37 for the soot samples. The spin density for the scrolls is three times 

higher for the scrolls than the soot. The spin density corresponds to one unpaired spin 

per 2 X 10  ̂ atoms.

7.2.11 RG A

The residual gas analysis of the atmosphere in a tube of pyrolysed 1,2-diaminopropane 

precursor is shown in Fig. 7.109. The background is normalised to the water vapour 

peak. The background is low compared to the signal when the residual gas is bled in 

the chamber.

The main peak observable is the 15 a.m.u. peak. This may be CH3  or NH, as 

these are the only two combinations of the atoms possibly present in the gas that may
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Figure 7.108. EPR spectrum of a soot sample from a 1,2 diaminopropane precursor.

have a molecular weight of 15. Also important are the 16, 17 and 28 a.m.u. peaks. The 

16 and 17 a.m.u. peaks are most likely due to methane and ammonia. These are the 

by-products of the pyrolysis. The 28 a.m.u. peak can be attributed to nitrogen. This 

may be a by-product of the pyrolysis, but there might also be some residual nitrogen 

left in the antechamber after pumping.

The residual gas analysis of the allylamine shows a spectrum quite similar to 

the 1,2-diaminopropane (Fig. 7.110). The main difference is that the 16 a.m.u. peak 

is less prevalent (by about a factor of 2) in the allylamine spectrum than in the 1,2- 

diaminopropane spectrum. There is also a slight difference in the 27/28/29 a.m.u. 

peaks, with the 29 peak more prevalent in the allylamine residue, and the 28 more 

prevalent in the diaminopropane residue.

7 .2 .12  G as A b sorp tion  A n alysis

Hydrogen absorption of the soot samples was measured in a thermo-piezic analyser 

(TPA), but no measurable absorption was seen up to 600 °C. It is concluded that any 

hydrogen absorption is less than 1 at%.

7 .2 .13  T ransport

A typical R(T) curve of a scroll is shown in Fig. 7.111. The scrolls usually show a
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Figure 7.109. Residual gas analysis of the remaining gas following pyrolysis of 1,2-diaminopropane.
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Figure 7.110. Residual gas analysis of the remaining gas following pyrolysis of allylamine.
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Figure 7.111. A typical R(T) curve of a scroll

semiconducting temperature dependence of resistance, but a few seem to show metaUic 

characteristics. The resistivity of these scrolls is approximately ~  10“® f2m, which is 

at the limit of metallic conductivity. Magnetic fields of up 1 T did not change the 

resistance.

7 .2 .14  H all E ffect

The Hall effect was measured on broken shards of the scrolls (Fig.7.112).

A typical plot of the Hall resistance of a scroll piece as a function of field is shown 

in Fig. 7.113. Prom the plot, using a thickness of 0.25 yum, the carrier concentration, n, 

is determined as 1.6 x 10̂  ̂m“ ,̂ or 1.43 x 10“  ̂carriers per carbon. Coherent electronic 

transport around the tube is precluded by the short mean free path.

7.3 Carbon M anganese

7.3.1 Sam ple P rep aration

Graphite powder from Aldrich of unquoted purity (> 99%) and Mn powder were 

mechanically mixed by hand in an agate mortar and pestle. The powder was pressed 

into a pellet and sintered for 12 hours at 900 K under a vacuum of 10“  ̂mbar.
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Figure 7.112. An scanning electron microscopy image of the contacts made to a broken scroll in 
order to measure the Hall Effect.

7.3.2 XRD

The XRD pattern of C-Mn show peaks of both graphite and manganese. No 

other peaks (e.g. for Fe) were observed.

7.3.3 SEM/EDAX

The ED AX results shown in Fig. 7.115 show some clustered areas of bright 

contrast. The bright contrast indicated higher atomic number. From this, we can see 

that significant clustering of the Mn in the sample has occurred.

The ED AX analysis of the sample (Fig. 7.116) shows that there is a indication 

that Fe might be present. Since the secondary Mn peak and the primary Fe peak are 

close the eax;h other, the EDAX system has difficulty in precisely resolving the two 

peaks. Quantative analysis reveals that the sample contains 0.2 at% Fe, within an 

experimental error of 0.16%.

7.3.4 VSM

A typical M(H) loop is shown in Fig. 7.117. A clear ferromagnetic loop with a
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Figure 7.113. Hall resistance of a scroll piece as a function of field.

saturation magnetisation of about 0.2 J kg~^ This corresponds to 5% Mn doping. 

The ferromagnetic signal was not seen for higher percentage doping. Loops of the pure 

Mn, C and sample holder were also taken. The Mn was gives a perfectly paramagnetic 

response. The sensitivity of the VSM was the limiting factor in the other two measure

ments. The SQUID was therefore used to investigate the magnetic properties of the 

pure graphite.

7.3.5 SQ UID M agnetom etry

For the doped samples, the SQUID loops verified the VSM measurements, with 

a satiuration magnetization of 0.2 J T~^ kg“ .̂

However, a measurement of the Aldrich graphite (Fig. 7.119) also revealed a 

ferromagnetic loop, again with a saturation magnetization of 0.2 J T “  ̂kg~^. This was 

overlayed on a strong diamagnetic signal, as one would expect from graphite.

Measurements of 99.9995% purity graphite from Alfa Aesar revealed a perfect 

diamagnetic response, with x =  —92 x 10“® m  ̂kg“  ̂ at room temperature (Fig. 7.120).

7.3.6 M ossbauer Spectrom etry

The Mossbauer spectrum of the CgsMns (Fig. 7.121a) shows a doublet at the 

centre, due to iron in the Be-window of the detector (Fig. 7.121d). The peaks at
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Figure 7.114. X-ray diffraction pattern of C-Mn. All the peaks are those of polycrystalline graphite 
and Mn metal.

+ 6  m m s“  ̂ indicates the possibility of the presence of some form of magnetically formed 

iron. A spectrum of the Aldrich graphite (Fig. 7.121b) shows an Fe sextet and a wider 

sextet due to an iron oxide (most probably Fe3 0 4 ). The Aesar 99.9995% graphite only 

show an Fe-doublet which is due to the iron in the Be counter window (Fig. 7.121c).

7.4 D iscussion  

7.4.1 W hiskers

We were unable to reproduce the ferromagnetic properties reported previously by 

M urata et al. [9] for carbon produced by pyrolysis of 1,2-diaminopropane. The main 

pyrolysis products were found to be microscroll whiskers of poorly crystalline CNj, 

with X  ~  0.07, and/or a soot of approximate composition CN^ with x  ~  0.25.

From the fact that the pyrolysis of 1,2-diaminopropane and of allylamine produce 

similar results, with the main difference being a disparity in the amount of CH4 that 

remains in the tube as a residual gas, and from consideration of bond strengths, it can 

be surmised that the first step in the pyrolysis of the 1,2-diaminopropane is probably

CHzCH{NH2)CH2NH2 CH 2 = C H  -  CH2 N H 2 + NHs
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Figure 7.115. SEM image of the C-Mn
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Figure 7.116. EDAX of C-Mn
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The chain after this is hkely to largely involve decomposition to radicals, such 

as propargyl (C 3 H 3 ) [19]. These radicals may then polymerise, incorporating a smaller 

number of nitrogen-containing species to give CN^ films observed.

The scrolls are fragile and break easily. They do not show the high flexibility, 

tensile strength and Young’s modulus that was associated with graphite whiskers [14], 

nor do they exhibit the anisotropic susceptibility of graphite. The structure is not 

formed of graphene sheets parallel to the scrolls surface. The material is isotropic a 

poorly crystalhzed.

The whiskers made from both precursors reveal a large isotropic diamagnetic 

susceptibility of x  =  —170 x 10“^m^kg“\  These fall within the measured range of 

values for graphite, where x  =  —3.8 x 10“®m^kg“  ̂ parallel to the basal plane and 

X =  —251 X 10“^m^kg~^ perpendicular to it [1]. Randomly orientated graphite has 

X =  —169 X 10“^m^kg“ ,̂ similar to the scrolls. The bonding should be sp .̂ As for 

the soot, it shows a smaller susceptibility, with x  ~  —40 x 10“®m^kg“ .̂ There is a 

significant proportion of sp  ̂ bonds in the soot. The sp :̂sp  ̂ ratio is about 4:1.

While EDAX shows no ferromagnetic metallic impurities in the samples and ICP 

reveal < 50 pbb in all precursors, the ferromagnetic component with <75 of up to 

0.2Am ^kg“  ̂ would represent 0.1% by mass of iron, or somewhat more cobalt. The 

moments are comparable in magnitude to those that have been reported in graphite

i
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Figure 7.118. M(H) loop from SQUID measurements of the C-Mn sintered at 600°.

[6] of rhombohedral Ceo [7].

The absence of moments in soot samples from the same batches points to an 

origin of the ferromagnetic moment in defects that are present in the scrolls, but 

not in the soot. The puzzle here is not that defects with unpaired spin can exist 

in highly disordered graphite, but that exchange interactions might exist that couple 

them together into a ferromagnetically ordered state at room temperature [20].

The diamagnetic susceptibility of the carbon microscrolls is large and isotropic, 

similar to that of graphite powder. The small and variable moment found in some 

of the scrolls, but not in soot from the same batches corresponds to at most 5 x 

10“  ̂ Âb /C. This moment may be regarded as a further example of defect-related 

ferromagnetism’ [21], but the origin remains unclear.

The similarity of the magnetization ciurves to those of the Aldrich graphite makes 

it difficult to make a strong claim. It would be worth examining the whiskers by STEM.

7.4.2 C-M n

The magnetism seen in the C-Mn system is due to impurities in the graphite. 

Careful measurements of the starter material (Aldrich graphite) reveals a ferromagnetic 

loop. Mossbauer analysis of this graphite shows the presence of iron and iron oxide in 

these samples. Piure graphite (purity =  99.9999%) shows perfect diamagnetism and no 

trace of iron in its Mossbauer spectrum. It must be concluded that the ferromagnetism

600“ c0.050.95
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observed is due to the Aldrich graphite Fe impurities.

While we have not discounted the possibility of carbon-based Mn-doped DMS, 

our attcmxpts have shown that a different technique would be needed to produce such 

a material.
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Figure 7.119. a) M(H) loops at different temperatures of “pure” graphite from Aldrich and b) with 
diamagnetic signal removed
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Alfa A esar graphite powder 99.9995%, 52.3 mg
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Figure 7.120. M-H loops at 300 K and 5K for 99.9995% pure graphite from Aesar.
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spectrum of Aldrich graphite powder, c) Transmission Mossbauer spectrum of Alfa Aesar 99.9995% 
purity graphite powder, d) Transmission Mossbauer spectrum background due to iron in the Be 
window. Spectrum a) has a simulation (not a fit) overlayed on top of it. Spectra b), c) and d) have 
fits overlaid upon the. The folding point was determined through drive calibration with an Fe powder.
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Chapter 8 

Discussion
“If two things don’t fit, but you believe both of them, thinking that somewhere, 

hidden, there must be a third thing that connects them, that’s credulity”

Umberto Eco

8.1 Introduction

In the present work, room temperature ferromagnetism is observed in Cr-doped 

In2 0 3 , Fe/Mn/Cr-ITO, Fe-doped Sn02, Fe-doped Ti02 and Al-doped Co:ZnO films 

grown by pulsed laser deposition, as well as in impure graphite and carbon whiskers. 

In all systems, the actual concentration of M  dopants in the films always exceeds that 

in the targets. No magnetic moment is observed in undoped ZnO, In2 0 3 , ITO, Ti02 

films grown on sapphire substrates under similar conditions.

8.2 M agnetization and Susceptibility

The question is whether the magnetization is due to inclusions of a ferromagnetic 

impurity phase or whether is it an intrinsic property of the material. The magneti

zation curves usually show little coercivity or remanence. A remanence ratio at room 

temperatiue of 5 — 10% and a coercivity of 5 — 10 mT is typical of these dilute systems.

In previous studies, the observed magnetic moments were sometimes remarkably 

large, when related to the doping level, sometimes exceeding the spin-only moment of 

the dopant cations and quite often exceeding the value corresponding to any postulated 

impiurity phase such as metallic cobalt or Fe304  [2]. Giant magnetic moments were 

reported first in lightly doped systems - Co- or Mn-doped Sn02 (7.5 n^/Co,  4.8 fi^/Co 

and 7.0 yUg/Mn ) [3] [4] followed by Co- ZnO and V-doped Ti02 (5.8 iJ,^/Co, 4.2 /Ug/V) 

[5] [6]. There is no proportionality between the moments and doping concentration or 

film thickness. The observed magnetization seemed to be the sum of two contributions 

-  one due to transition-metal doping, and a second which was roughly constant for any 

film with a value of about 200 /Xg nm“ .̂ There is no reason to expect the profile of 

the dopant element to be uniform across the film. The dopant may be concentrated
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Figure 8.122. A M-H loop of a thin film of (Ino.825Sno.1Feo,075)203 at 300 K, which shows hysteresis 
due to magnetic inclusions.

neax either surface, or else it may cluster near defects.

Among the systems we have studied, only Fe;Ti0 2  (1%, oxidized) exhibits a 

giant moment of 6.9 Saturation magnetic moment of 1 . 6  /Zg/Mn, 0.8 is

obtained for In1 .7 5 Sn0 .2 Mn0 .0 5 O3  and In1 .7 Sno.2 Cro.1 O3  respectively. In In1 .8 Cro.2 O3 , the 

corresponding moment is 1.0 ^g/Cr. Films grown on C-AI2 O3  substrates exhibit higher 

moments than on r-Al2 0 3  substrates. The Mn or Cr doped ITO and Cr-doped ITO 

are useful systems because we can dismiss the problem of precipitated ferromagnetic 

clusters.

The magnetization curves of these oxide films usually show little or no hysteresis. 

It is only at doping levels approaching the percolation limit that significant hystere

sis appears. Development of coercivity at higher concentration would often imply the 

presence of ferromagnetic clusters in the host matrix. Fig. 8.122 shows the magneti

zation at 300 K of an Fe-doped ITO film grown using the target of 7.5 at% Fe content. 

The films are ferromagnetic at room-temperature with evident hysteresis. Mossbauer 

spectroscopy shows the presence of magnetite clusters, in a sufficient quantity to ex

plain the room temperatm:e moment. Coercivity increases from 10 m T  at x =  0.025 

to 36 m T at a: =  0.075. On the other hand, the coercivity values of Mn doped ITO 

and Cr-doped In2 0 s are only about 4 m T  at room temperature.

There are technical difficulties to measure the ordering temperature in dilute

I
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r  ■ ‘
.*• 

fn • •
•

- 1.0  - 0.5  0.0  0.5  1.0
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magnetic oxide systems. Except in a few systems Co:Sn0 2  (650 K, [3]), Fe:Sn0 2  (610 K, 

[7]) and Fe:In2 0 3  (750 K, [8]), there are no reports of a reversible Tc in the literature. In 

some cases, Curie temperature exceeds the growth tempeature of films, which in turn 

affects the stability and magnetic properties of films.

Analysis of the susceptibily versus temperature measurements allows us to es

timate the contribution from eax̂ h paramagnetic dopant cation in the films. A full 

derivation of the method is given in Appendix B. The susceptibility, can be ex

pressed as

C
X = j + X o  (40)

where T is the temperatiue, C is the Ciirie constant for the material and Xo ^ 

constant. C can be expressed as

C  =  ( « ,
O k B

where is the permitivity of free space, N  is the density of atoms per m^, ks  is the 

Boltzmann constant and rnljj is the effective moment per atom. C then takes units of 

K, since the volume susceptibility is dimensionless. We define p^ff by the relation

rr i ef f  =  ^^BPeff (42)

where ixq is the Bohr magneton. Substituting the values, we get

C = 2.08 X 10-2^ {iiqN ■ m  ̂K (43)

We have applied this analysis to Mn-doped ITO {x = 0.025) and oxidized Fe- 

doped Ti0 2  {x = 0.01). The fit for In1.75Sn0.2Mn0.05 gives C = 1.23 x 1 0 “^^m^K ± 

2 X 10~^®m^K (Fig. 8.123a). Given that the density of Mn atoms in the film is 

7.7 X 10̂ ® m“  ̂±  0.5 x 10̂ ® m"^, we get

Peff = 4.31 ±0.06

Given that for Mn^+, Pe// = 4.9 and for Mn^+, pe/f = 3.87, we can estimate 57% 

of the Mn atoms are Mn̂ "*" and 43% are Mn̂ "*".

For Ti0.99Fe0.01O3 , (7 = 6.1 X 10~^^m^K ±  1 x 10“^^m^K (Fig. 8.123b) and the

density of Fe atoms in the film is 2.38 x 10̂ ® m“  ̂±  0.3 x 10̂ ® m“ .̂ Therefore, we have
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for Ti0 .9 9 Fe0 .0 1 O3 , that

Pe// = 5.4±0.2

The expected values of Pe// for Fê "*" and Fe^“̂ are 4.9 and 5.9. The Conversion 

Electron Mossbauer spectrum of this film indicates that 75% ±  3% of the Fe is in the 

2+ state and 25% ±  3% is in the 3+ state. From this, we would expect an average of 

P e f f  =  5.15 ±0.05.

The remarkable result is that these ferromagnetic films exhibit a paramagnetic 

susceptibility which corresponds to the 3c? dopant concentrations. The blank sub

strates show no significant temperature dependent susceptibility on this scale. The 

ferromagnetism is therefore not due to the dopants directly. The materials are not 

dilute magnetic semiconductors in the accepted sense. In the case of the iron-doped 

films, the paramagnetism is independently confirmed by Mossbauer spectroscopy.

Regarding the stability and reproducibility of the magnetic properties of the 

Fe:Ti0 2 , Co;ZnO films, contradictory results have been reported by different research 

groups. This controversy between research teams may result from the growth method 

used and/or from the growth conditions (oxygen pressure, deposition temperature, etc). 

Small changes in deposition conditions can yield films with no magnetic moment, but 

with identical X-ray diffraction patterns (Fig. 8.124). Another striking observation is 

that the conditions needed to develop ferromagnetism in may be very restricted. Films 

with enhanced and reproducible moments can be produced in a narrow temperature 

window.

8.3 E lectrical P roperties

Mn-ITO films exhibit degenerate semiconducting behavior and the zero-field elec

trical resistivity at room temperature ranged from 0.4 to 1.2 ml^cm. Normal Hall ef

fect measurements at high fields show n-type conduction with a carrier density, n, in 

the range of 10̂  ̂cm“ .̂ The calculated mobihty for the 5% Mn-ITO is about 0.23 

cm^ s“^ The high conductivity, ferromagnetic behavior at room temperature and 

semiconducting nature of Mn-ITO could be promising for spin injection into semi

conductors. The temperature independence of the carrier concentration (determined 

from the temperature dependence of the Hall eff'ect) implies the resistivity function of 

temperature is dominated by the temperature behaviour of the mobihty (Fig. 8.125).
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Figure 8.125. The mobility as a function of tem perature of a (Ino.srsSno.iMno,025)203 thin film.

The resistivity versus temperature data also indicate a clear difference bet'ween 

the manganese- and iron-doped ITO films. The undoped and manganese doped films 

exhibit a metalhc behaviour to their resistivity 'when T > 100 K. When T < 100 K, the 

thermal coefficient of mobility (TCM) changes sign, as has previously been observed 

for ITO thin films [9]. This behaviotir can be explained by ionized impurity scattering 

(IIS) dominating the resistivity at lo-wer temperatures, 'while at higher temperatures, 

phonon effects dominate [10]. The temperature of the mobility maximum increases 

with manganese doping, due to the introduction of more impurity scattering centres, 

allowing IIS to dominate at higher temperature. The iron-doped films show no such 

maxima below 300 K, indicating that the presence of magnetite clusters may allow IIS 

to dominate at even higher temperature.

The remarkable finding is that the resistivity of Co-doped ZnO film doped with 

more than 0.2% A1 drastically decreases in the whole temperature region 2 — 300 K, 

while preserving its macroscopic magnetisation. Magnetoresistance is observed only 

up to 30 K. Hall measurements reveal degenerate semiconducting behaviour for A1 

concentrations > 0.2 %.

8.4 Optical Properties

Optical absorption structures are observed in Co:ZnO and interpreted as due 

to the transitions between the crystal-field-split 3(i levels of tetrahedral Cô '*' ions
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Figure 8.126. The band gap shift of Al-doped Zn0.95Co0.05O thin films as a function of carrier 
concentration, determined from Hall effect measurements.

substituting for Zn̂ "̂  ions. In the case of Al-doped Co:ZnO films, Striking feature of 
A1 codoped ZnO:Co films is the band-gap widening. Band gap is shifted from 3.24 eV 
(ZnO:Co) to 3.68 eV (ZnO:Co;l at.% Al). The shift occurs as a result of the blocking 
of the lowest states in the conduction band and is explained by Burstein-Moss effect 
[11] involving transfer of associated electrons to the conduction band. The filling of the 
density of states in the conduction band at high Al doping levels is illustrated by the 
shift of the direct-gap optical absorption edge as a function of carrier concentration as 

illustrated on Fig. 8.126®. The expected functional dependence

h
^2m* (37r^ne) ®

is well verified well within experimental error and yields the mean harmonic mass 
defined as

1 1 1
H------

m " "  nih rUe
where m* = 0.26(3)me, which is in good agreement with the accepted values of nie = 

0.23 and ruh = 0.59 for Al-doped ZnO.

The Hall effect measurements were carried out by P. Stamenov.
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8.5 Extrinsic M echanism s o f Ferromagnetism

The interest in dilute magnetic semiconductors and dilute magnetic transparent 

conducting oxides is due to their possible applications in spin electronics. The useful

ness of these materials is conditional on the mechanism that induces ferromagnetism 

in them. Extrinsic causes of ferromagnetism, such as segregation of dopants into fer- 

omagnetic impurity phases and, especially, contamination of the materials by sample 

handling would discount the material for possible spintronic use. Therefore, for a 

material to be considered useful, the possibility of an extrinsic mechanism of ferromag

netism must be ruled out. In this section, we shall consider ferromagnetic impurities 

which may arise from the materials used in this work. Then we shall then discuss the 

precautions taken against contamination of the samples and the equipment used for 

measurement.

8.5 .1  Ferrom agnetic Im p u rities

While there has been quite a variation in the measured room temperature mag

netization of dilute magnetic oxide films in the literature, the absolute moments are 

quite small. Assuming a sample deposited on a 25 mm^ substrate with a thickness 

of a few hundred nanometres, the typical moment measured is in the range of m = 

10-« -  10-^ A m2.

It is instructive to examine the different amounts of impurity phases required 

to explain these moments. A knowledge of the quantity of possible impurity phase 

is essential for choosing experimental techniques to discount them from contributing 

to observed ferromagnetism. Table 14 lists some commonly expected impurity phases 

in dilute magnetic semiconductors. The last column gives the volume fraction of the 

sample that would be occupied by that phase were it to cause a moment of 10“  ̂A m  ̂

at room temperature. This figure allows us to rule out a number of impurity phases. 

Anything over 100% clearly cannot cause the observed moments. Thus, weakly ferro

magnetic phases such as hematite cannot be responsible.

8 .5 .1 .1  M a ter ia ls  p u r ity

The purity of the starter materials is typically 99.999% or better for all the host 

materials and over 99.97% for the dopants. Typically, 1 g of host material and 0.01 g
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of the dopant oxides are used to produce the ceramic targets. That imphes that at 

most, 1 0  fj,g  of impurity may exist in total in the host material and 3/^g may exist in 

the dopant material. Therefore, a maximum 13 //.g of impiuity may exist in the whole 

of the 1 g ceramic target. For an impiuity from the target to cause ~ l g  of magnetic 

phase in a thin film we must assume that;

1. 10% or more of the target impiuity must be concentrated in the material 

ablated by the laser. Typically, laser ablation removes > 5% of target.

2. The impurity must travel selectively to the substrate and not disperse in 

the plume. The siurface area of the plume when it reaches the substrate must be 

27rr^, assuming a hemispherical expansion of the plume, with r  =  35 mm. Thus 

A  =  1225 mm^, and the fraction of the substrate area to the plume area is 0.02.

If we estimate the impurity level due to the purity of the material, assuming 

uniformity dispersion of the impurity in the target and plume, we get

'fTT'imp =  13 yUg X 0.05 X 0.02 

=  0.013//g

assuming minimum purity of the starter materials.

8.5.1.2 XRD

The limits of detection of XRD for oriented impiu-ity phases is roughly 1-5%. 

This figure is dependent on a few factors:

1. The intensity/length of scan/detector quality. The signal to noise ratio of 

x-ray diffraction measurements is largely determined by the average number of counts 

in a scan. A strong soiu:ce - such a synchotron, a long scanning time or an advanced 

detector (such as the X’Celerator used in this work) increases the sensitivity and thus 

the lower limit of detectable phases.

2. Impurity orientation. An oriented impurity will typically exhibit one XRD 

peak which has a relatively large intensity. A polycrystalline impurity exhibits many 

low intenstiy peaks, which may not show above the noise level. Therefore, the more 

oriented an impurity phase, the easier it is to detect.

3. X-ray fluoresence. Certain x-ray energies cause a range of atoms to fluoresce. 

Cu Kq, for instance, causes Fe to fluoresce. This increases the background noise and 

reduces the definition of Bragg reflections. Therefore it is prudent to choose x-ray
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P h a se
entry

P
(k g m “ )̂

T c
(K )

a
(A m ^ kg“ )̂

Meiss

(Mg)
Volume
Percentage (%)

Fe 7874 1040 220 0.45 0.9
Co 8900 1382 170 0.59 1.1
Ni 8908 627 55 1.82 3.3
CdTe 5850 340 20 5 13.7
MnAs 6170 318 5 20 51.9
MnSb 6885 587 118 0.85 2.0
MnsSn 7465 325 0.2 507.29 >100%
MnsGa 7804 743 48 2 4.1
Mn2Ga 7910 680 47 2 4.0
MnGa 7700 300 50 2 4.2
Mn4N 6823 745 5 20 46.9
MnP 5799 291 51 1.96 5.4
FeCu 7874 505 80 1.25 2.5
Fe4N 7212 760 150 0.67 1.5
FeP 7184 215 30 3.33 8.8
FezP 6070 278 43 3.5 10.5
FesP 5079 716 32 3.4 7.5
FeB 7142 589 180 0.56 1.2
Fe2B 7150 1015 190 0.53 1.2
Cr02 4900 390 110 0.91 3.0
a-F e20s 5270 960 0.4 250.0 >100%
7-F6203 4856 743 82 1.22 4.0
Fes04 5180 860 80.2 1.25 3.9

Table 14.A table listing common impurities phases in dilute magnetic semiconductors, quoting the 
phase, its denstiy. Curie temperature, saturation magnetization, the mass of phase need to explain 
commonly measured moments in dilute magnetic semconductors and the volume fraction of sample 
that phase would take.

energies that will not fluoresce on the sample being measured.

As the x-ray diffractometer used in this study was used Cu x-rays, the impurity 

phases that are the most difficult to detect are Fe and its compounds and Co (which 

also fluoresce when irradiated with Cu x-rays), though all the others mentioned in 

Table 14 should be detectable by XRD.

8 .5 .1 .3  M o ssb a u er  S p e c tr o m e tr y

The use of ^^Fe Mossbauer Conversion Electron Spectrometry enables the deter

mination of the nature of all the iron in the thin films. Clusters of metallic Fe or its 

oxide are detectable. It is also possible to determine the oxidation state and the spe

cific oxide present. All our Fe-doped samples were created using ®̂ Fe, which allows for 

good signal-to-noise ratio in Mossbauer spectra. Metallic Fe was identifed in highly 

reduced Ti02 thin films and hematite was observed in the oxidized Ti02- Fe304 was 

found to be present in Fe-doped ITO and Sn02 -
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M a ter ia l D o p a n t P o ss ib le L evel Im p u rity In tr in s ic
Im p u ritie s d e te c te d  (%) m o m en t (%) or E x tr in s ic

ITO Mn Mn4N 0 0 Intrinsic
Fe Fe 0 0

Fe304 33 ± 5 100 Extrinsic
a , 7 —Fe20a 0 0

Cr Cr02 0 0 Intrinsic
T i02 Fe Fe 0 0
(oxidized) Fe304 0 0 Intrinsic

a ,7 -F e 2 0 3 60 ± 5 <0.15
T i0 2 _ i Fe Fe 90 ± 3 80 ± 2
(reduced) Fe3 0 4 0 0 Extrinsic

a ,7 - F e 2 0 s 0 0
InaO Cr Cr02 0 0 Intrinsic
Sn Fe Fe 0 0

Fe304 80 ± 1 0 >100% Extrinsic
a ,7 -F e 2 0 3 0 0

ZnO:Al Co Co < 5% <80% Intrinsic
Whiskers - TM <  0.1% <10% Intrinsic
Graphite - Fe >  1% 100% Extrinsic

Table 15.A table of materials that were found to exhibit ferromagnetic behaviour. Included is the 
possible ferromagnetic impurities present, the levels detect (as a percentage of the total dopant in the 
sample, and the contribution of the impurity to the moment

8 .5 .1 .4  O th er  co n sid era tio n s

The feasibilty of the presence of certain impurities must also be examined. Cr02, 

for instance, only forms under very particular conditions and is easily reduced to Cr203  

[12], the stable phase in ambient conditions. Therefore, Cr02 is unlikely to form. For 

the Cr-doped thin films presented in this thesis, the impurity phase identified was Cr203  

because the conditions of deposition are insufficiently oxidizing to produce Cr0 2 -

A list of the materials found to be ferromagnetic in this work is given in Table 15, 

along with the possible room temperature ferromagnetic impurities and the amounts 

of those impurities detected.

It is evident that impurities of iron and its oxides are responsible for moments in 

ITO:Fe, Sn02:Fe and reduced Ti02-<5, though only in part for the moment in Ti02-5-

8.5 .2  C on tam in ation

From Table 14, we can see that tiny amounts of metallic contaminants may be 

responsible for the measured moments. It is therefore important to ensinre that the 

samples do not become contaminated by even a small amount of stray ferromagnetic 

particles.
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8.5 .2 .1  Sam ple H andling

The samples were handled at all times by zirconia toughened aluminum oxide 

ceramic tweezers from Electron Microscopy Sciences, Ltd. The substrate was attached 

to the heater by silver paint which is paramagnetic and could easily be removed by 

a solvent. The heater was thoroughly cleaned in between deposition by washing with 

acetone, scraping with pure tantalum metal and washing again with acetone. The thin 

films were cleaned thoroughly by methanol before measurement in the SQUID, which 

was the first measurement to be performed on each sample.

8.5 .2 .2  Background Checks

To ensure any signal observed was not due to the substrate or the host material, a 

careful series of background measiu-ement was performed (Fig. 8.127). Blank substrates 

were exposed to “mock” deposition conditions in which a deposition was simulated, 

without the laser beam entering the deposition chamber. No ferromagnetic signal 

(> 10“® A m^) was observed from these samples. This is important to lend credence 

to the measured ferromagnetic moments. Eax;h host transparent conducting oxide was 

produced undoped in the conditions that produced ferromagnetic thin films ablated 

from doped ceramic targets. No ferromagnetism was observed in any of these undoped 

samples.

8.6 M odels for Ferromagnetism in D ilute M agnetic Sem icon
ductors

Whenever it is possible to exclude the possibility of extrinsic factors governing the 

ferromagnetism of thin films of DMTCOs, a model for an intrinsic mechanism should 

be found. We consider first the standard explanations.

8.6 .1  Superexchcinge

Superexchange [13] is a process in which the spins of two ions are correlated due 

to the spin-dependent kinetic exchange interaction between each of the two ions and 

the valence p electrons of a mediating oxygen. The sign of the superexchange (i.e. if 

it results in ferro- or antiferro-magnetic coupling of the pair) follows the Goodenough- 

Kanamori rules. These state that if two cations have lobes of occupied Sd orbitals which
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Figure 8,127, A representative set of background room temperature SQUID measurements, a) A 
blank AI2 O 3 substrate exposed to “mock” deposition b) 140 nm thick ITO thin film c) 140 nm thick 
Ih2 0 3  thin film d) 160 nm thick ZnO thin films e) 200 nm thick T i0 2  thin film f) 140 nm thick 
Cr1 .9 Ino.1 O2 thin film
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a)

Figure 8.128. The superexchange, a) With a non-zero overlap giving AF exchange, b) With zero 
overlap giving FM exchange. Red denotes positive and blue denote negative sign of wavefunction. 
Pink denotes non-zero overlap

point towards each other giving large overlap and hopping integrals, the exchange is 

antiferromagnetic and strong. If the two cations have an overlap which is zero by 

symmetry, the exchange is ferromagnetic and weak (Fig. 8.128).

Superexchange, therefore, is short ranged and predominantly antiferromagnetic. 

Its short range demands that the dopant ion concentration would need to be greater 

than the percolation threshold, Xp, which for nearest-neighbour cation coupling is ap

proximately where Z  is the cation co-ordination number (0.25 < Xp < 0.16). This is 

not the case in the samples presented. Also, ferromagnetic superexchange is a weak in

teraction, which is completely insufficient to account for the large Curie temperatures 

observed.

8.6.2 Zener D ouble Exchange

Zener proposed double exchange [14] in 1951 to explain the large moment in 

mixed valence manganites. In this model, an electron hops from a Sd cation A to an 

anion whilst an electron simultaneously hops from that anion to another cation A+. 

The lowest energy of this system is such that the spins on the cations are aligned. 

This model requires mixed valence and a high concentration for exchange, neither 

of which are necessary conditions for ferromagnetism in dilute magnetic transparent 

conducting oxides. The percolation threshold must again be attained before long-range 

ferromagnetic ferromagnetism can set in.

8.6.3 The R K K Y  Interaction

The RKKY interaction is a long-range interaction that occurs in systems where
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there is overlap between electrons in a conduction band and the spin of magnetic 

ions. The spin polarized electron then couples to a neighbouring ionic spin. The sign 

of the interaction oscillates with distance, coupling the ionic spins ferromagnetically 

or antiferromagnetically depending on their separation. The RKKY interaction only 

becomes efficient when the carrier concentration is high [15]. Quantitative estimations 

indicate, however, that in II-VI dilute magnetc oxides even for the highest available 

electron densities no transition to the ferromagnetic phase can be expected above 1 

K [?]. The transition to a ferromagnetic phase is possible for p-type doping of higher 

than p «  2 X 10^^cm“ .̂ Oxides axe generally n-type, and Hall measurements confirm 

that the films in this study are n-type, removing the RKKY interaction as a possible 

mechanism for ferromagnetism in the magnetic films present in this thesis.

8.6.4 Im purity Band Exchange and M agnetic Polarons

The impurity band exchange model [17] is based on the idea that donor electrons 
becomes trapped by a lattice defect, such as an oxygen vacancy. The electron is confined 

in a hydrogenic orbital of radius

. m . 
t h  =  £ { — )ao  m*

, where s is the high-frequency dielectric constant, m is the electron mass, m* is the 
effective mass of the donor electrons and oq is the Bohr radius (53 pm). If th is 
large enough, the electron will interact with more than one 3d cation and couple them 
ferromagnetically. For a high enough defect concentration, 8criti the trapped electron 
orbitals will overlap and couple to each other, ordering the material ferromagnetically 

(Fig. 8.129).
Transparent conducting oxides, like oxide semiconductors, owe their high conduc

tivity to oxygen defects - which are present in large numbers due to sub-stoichiometry. 

The oxides also tend to have relatively high dielectric constants (~ 10), which are 
needed for the trapped electrons to couple dilute magnetic ions in a low concentration. 
A detailed analysis of the model shows that the magnetic ordering temperatiure should 

not exceed 20 K for 5% dopant [17].

The Mossbauer results show, however, that in oxidized Fe-doped Ti02, there is 
no evidence of magnetic ordering between ions which have substituted into the lattice 

or placed themselves interstitially. The magnetic ordering in this material must be
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Isolated polaron

Antiternxnagnetic pair

Overlapping polarons

Figure 8.129. Representation of magnetic polarons. A donor electron in its hydrogenic orbit couples 
with its spin antiparallel to impurities with a 3d shell that is half-full or more than half-full. The fi 
gure is drawn for x  —  0.1, 7 =  12. Cation sites are represented by small circles. Oxygen is not shown; 
the unnoccupied oxygen sites are represented by squares. From [?].

mediated by something other than the dilute 3d ion. The stated explanations are 

unable to explain the high temperature ferromagnetism observed in the films.

8 .6 .5  O ther M echanism s

The low Curie temperatures predicted by the above models discount them as a 

possible explanation for the ferromagnetism observed in the films. Clearly, more exotic 

mechanisms must be considered which can satisfy the demand for a Curie temperature 

well above room temperature.

Das and Sanvito [18] have performed DFT calculations investigating the possibil

ity of intrinsic defect driven ferromagnetism in Hf02- While they found that oxygen 

vacancies form nonmagnetic impurity levels, Hf vacancies show a high-spin state with 

an associated magnetic moment of 3 These are ferromagnetically coupled via 

minority-spin electron delocalization across bridging Hf sites, with a large couphng 

strength suggesting high Curie temperatures.

Hernando et al [19] have accounted for the giant moments observed in thiol-capped 

gold thin films by proposing that the broken symmetries at thin film surfaces lead to
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orbital states that can have quite a large radius, and subsequently, a large orbital 

momentum. These orbital momenta can align due to intraorbital ferromagnetic spin 

correlations, leading to the giant orbital moments that have been observed.
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Chapter 9 

Conclusions
“But now I have come to beheve that the whole world is an enigma, a harmless 

enigma that is made terrible by our own mad attempt to interpret it as though it had 

an underlying truth.”

Umberto Eco

9.1 C onclusions

The materials investigated can been segregated into two sets. The first set of 

materials contains Fe-doped ITO, Sn02 reduced Ti02 and non-ultrapure carbon. For 

these materials, Mossbauer analysis has shown that the moment observed in some 

Fe-doped transparent conducting oxides is due, in part or wholly, to ferromagnetic im- 

pm-ity phases. Magnetite (Fe3 0 4 ) is responsible for the moment observed in Fe-doped 

ITO and Sn02, while clusters of iron metal contribute to the observed moment in 

reduced Fe-doped Ti02 and axe a significant impurity in non-ultrapure carbon. Two 

conclusions can be drawn from this set. Firstly, the Fe-doping of semiconducting oxides 

to produce ferromagnetic semiconductors is likely to produce extrinsic ferromagnetism 

due to phase segregation. If this route is to be used to produce ferromagnetic semicon

ducting oxides, due care must to taken to ensure that the iron does not segregate into 

a ferro- or ferri-magnetic secondary phase, and any Fe-doped oxide purporting to ex

hibit unaccountable ferromagnetism must be carefully examined for secondary phases. 

Secondly, for all research into areas involving unexplained small magnetizations, the 

purity of the starting materials must be established before any claims as to the origin 

of these magnetization are made.

The second set, comprised of the Mn- and Cr-doped ITO and oxidized Fe:Ti02, is 

more interesting. Here the dopant ions behave paramagnetically down to 4 K, despite 

the unusual ferromagnetism of the film up to room temperature and above, which is 

similar to that in other systems including ferromagnetism. The main conclusion 

is that these materials are not dilute magnetic semiconductors. It is misleading to 

regard them in these terms. The magnetism is not caused by the 3c? dopants. Some
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sort of defect mechanism must be involved, but the nature of these defects requires 

clarification.

There has been a plethora of reports of ferromagnetism in doped semiconduct

ing oxides [1] which cannot be explained with conventional models of ferromagnetism. 

In these reports, however, it has generally been assumed that the dopant cation is di

rectly involved in the ferromagnetic interaction and orders itself. The paramagnetic 

nature of the dopant cations in the results presented in this thesis suggests that this is 

not the case. A novel theoretical explanation is urgently needed to explain the data. 

Present explanations fail because of their dependence on the unfilled 3d  electron shells 

to mediate the interaction to exist far above room temperature. There is now direct 

evidence that this is not the case in some materials, yet the moment persists above 

room temperature.

9.2 Future Work

Three strong candidates for intrinsic ferromagnetic transparent conducting oxides 

have emerged based on these results, namely Mn:ITO, Cr:IT0 /In203 and oxidized 

Fe:Ti02. An explanation of the magnetic properties of these materials is required, but 

more experimental work is required to examine the exact nature of the ferromagnetism.

For the Mn:ITO thin films, ^̂ ®Sn Mossbauer spectroscopy (an analogue to ^̂ Fe 

Mossbauer spectroscopy) would allow probing of the Sn atoms in a similar fashion to 

how the Fe atoms were probed in this work. This would allow for a greater under

standing of the role and placement of Sn in the lattice.

For all the films, magnetic x-ray circular dichroism (XMCD) may prove useful. 

XMCD measures the difference in the absorption of left- and right-circular polarized 

photons. The absorption can be measured for specific elements in the lattice as the 

absorption is measured at the absorption edges of the relevant elements. The difference 

in the absorption of the two polarizations can reveal magnetic information about the 

sample that is element specific. Since it has been show that the 3d cations are not 

magnetically ordered, this technique would be useful in finding the mechanism before 

the long-range ordering.

Since it is strongly suspected that oxygen vacancies play a large role in me

diating the ferromagnetic exchange in these materials, a direct measurement of the
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off-stoichiometry of the oxide thin films would allow the examination of a relationship 

between this value and the magnetization of the oxides. The development of atomic 

resolution measiirement of oxygen vacancies may enable this in the future [2], but no 

such measurement exists yet.
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A ppendix A  
U nits

A .l  The SI and cgs conventions

While the SI unit system has many advantages over the cgs system, the cgs system 

still enjoys much popularity. A table of unit conversions are given in Table 16.
U n it M ultip lied  by G ives value in
emu 10-^ Am^
emu 1 Am^ kg“ ^
Oe 79.577 Am~^
G 10-4 T
Am'-̂ 10^ emu
Am^ kg“ ^ 1 emu g“ ^
A m~^ 1.2566 X 10-^ Oe
T 10^ G

Table 16.A table of cgs to SI and SI to cgs unit conversions
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Appendix B 
Calculations and Derivations

B .l Curie Susceptibility vs. Temperature to Obtain p̂ jj

For this measurement, we use the Curie Law

C

together with the expression for C

^  (44)3A;b

where /j,q is the permittivity of free space, ks is the Boltzmann constant and N  is the 

number of dipoles.

Typically, the Curie susceptibility will be measured in the SQUID as a function 

of temperature, T, obtaining a set of values with moment, m, in emu as a function 

of temperature, for a constant magnetic field strength in Oersted (Oe), as the SQUID 

uses cgs units. The moment, m, in emu is converted to Am^ by multiplying by a 

factor of 10~^. The field strength, H, is converted to A m “  ̂ by multiplication by 

79.577. Fitting the equation
m  Cpit  

= ~Y~
will give a value for Cpu in units of m^ K. Using Eqn. (44) and substituting the known 

constants, Ccaic is given by

C c a / c  =  2 . 6  X 1 0 - ^ ° - (46)

where N  = m  x Nm = V  x N y, m  being the mass and Nm the number of atoms per 

kg, and V  being the volume and N y  the number of atoms per m^. This will give Ccaic 

in units of m^ K. Equatings Eqn. (45) and (46), we get

/ CFit
P e f f  = / 2.6 X 10-30 • N  

The theoretical value of Pe// can be calculated from the relation

P e f f  = g^ / s{s  + l) 

where g is the gyromagnetic ratio.
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B .2 Substrate Tem perature

The substrates in the PLD chamber are attached with silver paste to a SiN 

strip. The strips resistance causes its temperature to increase when a current is passed 

through it. A cahbration has been performed to correlate the voltage applied to the 

temperatiure of the substrate (Fig. 9.130).
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Figure 9.130. A plot of substrate temperature against heater voltage.
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A ppendix C 
Error calculation and analysis

C .l M agnetization m easurem ents

Magnetization measurements were performed in a Quantum Design SQUID. It 

retiu’ns measurement values in units of Am^. The moments measured in this thesis 

are typically quite small and of the order of 5 x 10“® A m^, which is around 100 times 

smaller than the signal that would be measiured for a similar sample of a “traditional” 

magnetic material such as magnetite.

There are two factors that need to be considered for the error analysis in the 

measurements of the moments measured in both the oxide thin films and the carbons. 

Firstly, the instrumental error must be determined. Secondly, there are large deviations 

in the magnitude of the moments measured for samples that are seemingly of the exact 

same composition and preparation method. These variations must also be taken into 

account.

C.1.1 In strum en ta l E rro r

<
E

Pure ITO 
Blank Substra te  
Pure  TiOj 
Pure IrijOj 

Pure ZnO 
Pure Carbon

- 1.0 - 0.8 - 0.6  - 0.4

HoH(T)

Figure 9.131. A plot of moment versus applied field for the “blank” materials. The diamagnetic 
signal has been subtracted, with only the SQUID noise remaining.
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The sensitivity of the SQUID is quoted as 1 x 10“ ^̂  Am^ in the user’s manual. 

However, it was more instructive to embark on an independent examination of the 

error in the measurement by using thin films similar to those investigated in the thesis.

A purely diamagnetic sample should exhibit a linear response to the magnetic 

field applied. Therefore, any deviations from linearity for a purely diamagnetic sample 

should provide a good estimation for the instrumental error.

A sapphire substrate, exactly identical to those used for the thin film deposition 

was measiu-ed. The hnear term was subtracted and the absolute values of the deviations 

around zero were recorded. The instrumental error was determined from the standard 

deviation of these deviations. This was repeated on thin films of each of the undoped 

host oxides (Fig. 9.131). The average value of instrumental error was then taken as 

the error used throughout the thesis, which took a value of 6 x 10“ °̂ A m^. This value 

was important in determining the accuracy of the moment in individual films.

For a typical moment of 5 x 10“* A m^, this would represent an error of 1% in 

the values of moment measured.
M a ter ia l S ta n d a rd  D e v ia t io n

(A  m2)
Sapphire 6.5957 X 1 0 - i ‘J
T i02 2.7987 X 1 0 -1 “
In2 0 3 4.3154 X lO-i'^
ITO 1.01675 X 10-^^
ZnO 4.97976 X 1 0 -1 “
Carbon 9.69573 X 1 0 -1 “
Average 6  X 1 0 - 1 “

Table 17.The standard deviation of the noise measurements on the sample blanks and their average 
and standard deviation

C.1.2 Sample variation

When examining the trends in magnetization with respect to another material 

property such as magnetization versus dopant concentration, the variation in the mag

netization of nominally identical films is quite important.

To determine this, a sample known to be ferromagnetic was manufactured mul

tiple times under the same conditions, where possible. The sample variation error is 

then defined as the standard deviation in the measured values of magnetization. This 

sample variation error was then used for the system as a whole (Table 18). The only 

system where this was not possible was for the carbon-nitrogen whiskers, due to the
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small numbers of samples prepared and the inability to accurately control preparation 

conditions. Thin films of Fe304  were also produced and measured. It important to 

note that each of the Fe:Ti02, Mn:ITO, and Fe304  series were produced in one day. 

The Cr;In2 03  and Fe304  films were not produced consecutively, thus increasing the 

probability of sample variation.
S I 1 S2 S3

(10-«A m 2
S4 A v g . 1 S td  D e v

(10-® A m2)
R a tio
(%)

Cr:In203 3.05 4.12 5.00 6.79 4.74 1.58 33
Fe:Ti02 6.34 6.36 6.41 7.34 6.61 0.49 8
Mn:ITO 4.77 4.15 4.05 3.9 4.22 0.4 9
Co:ZnO 6.66 5.10 4.76 4.50 5.25 1.00 18
Fe304 119 127 103 111 115 10 9
Average 15

Table 18.A table giving the measured magnetization of four different samples of five series of films. 
Also quoted is the average, the standard deviation and the ratio of the standard deviation to the 
average.

The ratio of the standard deviation to the average measured magnetization is a 

good candidate for the error in the films. An average value of 15% of the measirred 

magnetization is thus taken as the error due to sample variation in the magnetization 

measurements for the thin film oxide materials.

It is important to note that when relating two or more properties of an individual 

film determined from separate experiments on the same film^, this “sample variation” 

error has no meaning. In this case, only the respective measurement errors have any 

significance. In samples where the possibility of the presence of a dopant or property 

(e.g. a magnetic moment) has been eliminated, the value will be talcen as zero, and an 

error zero used.

C.2 Other m easurem ents

Error T y p ica l V alue R a tio  (%)
XRR 1 nm 70 nm 1.4
XRD (Intensity) The error is t le  square root of the count
XRD {26, d) 0.01°, 0.01 A 40°, 10 A 0.025,0.1
Resistance This scales with sample resistance 0.1
EDAX 0.1 weight % 1 weight % 10

Table 19.A table showing the error due to a particular measurement, a typical measured value and 
the ratio between the two.

 ̂ Such as explaining the measured moment of an individual film by quantitative measurements of phases on that exact 
film
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A ppendix D  
BASIC program for RG A spectrum  acqisition

D .l  Program  1: Sim ple Control

The first program is a simple control and read program that allows the user to 

control the RGA and retm-ns spectra as a list of mass number and intensity.
10 REM **Mass Spec Terminal**
20 OPEN "COM1:19200,N,8,1" FOR RANDOM AS #3
30 ON COM (l) GOSUB 120
40 COM (l) ON
50 A$ =  INKEYS
60 IF A$ =  "" THEN GOTO 50
70 IF A$ =  CHR$(27) THEN CLOSE : END
71 IF A$ =  CHR$(115) THEN GOSUB 790
72 IF A$ =  CHR$(13) THEN A$ =  "(K5)"
73 IF A$ =  CHR$(104) THEN A$ =  "(K6)"
74 IF A$ =  CHR$(112) THEN A$ =  "(K7)"
75 IF A$ =  CHR$(8) THEN A$ =  "(K8)"
79 IF LEN(A$) =  2 THEN GOSUB 710
80 PRINT # 3 , A$
90 PRINT A$
100 GOTO 50
110 REM **Print characters received from the Vacscan**
120 B$ = INPUT$(L0C(3), #3)
130 PRINT B$
140 RETURN
710 REM **Arrow Key sub-routine**
711 null$ =  CHR$(0)
712 IF A$ = nulls +  "M" THEN AS =  "(K3)"
713 IF AS = nulls +  "K" THEN AS = "(K2)"
714 IF AS =  nulls +  "H" THEN AS = "(K l)"
715 IF AS = nulls +  "P" THEN AS =  "(K4)"
716 RETURN

D .2 Program  2: Control, D isplay And Save

The second program redraws the GUI of the Vacscan and will also save and 

organise files. It is an extension of program one.
DECLARE SUB GetCurrent () ’*** Get the current drive and directory ***
DECLARE SUB FindDrives () ’*** Find which drives are on the PC ***
DECLARE SUB SortArrays (SortArray$(), Low AS INTEGER, High AS INTEGER) ’*** Put the 

files and directories in order ***
DECLARE SUB DrawMenu () ’*** Draw the fixed menu items ***
DECLARE SUB FillMenu () ’*** Fill the variable menu items ***
DECLARE SUB DoWriteMenu () ’*** Do File, Drive, Directory menu items ***
DECLARE SUB DoFileMenu () ’*** Do the scroUing file menu ***
DECLARE SUB DoDirMenu () ’*** Do the scrolling directory menu ***
DECLARE SUB ChkFile () ’*** Check that a file exists ***
DECLARE SUB ChkDrv Q ’*** Check that a drive exists ***
DECLARE SUB ChkDir () ’*** Check that a directory exists ***
DECLARE SUB ChngDir () ’*** Change a directory ***
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DECLARE SUB W riteSpec () ’*** W rite a spectrum  to disk ***
DECLARE SUB ReadSpec () ’*** Read a spectrum  ***
10 REM **Mass Spec Terminal**
20 OPEN "COM1:19200,N,8,1" FOR RANDOM AS # 3  
30 REM **TEM P REMOVE: ON C O M (l) GOSUB 120**
40 C O M (l) ON
42 CLS
43 PRINT
44 PRINT
45 PR IN T " W ELCOM E TO THE MASS SPEC CONTROL PROGRAM "
46 PRINT
47 PRINT
48 PR IN T "Use the arrow keys, enter and backspace to  navigate the Vacscan Terminal"
49 PR IN T "Press ’s ’ to  save a spectrum  to file and ’h ’ to  access the Terminal help"
50 A$ =  INKEYS
60 IF A$ =  "" THEN GOTO 50
70 IF A$ =  CHR$(27) THEN CLOSE : END
71 IF A$ =  CHR$(115) THEN GOSUB 790
72 IF A$ =  CHR$(13) THEN A$ =  "(K5)"
73 IF A$ =  CHR$(104) THEN A$ =  "(K6)"
74 IF A$ =  CHR$(112) THEN A$ =  "(K7)"
75 IF A$ =  CHR$(8) THEN A$ =  "(K8)"
79 IF LEN(A$) =  2 THEN GOSUB 710
80 PR IN T # 3 , A$
100 GOTO 50
110 REM **Print characters received from the Vacscan**
120 B$ =  IN PU T$(L0C (3), # 3 )
130 PR IN T B$
140 RETURN
710 REM **Arrow Key sub-routine**
711 null* =  CHR$(0)
712 IF A$ =  nulls +  "M" THEN AS =  "(K3)"
713 IF AS =  nulls +  "K" THEN AS =  "(K2)"
714 IF AS =  nulls +  "H" THEN AS =  "(K l)"
715 IF AS =  nulls +  "P" THEN AS =  "(K4)"
716 RETURN
790 REM **Sub routine for saving a spectrum**
791 ’FileDir.bas
’A file /  directory dialog /  menu
OPTIO N  BASE 1
’*** Global variables ***
DIM SHARED FileNo AS IN TEG ER ’File stream  number 
DIM SHARED DirName(500) AS STRING ’Directory names 
DIM SHARED FileName(500) AS STRING ’File names 
DIM SHARED CurrDrive AS STRING ’C urrent drive 
DIM SHARED CurrD ir AS STRING ’Current directory 
DIM SHARED C urrPath  AS STRING ’C urrent path  
DIM SHARED NumDirs AS IN TEG ER ’Number of directories 
DIM SHARED NumFiles AS IN TEG ER ’Number of files
DIM SHARED TabNum AS IN TEG ER ’Keep a track of w hat part of the menu
DIM SHARED YM enuPosn AS IN TEG ER  ’Top right Y position of menu
DIM SHARED XMenuPosn AS IN TEG ER  ’Top right X position of menu
DIM SHARED EndM enu AS IN TEG ER  ’User pressed ESC or file opened properly
DIM SHARED HiLiteFile AS IN TEG ER  ’Currently highlighted file
DIM SHARED HiLiteDir AS IN TEG ER  ’Currently highlighted directory
DIM SHARED Message AS STRING ’C urrent field being edited
DIM SHARED Drive AS STRING ’Drives available on the com puter
DIM SHARED ProgErr AS IN TEG ER ’Program  error code
DIM SHARED OrigDrive AS STRING ’Original drive
DIM SHARED OrigDir AS STRING ’Original directory
DIM SHARED O rigPath AS STRING ’Original path
’*** Local variables ****
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DIM Num AS IN TEG ER  ’General integer variable
’*** The DIR com m and may give different results on different platform s ***
TabNum  =  1 
YM enuPosn =  3 
XMenuPosn =  3
’*** Find the drives on the com puter ***
ON ERROR G O TO  DriveErr 
FO R  Count =  65 TO 90 
ProgErr =  0
Messages =  CHRS(Count) +
FILES Messages
IF ProgErr =  0 THEN DriveS =  DriveS +  CHRS(Count)
NEXT Count
ON ERROR GOTO OopsError
G etC urrent ’*** G et the current drive and directory ***
SortArrays FileName$(), 1, NumFiles
SortArrays DirNameS(), 1, NumDirs
’*** G et the original info to  reset on exit ***
OrigDriveS =  CurrDriveS 
OrigDirS =  CurrDirS 
OrigPathS =  C urrPathS
DrawMenu ’*** Draw the fixed menu item s ***
FillM enu ’*** Fill the variable menu item s ***
DO
’*** Relocate the cursor to  the current field (by TabNum) ***
EndM enu =  0 
IF TabNum < =  3 THEN 
DoW riteMenu 
END IF
IF TabNum =  4 THEN DoFileMenu 
IF TabNum =  5 THEN DoDirMenu
LOOP UNTIL EndM enu >  0 ’*** 1 =  ESC was pressed, 2 =  file found, 3 =  file created *** 
CLS
IF EndM enu =  1 THEN 
PR IN T
PR IN T " Menu exited, ESC pressed"
END IF
IF EndM enu =  2 THEN 
PR IN T
PR IN T " The file MessageS; " was successfully found"
PR IN T
PR IN T " Press enter to  take spectrum  and overwrite current data"
W riteSpec 
END IF
IF EndM enu =  3 THEN 
PR IN T
PR IN T  " The file MessageS; " was successfully created"
PR IN T
PR IN T " Press enter to  take spectrum  and write to  disk"
W riteSpec 
END IF
’*** reset the drive and directory to the original ***
SHELL OrigDriveS
CHDIR OrigDirS
CLOSE
END
DriveErr:
IF ER R  =  68 THEN ProgErr =  1
RESUM E NEXT
OopsError:
CLS
PR IN T
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P R IN T  " T he program  has rep o rted  a  fa ta l e rro r and  will now end"
P R IN T
P R IN T  " T he  E rro r C ode rep o rted  w as"; E R R  
P R IN T
P R IN T  " P ress any key to  continue . . . "
DO
L O O P U N T IL  IN KEY S < >  ""
C LO SE
SHELL OrigD riveS 
C H D IR  O rigD irS 
END 
FileE rr:
IF  E R R  >  0 T H E N  P ro g E rr =  1 
R ESU M E  N E X T  
900 R E T U R N  
SUB C hkD ir
’*** T here  are  tw o ways in to  th is sub, e ith e r from  a ty p ed  ***
’*** d irec to ry  or one chosen from  th e  d irec to ry  m enu ***
’*** Check th a t  th e  chosen or ty p ed  d irec to ry  exists ***
’*** I t  should  already  be in th e  FileN am eS array,
’*** b u t refresh th e  a rray  in  case it was c rea ted  while th e  program  was runn ing  ***
DIM  O ldD ir AS S T R IN G  ’A copy of th e  cu rren t d irec to ry  nam e
DIM  O ldD rv AS ST R IN G  ’A copy of th e  cu rren t drive le tte r
DIM  D irP osn  AS IN T E G E R  ’P lace holder for sp littin g  sp h ttin g  d irectory  string
OldD irS =  C urrD irS  ’*** K eep a  copy of th e  d irectory  in  case of errors ***
O ldD rvS =  C urrD riveS  K eep a  copy of th e  drive in case of erro rs ***
IF T abN um  =  5 T H E N  
G etC u rren t
SortA rrays F ileN am e$(), 1, N um Files 
SortA rrays D irN am e$(), 1, N um D irs 
FO R  C oun t =  1 T O  U B O U N D (D irN am e$)
IF U C A SE $(D irN am e$(H iL iteD ir)) =  U C A S E $(D irN am e$(C ount)) T H E N  
IF D irN am eS(H iL iteD ir) =  T H E N  
SHELL "C D  .."
ELSE
IF  R IG H T $(C urrD ir$ , 1) < >  " \"  T H E N  C urrD irS  =  C urrD irS  +  " \"
SHELL "CD " +  C urrD irS  +  D irN am e$(H iL iteD ir)
EN D  IF 
E X IT  FO R  
EN D  IF 
N E X T  C ount 
EN D  IF
’*** G ettin g  the  d irectories from  th e  ty p ed  in s tring  is a  b it m ore com phcated  
’*** If th e  s tring  s ta r ts  w ith  a  le tte r  th e n  a  th en  th e  drive needs changing to o  ***
’*** If th e  s trin g  sa r ts  w ith  a  " \ "  th en  assum e th e  ***
’*** d irec to ry  list s ta r ts  from  the  ro o t o f th e  drive ***
>*** j f  j(. (Joesn’t  th e n  assum e it s ta r ts  from  th e  cu rren t d irectory  ***
P ro g E rr =  0 
IF T abN um  =  3 T H E N  
ON E R R O R  G O T O  F ileE rr
IF R IG H T $(M essage$, 1) =  " \"  T H E N  M essageS =  L E FT $(M essage$, LEN (M essageS) - 1) 
IF L E FT $(M essage$, 1) =  " \"  T H E N  
C H D IR  M essages 
ELSE
IF M IDS(M essage$, 2, 2) =  " : \"  T H E N
IF IN ST R (U C A SE S(D rive$), U C A SE S(L EFT $(M essageS , 1))) >  0 T H E N  
SHELL L EFT $(M essageS, 2)
M essages =  M ID$(M essageS, 3)
C H D IR  M essages 
EN D  IF 
ELSE
M essages =  C urrD irS  +  " / "  +  M essageS
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CHDIR Messages 
END IF 
END IF
’*** If possible make the typed directory ***
IF ProgE rr =  1 THEN
ProgE rr =  0
MKDIR Messages
IF ProgE rr =  0 THEN
PR IN T  " created. Press any key"’
DO
LOOP UNTIL INKEYS < >  ""
END IF 
END IF
IF P rogE rr =  1 THEN 
SHELL OldDrvS +
CHDIR OldDirS 
END IF
ON ERR O R GOTO OopsError 
’*** Redo the command line ***
G etC urrent
LOCATE YM enuPosn +  5, XMenuPosn +  15 
PR IN T  SPACE$(59);
Message® =  CurrDirS
LOCATE YM enuPosn +  5, XMenuPosn +  15 
PR IN T  MessageS;
END IF 
HiLiteFile =  1 
HiLiteDir =  1 
G etC urrent
SortA rrays FileName$(), 1, NumFiles
SortA rrays DirName$(), 1, NumDirs
DrawMenu
FillMenu
END SUB
SUB ChkDrv
IF INSTR(1, Drives, UCASE$(LEFTS(MessageS, 1))) > =  1 THEN 
Messages =  UCASES(LEFTS(MessageS, 1)) +
SHELL Messages
G etC urrent ’*** G et the current drive and directory ***
SortA rrays FileName$(), 1, NumFiles
SortA rrays DirNameS(), 1, NumDirs
DrawMenu
FillMenu
END IF
END SUB
SUB ChkFile
DIM Count AS INTEG ER
’*** Check th a t the chosen or typed file exists ***
’*** It should already be in the FileNameS array,
’ * * *  pefresh the array in case it was created while the program was running ***
ProgErr =  0
G etC urrent
SortArrays FileNameS(), 1, NumFiles 
SortArrays DirNameS(), 1, NumDirs 
IF Messages >  "" THEN 
FOR Count =  1 TO UBOUND(FileNameS)
IF UCASES(MessageS) =  UCASES(FileNameS(Count)) THEN
EndM enu - 2
EX IT FOR
END IF
NEXT Count
IF EndM enu =  0 THEN ’*** Check the file can be created ***
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ON ERROR GOTO FileErr 
FileNo =  FREEFILE
OPEN  Messages FO R  O U TPU T ACCESS W R ITE LOCK READ W R ITE AS FileNo 
CLOSE
IF ProgErr =  0 THEN EndM enu =  3
’*** If there was a problem creating this file then ProgErr =  1 ***
ON ERROR GOTO OopsError
END IF
END IF
END SUB
SUB DoDirMenu
’*** Scrolling directory menu ***
DIM Userin AS STRING ’User input
DIM ChngTab AS INTEG ER ’Tracks if menu movement keys are pressed 
STATIC FirstD ir AS INTEG ER ’The first directory to be displayed 
DIM YDirPosn AS IN TEG ER ’
ChngTab =  0
IF HiLiteDir =  0 THEN HiLiteDir =  1 
IF F irstD ir =  0 THEN FirstD ir =  1 
XDirPosn =  XMenuPosn +  59
LOCATE (YM enuPosn +  9) +  HiLiteDir - FirstD ir, XDirPosn 
COLOR 0, 7
P R IN T  DirName$(HiLiteDir);
COLOR 7 , 0 
DO
’*** P rin t the up /  down arrows ***
LOCATE YMenuPosn +  9, XMenuPosn +  71 
PR IN T "
LOCATE YMenuPosn +  18, XMenuPosn +  71 
PR IN T "
IF FirstD ir >  10 THEN
LOCATE YMenuPosn +  9, XMenuPosn +  71
PR IN T CHR$(24); CHR$(24)
END IF
IF FirstD ir <  NumDirs - 9 THEN 
LOCATE YMenuPosn +  18, XMenuPosn +  71 
PR IN T CHR$(25); CHR$(25)
END IF
LOCATE (YM enuPosn +  9) +  HiLiteDir - FirstD ir, XDirPosn +  LEN(DirName$(HiLiteDir)) 
DO
UserlnS =  INKEYS 
LOOP UNTIL UserlnS < >  ""
’*** Process the key pressed ***
SELECT CASE UserlnS
CASE CHR$(27) Esc pressed ***
EndM enu =  1
CASE CHR$(13) ’*** Enter pressed ***
’*** Check the directory exists, if it does change it ***
’*** This should’nt be necessary bu t it may have ***
’*** been deleted while this program was running ***
ChkDir
CASE CHRS(9) ’*** Tab pressed ***
TabNum =  1 
ChngTab =  1
CASE CHRS(O) +  CHRS(15) ’*** Shift Tab pressed 
TabNum =  TabNum - 1 
ChngTab =  1
CASE CHR$(0) +  CHR$(80) Down arrow pressed ***
IF DirNameS(HiLiteDir +  1) < >  "" THEN HiLiteDir =  HiLiteDir +  1 
CASE CHR$(0) +  CHR$(72) Up arrow pressed *♦*
IF HiLiteDir - 1 < >  0 THEN HiLiteDir =  HiLiteDir - 1 
CASE CHR$(0) +  CHR$(71) ’*** Home pressed ***
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HiLiteDir = 1
CASE CHR$(0) 4- CHR$(79) ’*** End pressed ***
HiLiteDir =  NumDirs
CASE CHR$(0) +  CHR$(73) ’*** Page Up pressed ***
IF HiLiteDir > 10 THEN 
HiLiteDir = HiLiteDir - 10 
ELSE
HiLiteDir =  1 
END IF
CASE CHR$(0) + CHR$(81) ’*** Page Down pressed ***
IF HiLiteDir < NumDirs - 9 THEN 
HiLiteDir =  HiLiteDir +  10 
ELSE
HiLiteDir =  NumDirs 
END IF 
CASE ELSE
’*** For any other key press find the first directory ***
’*** starting with that key ***
FOR Count =  1 TO NumDirs
IF UCASE$(LEFT$(DirName$(Count), 1)) = UCASE$(UserIn$) THEN
HiLiteDir =  Count
EXIT FOR
END IF
NEXT Count
END SELECT
’*** Clear the directory list area and reprint the new list ***
XDirPosn =  XMenuPosn +  59 
LOCATE YMenuPosn +  9, XDirPosn 
FOR Count =  FirstDir TO FirstDir +  9 
PRINT SPACE$(LEN(DirName$(Count)));
LOCATE CSRLIN +  1, XDirPosn 
NEXT Count
IF HiLiteDir > FirstDir +  9 THEN 
DO
FirstDir =  FirstDir +  10
LOOP UNTIL HiLiteDir < FirstDir +  10
END IF
IF HiLiteDir < FirstDir THEN 
DO
FirstDir = FirstDir - 10
LOOP UNTIL HiLiteDir > =  FirstDir
END IF
XDirPosn = XMenuPosn + 59 
LOCATE YMenuPosn +  9, XDirPosn 
FOR Count =  FirstDir TO FirstDir +  9 
PRINT DirName$(Count);
LOCATE CSRLIN +  1, XDirPosn 
NEXT Count
XDirPosn =  XMenuPosn +  59
LOCATE (YMenuPosn +  9) +  HiLiteDir - FirstDir, XDirPosn 
COLOR 0, 7
PRINT DirNameS(HiLiteDir);
COLOR 7, 0
LOOP UNTIL EndMenu > 0 OR ChngTab = 1
END SUB
SUB DoFileMenu
’*** ScroUing Dir menu ***
DIM UserIn AS STRING ’User input
DIM ChngTab AS INTEGER ’Tracks if menu movement keys are pressed 
DIM NumCols AS INTEGER ’Total number of Dir columns 
STATIC FirstFile AS INTEGER ’The first file to be displayed 
DIM XFilePosn AS INTEGER ’
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NumCols =  FIX((Num Files +  9) /  10) ’*** calculates the number of columns ***
ChngTab =  0
IF HiLiteFile =  0 THEN HiLiteFile =  1 
IF HiLiteFile =  1 THEN FirstFile =  1 
IF F irstF ile =  0 THEN FirstFile =  1 
XFilePosn =  XMenuPosn +  2
LOCATE (YM enuPosn +  9) +  ((HiLiteFile - F irstFile) MOD 10), XFilePosn +  (FIX((HiLiteFile 

- FirstFile) /  10) * 14)
COLOR 0, 7
PRINT FileNameS(HiLiteFile);
COLOR 7, 0 
DO
’*** P rin t the < <  and /  or the > >  ***
LOCATE YMenuPosn +  7, XM enuPosn +  2 
PRINT " "
LOCATE YMenuPosn +  7, XM enuPosn +  54 
PR IN T " "
IF F irstF ile >  10 THEN
LOCATE YM enuPosn +  7, XM enuPosn +  2
PRINT "< < "
END IF
IF FirstFile <  NumFiles - 40 THEN 
LOCATE YM enuPosn +  7, XMenuPosn +  54 
PRINT "> > "
END IF
IF HiLiteFile >  1 THEN LOCATE (YM enuPosn +  9) +  ((HiLiteFile - F irstFile) MOD 10), XFile

Posn +  (FIX((HiLiteFile - F irstFile) /  10) * 14) +  LEN(FileName$(HiLiteFile))
IF HiLiteFile =  1 THEN LOCATE (YM enuPosn +  9), XFilePosn +  LEN(FileName$(HiLiteFile)) 
DO
UserlnS =  INKEYS 
LOOP UNTIL UserlnS < >  ""
’*** Clear the user entry file box ***
LOCATE CSRLIN, POS(O) - LEN(FileName$(HiLiteFile))
COLOR 7, 0
PRINT FileName$(HiLiteFile);
LOCATE YMenuPosn +  1, XFilePosn +  13 
PR IN T SPACE$(58)
’*** Process the key pressed ***
SELECT CASE UserlnS
CASE CHR$(27) ’*** Esc pressed ***
EndM enu =  1
CASE CHR$(13) ’*** Enter pressed ***
’*** ChkFile shouldn’t be necessary but the chosen file ***
’*** may have been deleted while this program  was running ***
ChkFile
CASE CHR$(9) ’*** Tab pressed ***
TabNum =  TabNum +  1 
ChngTab =  1
CASE CHR$(0) +  CHR$(15) ’*** Shift Tab pressed ***
TabNum -  TabNum - 1 
ChngTab =  1
CASE CHR$(0) +  CHR$(80) ’*** Down arrow pressed
IF FileNameS(HiLiteFile +  1) < >  "" THEN HiLiteFile =  HiLiteFile +  1
CASE CHR$(0) +  CHR$(72) ’*** Up arrow pressed ***
IF HiLiteFile - 1 < >  0 THEN HiLiteFile =  HiLiteFile - 1 
CASE CHR$(0) +  CHR$(75) ’*** Left arrow pressed ***
IF HiLiteFile >  10 THEN HiLiteFile =  HiLiteFile - 10 
CASE CHR$(0) +  CHR$(77) ’*** Right arrow pressed ***
IF HiLiteFile <  (NumCols - 1) * 10 +  1 THEN HiLiteFile =  HiLiteFile +  10 
IF HiLiteFile >  NumFiles THEN HiLiteFile =  NumFiles 
CASE CHR$(0) +  CHR$(71) ’*** Home pressed ***
HiLiteFile =  1
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CASE CHR$(0) +  CHR$(79) ’*** End pressed ***
HiLiteFile = NumFiles
CASE CHR$(0) +  CHR$(73) ’*** Page Up pressed ***
IF HiLiteFile > 40 THEN 
HiLiteFile = HiLiteFile - 40 
ELSE
HiLiteFile = 1 
END IF
CASE CHR$(0) +  CHR$(81) ’*** Page Down pressed ***
IF HiLiteFile < NumFiles - 40 THEN 
HiLiteFile =  HiLiteFile +  40 
ELSE
HiLiteFile =  NumFiles 
END IF 
CASE ELSE
’*** For any other key press find the first file ***
’*** starting with that key ***
FOR Count =  1 TO NumFiles
IF UCASE$(LEFT$(FileName$(Count), 1)) =  UCASE$(UserIn$) THEN
HiLiteFile = Count
EXIT FOR
END IF
NEXT Count
END SELECT
’*** Reprint the user entry file box ***
Messages = FileName$(HiLiteFile)
LOCATE YMenuPosn +  1, XFilePosn +  13 
PRINT Message®
’*** Clear the file hst area and reprint the new columns ***
XFilePosn = XMenuPosn +  2 
LOCATE YMenuPosn +  9, XFilePosn 
FOR Count = FirstFile TO FirstFile +  39 
PRINT SPACE$(12);
LOCATE CSRLIN +  1, XFilePosn 
IF Count MOD 10 = 0 THEN 
XFilePosn =  XFilePosn +  14 
LOCATE YMenuPosn + 9, XFilePosn 
END IF 
NEXT Count
IF HiLiteFile > FirstFile +  39 THEN 
DO
FirstFile =  FirstFile +  10
LOOP UNTIL HiLiteFile < FirstFile +  40
END IF
IF HiLiteFile < FirstFile THEN 
DO
FirstFile = FirstFile - 10
LOOP UNTIL HiLiteFile > =  FirstFile
END IF
XFilePosn = XMenuPosn +  2 
LOCATE YMenuPosn +  9, XFilePosn 
FOR Count = FirstFile TO FirstFile +  39 
PRINT FileName$(Count);
LOCATE CSRLIN +  1, XFilePosn 
IF Count MOD 10 =  0 THEN 
XFilePosn =  XFilePosn +  14 
LOCATE YMenuPosn + 9, XFilePosn 
END IF 
NEXT Count
XFilePosn = XMenuPosn +  2
IF HiLiteFile > 1 THEN LOCATE (YMenuPosn +  9) +  ((HiLiteFile - FirstFile) MOD 10), XFile

Posn +  (FIX((HiLiteFile - FirstFile) /  10) * 14)
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IF HiLiteFile =  1 THEN LOCATE (YM enuPosn +  9), XFilePosn 
COLOR 0, 7
PR IN T FileName$(HiLiteFile);
COLOR 7, 0
LOOP UNTIL EndM enu >  0 OR ChngTab =  1
END SUB
SUB DoWriteMenu
’ * * *  Qq jjggj. ijjput for the file, drive and directory ***
DIM Userin AS STRING ’User input
DIM CsrPosn AS INTEG ER ’Cursor position
DIM InsFlag AS IN TEG ER ’The sta te  of the Insert key
DIM ChngTab AS INTEG ER ’Tracks if menu movement keys are pressed
DIM OldMessage AS STRING ’A copy of the original message
ChngTab =  0
IF TabNum =  1 THEN
IF HiLiteFile =  0 THEN
Message$ =  FileNam e$(l)
ELSE
Message® =  FileName$(HiLiteFile)
END IF 
END IF
IF TabNum =  2 THEN MessageS =  CurrDriveS 
IF TabNum =  3 THEN MessageS =  CurrDirS 
CsrPosn =  LEN(Message$) +  1 
DO
LOCATE YM enuPosn +  (TabNum * 2) - 1, XMenuPosn 4- 15 
PR IN T MessageS;
CsrPosn =  LEN(Message$) +  1
IF InsFlag > =  0 THEN
LOCATE , XMenuPosn +  14 +  CsrPosn, 1, 1
ELSE
LOCATE , XMenuPosn +  14 +  CsrPosn, 1, 1, 30 
END IF 
UserlnS =  ""
DO
UserlnS =  INKEYS 
LOOP UNTIL UserlnS < >  ""
SELECT CASE UserlnS
CASE CHR$(27) ’*** Esc pressed ***
EndM enu =  1
CASE CHR$(8) ’*** Backspace pressed ’***
LOCATE , XM enuPosn +  15 
PR IN T SPACES(LEN(Message$))
IF CsrPosn >  1 THEN
Messages =  LEFT$(MessageS, CsrPosn - 2) +  MIDS(MessageS, CsrPosn)
CsrPosn =  CsrPosn - 1 
END IF
CASE CHRS(O) +  CHRS(83) Delete key pressed ***
LOCATE , XM enuPosn +  15 
PR IN T SPACE$(LEN(MessageS))
Messages =  LEFTS(Message$, CsrPosn - 1) +  MIDS(Message$, CsrPosn +  1)
CASE CHRS(O) +  CHRS(82) ’*** Ins key pressed ***
InsFlag =  NOT InsFlag ’*** Boolean toggle ***
CASE CHRS(O) +  CHRS(75) ’*** Left arrow pressed ***
IF CsrPosn >  1 THEN CsrPosn =  CsrPosn - 1
CASE CHRS(O) +  CHR$(77) ’*** Right arrow pressed ***
IF CsrPosn < =  LEN(MessageS) THEN CsrPosn =  CsrPosn +  1 
CASE CHRS(O) +  CHR$(71) ’*** Home pressed ***
CsrPosn =  1
CASE CHRS(O) +  CHR$(79) ’*** End pressed 
CsrPosn =  LEN(MessageS) +  1
CASE CHRS(O) +  CHRS(15), CHRS(O) +  CHRS(72) ’*** Up arrow or SHIFT Tab pressed ***
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LOCATE , XMenuPosn +  15 
PRINT SPACE$(59);
LOCATE , XMenuPosn +  15
IF HiLiteFile = 0 THEN HiLiteFile =  1
IF TabNum =  1 THEN Message? =  FileName$(HiLiteFile)
IF TabNum =  2 THEN Message? =  CurrDriveS
IF TabNum =  3 THEN Message? =  CurrDirS
PRINT Message?
TabNum =  TabNum - 1 
IF TabNum =  0 THEN TabNum =  5 
ChngTab =  1
CASE CHR$(9), CHR?(0) +  CHR$(80) ’*** Down arrow or Tab pressed ***
LOCATE , XMenuPosn +  15 
PRINT SPACE?(59);
LOCATE , XMenuPosn +  15
IF HiLiteFile =  0 THEN HiLiteFile =  1
IF TabNum =  1 THEN Message? =  FileName? (HiLiteFile)
IF TabNum = 2 THEN Message? = CurrDrive?
IF TabNum = 3 THEN Message? = CurrDir?
PRINT Message?
TabNum = TabNum +  1 
ChngTab =  1
CASE ELSE ’*** Add /  insert the character to messages ***
IF LEN(Message?) < 59 THEN
IF LEN(UserIn?) = 1 AND Userin? > CHR?(34) THEN 
IF InsFlag = 0 THEN
Message? =  LEFT?(Message?, CsrPosn - 1) +  Userin? +  MID?(Message?, CsrPosn) 
ELSE
Message? =  LEFT?(Message?, CsrPosn - 1) + Userin? + MID?(Message?, CsrPosn +  1) 
END IF
CsrPosn = CsrPosn +  1 
END IF 
END IF 
END SELECT
IF Userin? =  CHR$(13) THEN 
SELECT CASE TabNum
CASE 1 ’*** Check the file exists, if it does then exit menu ***
ChkFile
CASE 2 ’*** Check the drive exists, if it does then change the drive ***
ChkDrv 
CASE 3
’*** Check the directory exists, if it does then change it 
ChkDir
END SELECT 
END IF
LOOP UNTIL EndMenu > 0 OR ChngTab = 1 
END SUB 
SUB DrawMenu
’*** Draw the fixed menu items ***
DIM FileCols AS INTEGER ’Number of columns in the file section
DIM Count AS INTEGER ’Loop counter
FileCols =  NumFiles /  10
XFilePosn =  7
YFilePosn =  9
XDirPosn = 65
YDirPosn = 9
CLS
LOCATE YMenuPosn, XMenuPosn 
PRINT CHR?(201);
PRINT STRING?(12, CHR?(205));
PRINT CHR?(209);
PRINT STRING?(60, CHR?(205));
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PRINT CHR$(187)
LOCATE , XMenuPosn 
PRINT CHR$(186);
LOCATE , XMenuPosn +  2 
PRINT "File";
LOCATE , XMenuPosn +  13 
PRINT CHR$(179);
LOCATE , XMenuPosn +  74 
PRINT CHR$(186)
LOCATE , XMenuPosn 
PRINT CHR$(199);
PRINT STRING$(12, CHR$(196)); 
PRINT CHR$(197);
PRINT STRING$(60, CHR$(196)); 
PRINT CHR$(182)
LOCATE , XMenuPosn 
PRINT CHR$(186);
LOCATE , XMenuPosn + 2 
PRINT "Drive";
LOCATE , XMenuPosn + 13 
PRINT CHR$(179);
LOCATE , XMenuPosn + 74 
PRINT CHR$(186)
LOCATE , XMenuPosn 
PRINT CHR$(199);
PRINT STRING$(12, CHR$(196)); 
PRINT CHR$(197);
PRINT STRING$(60, CHR$(196)); 
PRINT CHR$(182)
LOCATE , XMenuPosn 
PRINT CHR$(186);
LOCATE , XMenuPosn + 2 
PRINT "Directory";
LOCATE , XMenuPosn + 13 
PRINT CHR$(179);
LOCATE , XMenuPosn +  74 
PRINT CHR$(186)
LOCATE , XMenuPosn 
PRINT CHR$(199);
PRINT STRING$(12, CHR$(196)); 
PRINT CHR$(193);
PRINT STRING$(43, CHR$(196)); 
PRINT CHR$(194);
PRINT STRING$(16, CHR$(196)); 
PRINT CHR$(182)
LOCATE , XMenuPosn 
PRINT CHR$(186);
LOCATE , XMenuPosn + 7 
PRINT NumFiles; "files in "; CurrPathS; 
LOCATE , XMenuPosn +  57 
PRINT CHR$(179);
LOCATE , XMenuPosn + 58 
PRINT NumDirs; "Directories"; 
LOCATE , XMenuPosn + 74 
PRINT CHR$(186)
LOCATE , XMenuPosn 
PRINT CHR$(199);
PRINT STRING$(56, CHR$(196)); 
PRINT CHR$(197);
PRINT STRING$(16, CHR$(196)); 
PRINT CHR$(182)
FOR Count =  1 TO 10
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LOCATE , XMenuPosn 
PR IN T CHR$(186);
LOCATE , XM enuPosn +  57 
PR IN T CHR$(179);
LOCATE , XMenuPosn +  74 
PR IN T CHR$(186)
NEXT Count 
LOCATE , XMenuPosn 
PR IN T CHR$(200);
PR IN T STRING$(56, CHR$(205));
PR IN T  CHR$(207);
PR IN T  STRING$(16, CHR$(205));
PR IN T CHR$(188)
LOCATE YM enuPosn +  21, XMenuPosn 
PR IN T "Use the TAB key to  move between fields"
PR IN T 
END SUB 
SUB FillMenu
’*** Fill in the variable menu items ***
DIM XFilePosn AS IN TEG ER  ’ X Positon of file columns
XFilePosn =  XM enuPosn +  2
’*** The user writable p art of the menu ***
LOCATE YM enuPosn +  3, XM enuPosn +  15 
PR IN T CurrDriveS
LOCATE YM enuPosn +  5, XMenuPosn +  15
PR IN T CurrDirS
’*** the scrolling file menu ***
LOCATE YM enuPosn +  9, XFilePosn 
FOR Count =  1 TO 40 
PR IN T FileName$(Count)
LOCATE CSRLIN, XFilePosn 
IF Count MOD 10 =  0 THEN 
XFilePosn =  XFilePosn +  14 
LOCATE YM enuPosn +  9, XFilePosn 
END IF 
NEXT Count
’*** The scrolling directory menu ***
LOCATE YMenuPosn +  9, XM enuPosn +  59 
FOR Count =  1 TO 10 
PR IN T DirName$(Count)
LOCATE CSRLIN, XM enuPosn +  59 
NEXT Count 
END SUB 
SUB FindDrives
’*** Find w hat drives are present in the PC ***
ON ERR O R G OTO  DriveErr 
FO R  Count =  65 TO 90 
D rvErr =  0
Drives =  CHRS(Count) +  ":\"
FILES DriveS
IF D rvErr =  0 THEN DriveS =  DriveS +  CHRS(Count)
NEXT Count 
END SUB 
SUB G etC urrent
’*** G et the files from the current drive and directory ***
DIM Num AS IN TEG ER ’General num ber variable
DIM Filelnfo AS STRING ’Line from ZFileDir.tm p
’*** Clear the current contents of the file and directory arrays ***
ERASE FileNameS, DirNameS
’*** Open a tem porary file to  hold the DIR inform ation ***
’*** Unfortunately, I can’t find a way of getting ***
’*** the location of the tem porary file folder ***
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FileNo =  FREEFILE 
SHELL "dir >  c:\ZFileD ir.tm p"
OPEN  "C :\ZFileD ir.tm p" FOR IN PU T ACCESS READ LOCK READ W R ITE AS FileNo 
DO
LINE INPUT #F ileN o, FiielnfoS
IF EOF(FileNo) THEN EXIT DO
LOOP UNTIL INSTR(FileInfo$, "Directory of ") >  1
Num =  lNSTR(FileInfo$, ":")
Num =  Num - 1
CurrDriveS =  MIDS (FiielnfoS, Num, 2)
CurrPathS  =  MID$(FileInfo$, Num)
Num =  Num +  2
CurrDirS =  MID$(FileInfo$, Num)
NumDirs =  0 
NumFiles =  0 
DO
LINE INPU T #F ileN o, FiielnfoS 
IF EOF(FileNo) THEN EXIT DO 
IF INSTR(FileInfo$, "file(s)") >  0 THEN EXIT DO 
IF INSTR(FileInfo$, "< D IR > ") >  1 THEN 
NumDirs =  NumDirs +  1 
Num =  INSTR(FileInfo$, " ")
Num =  Num - 1
DirNameS(NumDirs) =  LEFT$(FileInfo$, Num)
IF DirNameS(NumDirs) =  THEN 
DirNameS(NumDirs) =  ""
NumDirs =  NumDirs - 1
END IF
ELSE
IF LEN(FilelnfoS) >  0 THEN 
NumFiles =  NumFiles +  1 
Num =  INSTR(FileInfo$, " ")
Num =  Num - 1
FileNameS(NumFiles) =  LEFT$(FileInfo$, Num) +  "."
FileNameS(NumFiles) =  FileNameS(NumFiles) +  MIDS(FileInfo$, 10, 3)
IF UCASE$(FileNameS(NumFiles)) =  "ZFILED IR.TM P" THEN 
FileNameS(NumFiles) =  ""
NumFiles =  NumFiles - 1 
END IF 
END IF 
END IF
LO OP UNTIL INSTR(FileInfoS, "file(s)") >  1 
CLOSE
KILL "C:\ZFileD ir.tm p"
END SUB 
SUB ReadSpec 
CLS
DIM i AS INTEG ER
i =  1
PR IN T
P R IN T  "Press any key to  acquire spectrum "
PR IN T
DO
LO OP UNTIL INKEYS < >  ""
P R IN T  # 3 , "(P)"
BS =  IN PU T $(L 0C (3), # 3 )
DO
PR IN T  # 1 , i, BS 
LO OP UNTIL BS =  E 
RETURN 
END SUB
SUB SortArrays (SortArrayS(), Low AS INTEG ER, High AS INTEGER)
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’*** This is a  QuickSort routine ***
DIM Lower AS INTEG ER 
DIM Higher AS INTEG ER 
DIM R andlndex AS INTEG ER
’Q uicksort works by picking a random  "pivot" element in SortArray, then 
’moving every element th a t is bigger to  one side of the pivot, and every 
’element th a t is smaller to  the other side. QuickSort is then called 
’recursively w ith the two subdivisions created by the pivot. Once the 
’num ber of elements in a subdivision reaches two, the recursive calls end 
’and the array is sorted.
IF Low <  High THEN
’ *** Only two elements in this subdivision ***
’ *** Swap them  if they are out of order, then end recursive calls:
IF High - Low =  1 THEN
IF SortArray$(Low) >  SortArrayS(High) THEN
SWAP SortArray$(Low), SortArrayS(High)
END IF 
ELSE
’*** Pick a  pivot element a t random , then move it to the end *** 
R andlndex =  INT(RND * (High - Low +  1)) +  Low 
SWAP SortArray$(High), SortArray$(RandIndex)
P artitions =  SortArrayS(High)
DO
’*** Move in from both  sides towards the pivot element * * *

Lower =  Low 
Higher =  High
DO W HILE (Lower <  Higher) AND (SortArray$(Lower) < =  Partition®)
Lower =  Lower +  1
LOOP
DO W HILE (Higher >  Lower) AND (SortArrayS(Higher) > =  Partition®)
Higher =  Higher - 1
LOOP
’*** If pivot element not reached, it means th a t ***
’*** two elements on either side are out of order, ***
’*** so swap them  ***
IF Lower <  Higher THEN
SWAP SortArrayS(Lower), SortArrayS(Higher)
END IF
LOOP W HILE Lower <  Higher
’*** Move the pivot element back to  its proper place in the array *** 
SWAP SortArrayS(Lower), SortArrayS(High)

Recursively call the SortA rray sub ***
’*** Pass the smaller subdivision first to use less stack space ***
IF (Lower - Low) <  (High - Lower) THEN 
Sort Arrays SortArray$(), Low, Lower - 1 
Sort Arrays SortArray$(), Lower +  1, High 
ELSE
Sort Arrays SortArray$(), Lower +  1, High
Sort Arrays SortArray$(), Low, Lower - 1
END IF
END IF
END IF
END SUB
SUB W riteSpec
PR IN T # 3 , "(P )" 
OPEN Messages FO R  O U TPU T AS # 1  
PR IN T # 1 , "W ritten"
CLOSE 
END SUB
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